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ABSTRACT 

I BEG TO DIFFER: UNDERSTANDING DISAGREEMENT, AGREEMENT, AND 
EMOTIONAL APPEALS IN GUBERNATORIAL CAMPAIGN COMMUNICATION 

Anne-Bennett Smithson, Ph.D. 

George Mason University, 2017 

Dissertation Director: Dr. Emily Vraga 

 

This study explores gubernatorial candidates’ presentation of disagreement, 

agreement, and use of emotional appeals to frame messages during the 2016 primary and 

general election periods. Using content analysis, I examined 7,111 tweets to understand 

how candidates craft their image as they separate themselves from some 

ideas/people/groups and align themselves with others. Overall, findings complicate the 

construct of political disagreement itself, showing that disagreement presented by 

candidates can take multiple forms (e.g. same party, opposing party, Washington 

insiders).  Specifically, results suggest a strong tendency for candidates to highlight 

disagreement with the opposing political party, even during the primary period. Results 

also showed that while messages pertaining to policy issues often include disagreement, 

references to an opponent’s character almost always include disagreement. This project 

also helps to explain when and how candidates use emotional appeals to frame messages, 
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even in a truncated and text-heavy medium like Twitter. For instance, results suggest a 

strong relationship between anger appeals and use of uncivil disagreement on Twitter, 

which raises concerns about the tone potential leaders use to convey disagreement during 

elections. Perhaps most importantly, this research contributes to an understanding of how 

open race candidates fit within the overall landscape picture of candidate communication, 

demonstrating that such candidates have unique communication styles and, overall, 

communicate differently with voters than incumbents and challengers on a wide range of 

factors. This framework can be used to study candidate communication on social 

networking sites like Twitter as such interactive media become even more important for 

political campaigns.  
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

The 2016 election season was marked by unpredictability, heated disagreement 

both within and between political parties, and seemingly constant media coverage of 

candidates’ controversy du jour. Early in the election process, the September 16, 2015, 

Republican debate – which occurred over one year before the presidential election itself – 

drew approximately 23 million viewers, marking this event as the most viewed program 

in the 25-year history of CNN (Koplowitz, 2015). There was such an interest in the 

debate, in fact, that networks aired secondary debates, in which little-known or less 

popular Republican candidates could advocate their position(s) and vie for the support of 

voters (Miller, 2015). In like manner, the first Democratic debate aired on CNN and 

attracted a record 15.3 million viewers, making it the highest-rated Democratic debate in 

history (Battaglio, 2015). By March of 2016, the election had captured the attention of 

media outlets and voters alike, with more voters interested in the presidential election 

than at any point during any campaign since 1988 (Pew, 2016a), a trend that held true 

throughout the summer months of 2016 (Pew, 2016b). 

In short, voters were interested in the 2016 election cycle, possibly more so than 

ever before (Jackson, 2015). This is especially interesting in light of the fact that the 

divide between Democrats and Republicans has reached the highest level in over 25 years 

(Kohut, 2012; Huber et. al, 2015). In fact, research has shown that 22% of Democrats and 
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36% of Republicans believe that the opposing political party is a threat to the well being 

of the United States; further, 30% of consistent conservatives and 23% of consistent 

liberals report that they would be upset if a family member married someone from the 

opposing party (Pew, 2014). This may be part of the reason citizens followed the 2016 

elections so closely; according to The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press 

Poll (2015), 27 percent of voters were following the election very closely as of 

September 2015, which was up from 16 percent in April of 2015. In the past, only about 

10-15 percent of voters reported that they were paying close attention to an election with 

14 months remaining in the campaigns (Jackson, 2015). In fact, Pew’s September 2015 

poll indicated that an additional 32% of voters were paying “fairly close” attention to the 

election (2015). The fact that 59% of voters were already engaged in the presidential 

elections at such an early date foreshadowed the fact that the 2016 election cycle attracted 

high democratic involvement and captured the attention of voters across the country. 

Early in the 2016 election, pundits were split as to which party had the overall 

advantage as the election season began (Chait, 2015; Judis, 2015). This sentiment 

remained, even after the primaries concluded, as both major political parties were 

represented at the national level by controversial candidates (e.g. Donald Trump and 

Hillary Clinton). In fact, the Washington Post reported that Trump and Clinton were the 

some of the most unpopular presidential candidates in the nation’s history, with 

unfavorability ratings of 67% and 53% respectively in March of 2016 (Guskin, 2016). 

With many pollsters expecting Clinton to win the election handily in November (Healy & 

Peters, 2016; Smith, 2016), Trump and the Republican Party surprised the nation with not 
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only a White House win but also by maintaining a majority in the Senate, House of 

Representatives, and governors’ mansions across the country. 

Early in the election season, it also appeared that many of the gubernatorial races 

in 2016 were likely to be close, with neither party having an early advantage. The Cook 

Political Report (2015), a non-partisan political newsletter that analyzes presidential, 

congressional, and gubernatorial races, projected that only three states would not be 

closely contested (e.g. Delaware (D), Oregon (D), and Utah (R)). Further, six of the races 

had a sitting governor who was either retiring or term-limited, resulting in open-race 

elections in each of theses states. Thus, with 12 states holding gubernatorial races in 

2016, the time was ripe to examine how gubernatorial candidates communicate with their 

constituencies.  

One element that remained undisputed, however, is that candidates are 

communicating with the electorate in increasingly different ways as technology changes 

and evolves to provide candidates with new channels to reach their audiences. 

Traditionally, candidates communicated with their constituencies through press releases, 

speeches, pamphlets, and radio/television commercials (Gainous & Wagner, 2014; Trent, 

Friedenberg & Denton, 2009). These forms of communication allowed candidates to 

carefully craft messages, which were then transmitted to audiences, with little 

opportunity for interaction with voters. Today, however, candidates are increasingly 

using social networking sites such as Twitter and Facebook to reach out to and interact 

with opponents, supporters, prospective voters, and the general public (Gainous & 

Wagner, 2014). In fact, a review of the tweets posted by Presidential candidates Donald 
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Trump and Hillary Clinton in the weeks leading up to the election shows that each 

candidate took to Twitter daily, not only to communicate with their followers but also to 

criticize and express fear and disgust toward their opponent. Twitter use is prevalent in 

Congress as well. Today, all United States Senators and 98% of House members use 

Twitter (twitter.com/gov/lists/us-house). Candidates’ heightened use of social media in 

recent years, and especially during the 2016 election, raises the question: how are 

candidates communicating with their constituencies considering the new and varied 

channels that are available to them? 

When it comes to political communication surrounding elections in the United 

States, the majority of current research is focused at the national level. In fact, most 

research to date is focused upon presidential campaigns (Benoit, 2007; West, 2013) and 

there remains a relative dearth of research on campaign communication in gubernatorial 

elections. However, gubernatorial elections often have important consequences, both at 

the state level (e.g., governors have substantial power over state policy-making and 

budgetary decisions) as well as in the context of national campaigns.  At the state level, 

governors control the executive branch of their respective state and have considerable 

power over budgetary decision (e.g. taxes, state spending, the power of line-item veto on 

appropriation bills) as well as an important role both in the judiciary (e.g. governors have 

the power to appoint judges, issue pardons, and commute sentences) and in the legislature 

(e.g. setting the policy direction for the state, vetoing bills passed by the state’s legislative 

body). In other words, a governor’s goals set the trajectory of the state’s policy. For 

instance, Governor Jerry Brown prioritized balancing California’s budget and 
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implementing clean energy initiatives when he took office in 2011, which set the agenda 

for the items state officials would be working toward during Governor Brown’s term in 

office (Dickinson, 2013).  

Governors also regularly become national politicians, serving in the Senate or 

even the White House, At the national level, several Republican governors entered the 

run for the presidency in 2016 (e.g. Jeb Bush, Bobby Jindal, Chris Christie, Jim Gilmore, 

Mike Huckabee, John Kasich, George Pataki) and many recent Presidents served as state 

governors (e.g. Jimmy Carter, Ronald Reagan, Bill Clinton, George W. Bush). Because 

victories at the state level can have later consequences at the national level, it is important 

to understand how gubernatorial candidates communicate with their constituencies.  

Further, since each state faces distinct policy issues (e.g. coal policy in West 

Virginia, legalization of recreational marijuana use in Vermont) and a different voter base 

(e.g. the voters of Delaware and Oregon generally vote for the Democratic Party while 

Utah and West Virginia voters often vote for the Republican Party) (Cook Political 

Report, 2014) it followed that each gubernatorial election would be at least somewhat 

different. The diversity of issues and differing voter base(s) in terms demographics (e.g. 

race, religion, ethnicity, socioeconomic status, education levels) make studying 

governors’ races especially interesting because a range of campaign tactics are likely to 

be useful depending upon the characteristics of the state in which an election takes place. 

Theoretical and Practical Implications 

From a theoretical perspective, this study contributes to the literature on how 

candidates use communication tools to present disagreement and agreement in their 
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campaign communications and how they attempt to evoke emotional responses in the 

electorate. To date, the literature exploring political disagreement and agreement has 

focused almost solely upon dis/agreement in dyads and discussion networks, without 

addressing political disagreement advanced by the candidates themselves, which I define 

as candidates’ confrontation of opposing viewpoints and presentation of that 

confrontation to an audience. Specifically, I will examine how candidates frame 

disagreement with their own party, the opposing party, and the political elite. I will also 

explore whether they present such disagreement using an uncivil tone.  

Like disagreement, political agreement has generally been studied as a product of 

interpersonal communication, but my dissertation extends this literature to examine how 

candidates present agreement with and from public figures, groups, individuals, and 

bipartisanship to their audience. Studying agreement in conjunction with disagreement 

creates a more complete picture of candidate communication on social media. Studying 

disagreement helps us understand points of divergence, while studying agreement helps 

us understand points of convergence. Examining these constructs together can shed light 

on the manner in which candidates craft their image as they separate themselves from 

some ideas/people/groups and align themselves with others. 

In like manner, the literature on emotional appeals in campaign communications 

is rather sparse in general, with little research pertaining to gubernatorial elections or the 

new media environment. However, the use of disagreement and emotional appeals may 

have important consequences for how citizens understand political messages. For 

instance, exposure to disagreement has been found to spur political participation 
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(Scheufele et. al, 2004), potentially decrease such participation (Mutz, 2006), or even 

depolarize social networks by helping citizens to understand their neighbors’ point of 

view (Parsons, 2010). Further, emotional frames can impact how people process policy 

messages and ultimately how they choose policy solutions (Nabi, 2003). Prior research 

has shown that enthusiasm, pride, anger, and fear are the most common emotions in 

television advertisements and that different types of candidates may be more likely to use 

different emotional cues based on a range of factors including party affiliation and 

incumbency status (Brader, 2005, 2006; Ridout & Searles, 2011). It is less clear, 

however, whether these patterns hold true on social media. What is not disputed is that 

emotions can play an important role in elections. A Pew study conducted in mid-2016 

found about half of all partisans in the United States view the opposing party with fear 

(Pew, 2016c). Further, Republicans’ prevalent use of anger appeals in the past (Ridout & 

Searles, 2011) also raises important questions about polarization in the current political 

climate – after all, if one party consistently focuses upon its anger with another party, it 

seems unlikely that the two sides will be able to engage in either effective deliberation or 

bipartisan solutions after election season ends.  

It is worth noting that this dissertation explores the presentation rather than the 

experience of disagreement, agreement, and emotional appeals. In other words, I am 

interested in how candidates use these strategies to frame their messages rather than in 

how such messages may impact voters overall. In fact, my central aim is to better 

understand how politicians are presenting messages to the citizenry, as we know 
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relatively little about political communication in gubernatorial races or how gubernatorial 

candidates operate in the new media environment. 

Specifically, I explored how candidates leveraged each of my focal variables (e.g. 

disagreement, agreement, and emotion) in their Twitter messages, coding for instances of 

each in a sample of 7,111 tweets. These tweets were collected in two phases: (1) the three 

months leading up to each state’s primary election and (2) the three months leading up to 

each state’s general election. I used my coded dataset to explore how candidates used 

disagreement, agreement, and emotional appeals differently depending on party 

affiliation, incumbency status, and the type of tweet (e.g. tweets focused upon policy as 

compared to tweets focused upon personal characteristics). In doing this, I had two 

overarching goals: (1) uncover what the campaign environment looks like in terms of 

disagreement, agreement and emotional appeals, and (2) understand how campaign 

characteristics like race influence the presentation of such messages. I found that while 

there are many partisan differences, incumbency status and tweet type also play an 

important role in understanding how political messages are framed. 

From a practical perspective, my study takes an important step in understanding 

how the theoretical constructs of disagreement, agreement, and emotional appeals are 

applied in the new media environment. Emotional appeals, for instance, have largely 

been studied in the context of political television commercials, and to date it is unclear 

whether conclusions drawn from this research also apply to a truncated medium like 

Twitter. Further, most prior research on incumbency status has focused upon incumbents 

and challengers, with less attention paid to open race candidates. Because there were 
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many more open race gubernatorial candidates than incumbents or challengers in my 

sample, my research provides insight and analysis regarding how open race candidates 

may enact different communication strategies.  

Overall, this dissertation includes ten chapters, including the Introduction. In 

Chapter Two, I draw upon existing literature surrounding political disagreement, political 

agreement, and emotional appeals to explicate my constructs and develop a theoretical 

framework to explore gubernatorial campaign communication. In Chapter Three, I 

explore three types of election characteristics that have been previously shown to impact 

candidate communication strategies: party, incumbency status and election type (e.g. 

primary or general). In doing so, I demonstrate how theory surrounding disagreement, 

agreement, and emotional appeals may lead us to expect certain outcomes depending on 

the characteristics of particular candidates and elections.  

In Chapter Four, I advance hypotheses and raise research questions, and in 

Chapter Five, I explain my content analysis methodology, outline the reliability analysis, 

and describe and give examples the codes used to analyze my data.  Chapter Six is 

dedicated to showing and interpreting descriptive and inferential statistics from the 

primary election, while Chapter Seven provides a discussion of those results, turning 

back to theory to help interpret what my findings may mean for primary elections and 

candidate communication. Similarly, Chapter Eight provides the statistical results from 

the general election dataset, while in Chapter Nine, I discuss the implications of those 

results in the context of what prior theory has already explored. Finally, in Chapter Ten, I 

step back to compare my findings from the primary election to the general election and 
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discuss how my project fit into the larger body of political communication research. In 

this final chapter, I also provide conclusions, limitations, and directions for future 

research. 
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 

 Any time we turn on the television, open the newspaper, or sign on to a social 

networking site (SNS) during election season, we are bombarded with messages telling 

us why we should vote for or against particular political candidates. The election of 2016 

was particularly unpredictable and volatile, as candidates regularly took to public forums 

to express anger, respond to criticisms, or denigrate their political opponents. While 

disagreement seems to be an inherent part of the electoral process, to date few scholars 

have specifically examined the intersection between candidates’ use of emotional appeals 

and their presentation of political disagreement in campaign communication, nor has this 

research sufficiently considered new spaces where such presentation can happen. 

Specifically, there remains a little research regarding how these elements occur in social 

media spaces. This section will examine pertinent scholarly literature, beginning with a 

conceptualization of political dis/agreement and moving on to a review of the literature 

surrounding candidates’ use of emotional appeals in campaign communication.  

Political Disagreement 

Defining disagreement. The current scholarship focusing upon political 

disagreement reveals considerable discrepancy regarding how the construct should be 

defined. Because many scholars study political disagreement as a product of interpersonal 

relationships, it is often conceptualized as it occurs in dyadic communication (Huckfeldt 
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& Medez, 2008; Bello & Rolfe, 2014) or network communication (Mutz, 2006; Parsons, 

2010; Klofstad, Sokhey & McClurg, 2013). For example, Mutz (2006) defines political 

disagreement as discussion of politics with non-likeminded others, while Huckfeldt, 

Johnson & Sprague (2004) conceptualize disagreement as interaction among and between 

citizens who hold different political viewpoints. Still other scholars define political 

disagreement as exposure to political opinions that are different that one’s own (Klofstad, 

Sokhey & McClurg, 2013; Brundidge, 2014), but Mutz (2006) cautions that disagreement 

must consider moving beyond mere exposure to examine when individuals “confront 

others who have political views in opposition to theirs” (2006, p. 41) in order for society 

to reap its benefits. 

Further, Scheufele et al. (2004, 2006) theorizes that political disagreement is more 

accurately explained as a product of network structure itself. Specifically, Scheufele et al. 

(2006) explains that network heterogeneity based on a range of characteristics such as 

race, gender, religion, etc. determines the political discussion partners that one will 

encounter. Although heterogeneity in networks certainly exists independent of political 

preference as operationalized by Scheufele, exposure to people who are different in other 

ways (e.g. age, income level, race) inherently exposes people to a greater amount of 

political disagreement than when people operate in networks that are homogenous.  

Considering the structures that present opportunities for disagreement leads us to 

a discussion of disagreement as presented in political campaigns. Building upon the 

conceptualization(s) used by previous scholars, I theorize that disagreement presented by 

political campaigns can be a tool by which candidates expose their audience to divergent 
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viewpoints and confront such views in a carefully crafted manner through campaign 

communication. Such a tool allows politicians to present disagreement in the manner they 

choose and strategically address their points in a way that optimizes their overall message 

or position. 

Framing. Since this research explores candidates’ presentation of political 

disagreement, my conceptualization is also informed by the literature on framing. As 

Entman (1993) explains, “To frame is to select some aspects of a perceived reality and 

make them more salient in a communicating text” (p. 52). In campaign communications, 

the key question is how do candidates emphasize certain aspects of reality and draw 

attention away from other aspects through use of messaging? As Vraga, Carr, Nytes, and 

Shaw (2010) further expound, framing is more than simply shifting a perspective while 

“maintaining factual equivalency;” rather, framing allows the communicator to highlight 

the facts that she wishes to emphasize (p. 4). When thinking about politicians, then, 

campaign communications allow candidates to strategically frame election issues in such 

a way that draws attention to items or ideas they want to emphasize while drawing 

attention away from issues that may be less helpful to the candidate’s overall message. In 

this dissertation, I am specifically interested in how candidates use framing strategies to 

shape and present points of disagreement to their audiences.  

When comes to candidate communication, I conceptualize political disagreement 

as candidate’s confrontation of opposing viewpoints or behaviors during an election and 

presentation of such discrepancies to an audience. Specifically, using social networking 

sites (SNS) to present such disagreement provides the candidate complete control of the 
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initial message and allows her to present divergent viewpoints in the way she chooses. 

This raises the question: how do politicians expose the public to perspectives that are 

different than the candidate’s own? After all, a candidate often must exhibit some type of 

disagreement between herself and her opponent to differentiate herself as the more 

desirable choice (Collins, 2002).  

Specifically, this dissertation explores how gubernatorial candidates present 

disagreement in their campaign communications. While most research to date explores 

the experience of disagreement, my research explores the presentation of disagreement. 

As the framing literature explains, the manner in which information is presented can, and 

often does, influence the audience’s perception of reality (Entman, 1993). Studying 

disagreement as presented by politicians allows us to examine political messages from 

their source and understand how politicians are shaping reality by studying the messages 

they present to voters. 

What is “political”?  

Notably, in the political disagreement literature, many scholars have developed 

their own definition of disagreement, but few have explicitly defined the political portion 

of the construct. The majority of the literature does, however, focus upon elections, so it 

seems to be implied that in the context of “disagreement,” “political” inherently pertains 

to elections, candidates, issues and the communication surrounding them. Interestingly, 

Vraga and her colleagues found that young voters tend to define “politics” quite narrowly 

in terms of partisan competition (Vraga et al., 2015; Vraga, Bode, Smithson & Troller-

Renfree, 2016). Klofstad, Sokhey, and McClurg (2013), however, point out that, perhaps 
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the most clear definition of “politics” can simply be found in the title of Laswell’s (1936) 

classic book Politics: Who gets what, when and how.  

For my purposes, it is important to point out that I am studying electoral politics, 

in the form of candidate communications to the public. In contrast, other scholars have 

studied horizontal disagreement in dyads or networks, which focuses upon disagreement 

between people who are voting for different candidates or taking opposing positions on a 

particular policy. Because of this discrepancy, the following definition of “politics” listed 

on the website Dictionary.com is quite helpful: “exercising or seeking power in the 

governmental or public affairs of a state, municipality, etc.” (Dictionary.com, 2015). By 

extension, I define “political” as pertaining to a candidate’s involvement in partisan 

electoral politics. 

Consequences of political disagreement. Although I am exploring the 

presentation of disagreement rather than its effects, an explanation of its impacts upon the 

electorate is necessary to understand why studying this construct is important to 

democratic society. Research has shown that exposure to political disagreement can have 

important consequences for democracy, but scholarly findings to date have been 

inconsistent. For instance, some scholars have found that experiencing political 

disagreement has no impact on political participation or interest (Huckfeldt et al., 2004) 

while others have found that exposure to disagreement can actually spur participation 

(Scheufele et al., 2004) because such disagreement makes elections and deliberative 

democracy “come alive” (Scheufele et al., 2006 p. 730). In contrast, still others have 

found that experiencing disagreement can decrease political participation because it 
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causes people to be less steadfast in their viewpoints (Mutz, 2006; Parsons, 2010). In fact, 

Mutz (2006) suggests that enthusiastic participation and exposure to disagreement may 

be incompatible – people who are dedicated advocates of a particular political position 

spend much time with like minded others and relatively little time talking to people with 

different political ideas. Because of this tendency, some research indicates that exposure 

to disagreement can also lead to polarization; since most people want to get along with 

others, they will gravitate toward those with whom they agree (Mutz, 2006).  

Parsons (2010) found that exposure to disagreement may actually depolarize 

social networks by helping discussants understand others’ points of view. However, he 

also argued that such depolarization can actually backfire by increasing positive feelings 

toward the opposing candidate and increasing negative feelings toward the in-party 

candidate, resulting in decreased political interest and participation (Parsons, 2010). In 

other words, people feel both less excited about the candidate they originally supported 

and less critical of the candidate they originally opposed. This supports Mutz’s (2006) 

position that passionate participation and engagement with diverse viewpoints are 

incompatible; if one begins to understand the other side’s point of view, she may be less 

enthusiastic about her own efforts to oppose them. 

Interestingly, previous research shows that interpersonal political disagreement 

often results in both increased tolerance of others’ positions and a greater understanding 

of one’s own political position(s) (Mutz, 2006; Testa, 2014). Further, experiencing 

political disagreement can also motivate discussants to consider other viewpoints and 

reevaluate their own position (Knight & Johnson, 1994). It is logical, then, that when 
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candidates present disagreement with their opponents, such messages can increase 

audience understanding of the position the candidate holds.  

Why study politicians? 

There is key difference, however, between disagreement in interpersonal 

discussion and political disagreement as presented by politicians. In interpersonal 

discussions, people are more likely to understand the other side’s rationale(s) through the 

course of a conversation (Mutz, 2006; Testa, 2014). This is not necessarily so with 

candidate communication. In fact, communication tools like SNS and television 

commercials allow candidates to present conflicting viewpoints in the way that best suits 

their purposes. Rather than creating greater understanding of opposing positions, 

candidates may obscure or even disparage divergent viewpoints. Koop and Jensen (2009) 

found a similar pattern with candidate blogs; candidates mention their opponents 

frequently but often with the purpose of disparaging their positions.  

Further, studying disagreement as presented by politicians allows us to examine 

political messages from a key source and understand how politicians are shaping 

audience perceptions of reality. Moreover, this approach allows us to analyze what 

“disagreement” looks like on social media during gubernatorial campaigns. I argue that 

disagreement presented by candidates can take several forms, depending on its type and 

target. 

Type. Political disagreement is a necessary part of the political process, especially 

for political figures. This is particularly true during a primary campaign, where a 

candidate cannot necessarily rely on party loyalties or political ideology to shape the 
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behavior of voters (Bafumi & Shapiro, 2009; Campbell et al., 1960; Lau & Redlawsk, 

2006). Instead, candidates are likely to highlight personal characteristics or issue 

positions (Brader, 2005; Campbell et al., 1960; Lau & Redlawsk, 2006), thus opening 

intriguing possibilities for different forms that disagreement can take. Therefore, this 

dissertation examines whether disagreement is more common when discussing policy 

versus personal characteristics during the 2016 gubernatorial elections. Benoit (2000, 

2004) suggests that candidates in a primary may be particularly likely to talk about 

personal characteristics, as policy positions may not be notably different from those of 

their intra-party competitors. However, it is still unclear how such strategies are 

manifested in social networking sites online. 

Target. Disagreement is often studied as occurring across party lines (e.g., 

Huckfeldt et al., 2004; Mutz, 2006; Huckfeldt & Mendez, 2008; Parsons, 2010), but 

during a primary campaign in particular, it is not uncommon to also see intra-party 

disagreement, as candidates attempt to differentiate themselves from their competitors. In 

other words, candidates may have differing targets for their disagreement, depending 

upon the characteristics of the race. Disagreement with an opposing party may be used as 

a tool to encourage turnout among voters or for candidates attempting to imbue their 

campaign with a sense of inevitability (Popkin, 1994). Alternatively, candidates may be 

focused instead on highlighting differences within their own party – particularly any 

opposing candidates in the primary campaign (Brady, Han, & Pope, 2007; Lau & 

Redlawsk, 2006). Finally, disagreement with political insiders and the Washington elite is 

an alternative form of disagreement that may become more common as approval ratings 
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for the government decline (Lipinski, Bianco, & Work 2003; Vraga, 2017). This form of 

disagreement is not necessarily partisan in nature, but instead is meant to emphasize a 

candidate’s independence from political structures. In this dissertation, I explore each of 

these forms of disagreement (e.g. opposing party, same party, and Washington insiders), 

and test whether certain forms of disagreement are presented more often depending on 

characteristics of the race. 

After all, Gainous and Wagner (2014) argue that candidates can, and often do, 

craft their messages to control the flow of information. Controlling the flow of 

information allows candidates to serve as gatekeepers, telling the audience what is 

important and strategically highlighting points of divergence between the candidate and 

her opponent. This could take the form of addressing policy disagreements, pointing out 

character flaws, or attacking an opponent on inconsistencies in her prior history or voting 

record. For example, in the 2014 Kentucky Senate race, Alison Lundergan Grimes aired a 

commercial entitled “Shame on you, Mitch McConnell” in which female speakers accuse 

McConnell of not supporting laws to prevent wage discrimination and domestic violence 

(Grimes, 2014). Not only did the commercial showcase Grimes’s disagreement with 

McConnell’s voting record, it also cast him as a liar, stating that he has claimed to be 

“pro-woman” when he actually voted against women’s issues. Such strategies allow the 

candidate to bring forward the issues that she feels are most important and direct the 

audience how to think about such issues. Often, as in the McConnell/Grimes example, 

when candidates present disagreement with opposing viewpoints or behaviors, their 

message takes an argumentative tone. Inherently, this makes sense, because candidates 
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often appear to draw attention to contentious issues that form the basis of their 

disagreement. The confrontational nature of such communications may result in 

messages that are uncivil in nature or messages that effectively attack the opposing 

candidate. 

Attacks and Incivility 

My review of the literature suggests that scholars may, in fact, conflate negativity, 

attacks, and incivility in examining disagreement in political messages. This is one of the 

reasons I chose to frame my research in terms of disagreement. Specifically, I am 

interested in first understanding whether a candidate presents a point of contrast between 

herself and her opponent then asking if the message is civil or uncivil. Understanding 

incivility is important, as previous literature has shown that incivility in public discourse 

can adversely impact voters’ trust in government (Mutz & Reeves, 2005). This section 

explores the current literature regarding negativity, attack messages and political 

incivility, and explains why I concluded that isolating the element of disagreement as 

separate from incivility is important in understanding the nature of candidates’ current 

political discourse. 

Attacks and negativity. Since the 1980s United States’ elections have been the 

sites of an increasing number of negative and attack advertisements on television (Geer, 

2008; Brooks & Geer, 2007; West, 2013). Geer (2008) points out that negativity and 

attack messages are on the rise “because parties have more about which to disagree” (p. 

19). In fact, recent research has shown that voters today experience greater polarization in 

the past and are increasingly more likely to vote along party lines (Bafumi & Shapiro, 
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2009). While explaining that the public often perceives negative advertising as deceitful, 

unethical, and harmful to the electoral process, Geer (2008) defends negative messages as 

a means by which voters can learn about the weaknesses of the other side. 

Interestingly, there is some discrepancy in the literature regarding how “attack” 

and “negativity” should be defined. Some scholars (Geer, 2008, Richardson, 2002) point 

out that the use of the word “negative” in general conversations about politics has 

become so common that its meaning has become conceptually indistinct. For example, 

Gronbeck (1994) explains that negativity happens when a candidate highlights  

“unattractive or undesirable images of one’s political opponents” (p. 62), while Geer 

(2008) defines negative advertisements as simply any type of criticism leveled against 

one’s opponents during a campaign. Geer (2008) explains that his definition does not 

account for harshness or tone; rather, his conceptualization simply assesses whether or 

not a candidate criticizes her opponent. By extension, West (2013) conceptualized attack 

advertisements as those criticizing opposing candidates in terms of their policy positions 

or personal characteristics, often with a tone that is harsh and insulting.   

By its very nature as a construct dealing with dispute(s), the concept of 

disagreement lends itself to being studied in conjunction with negativity and attack 

messages. On the one hand, candidates can (and do) present disagreement without using a 

harsh or insulting tone. Saying something such as, “My opponent will reduce school 

funding. This would be a poor choice for our community,” expresses disagreement with 

an opposing viewpoint/behavior without adding an element that is discourteous. 

However, presenting disagreement through an uncivil lens such as, “My opponent is a 
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corrupt politician who will give your tax dollars to special interests instead of funding our 

schools,” presents disagreement in a manner that is harsh, insulting, and uncivil. 

Most of the existing research on attack messages has focused on television 

advertisements, but incivility may look different when it occurs on social networking 

sites. For example, in their research on the 2010 Congressional elections, Gainous and 

Wagner (2014) took early steps toward understanding negativity in campaign tweets. 

However, their categorization of negative/attack messages was limited to only a few key 

words (e.g. names of known political figures, name of the opponent, Tea Party, liberal, 

politician, and establishment) that they used to identify such tweets (Gainous & Wagner, 

2014). In doing so, they likely missed important information contained in the tweets that 

did not match the limited keywords. This project seeks to build on their work by delving 

into tweets on an individual basis to understand both their content and tone.  

Defining Incivility 

 By studying individual Twitter messages to understand content and tone, we can 

better understand how candidates leverage incivility in their campaign communications. 

To define incivility, I draw from the work of Brooks and Geer (2007), who move beyond 

the simple question of whether or not a message “attacks” another candidate and instead 

examine whether such questioning of an opponent goes past simply informing voters and 

crosses a line of incivility. In other words, they explain that negative information about 

an opponent can be presented using a civil or uncivil tone (Brooks & Geer, 2007). Civil 

messages provide information about facts and differences between the candidate and her 

opponent, while uncivil attacks “move toward name-calling, contempt, and derision of 
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the competition” (Brooks & Geer, 2007, p. 1). Extending the work of Mutz and Reeves 

(2005), who explain that uncivil messages “used the same script but inserted gratuitous 

asides that suggested a lack of respect for and/or frustration with the opposition" (p. 5). 

Brooks and Geer (2007) explain that inflammatory comments fail to add substance to a 

political message or discussion, while adding provocative, superfluous content. By 

adopting Brooks and Geer’s (2007) definition to study campaign communication, I posit 

that exploring whether candidates present disagreement using civil or uncivil frames 

extends the current literature and helps us understand how gubernatorial candidates are 

communicating with prospective voters, as such messages remain prevalent in the United 

States’ political landscape (Brooks & Geer, 2007). In sum, while candidates often present 

disagreement (e.g. points of divergence between the candidate and an opposing candidate 

or party), such differences may not always rise to the level of incivility. Rather, uncivil 

messages contain points of divergence as well as inflammatory comments that do not add 

anything substantive to the discussion at hand. However, candidates do not appeal to 

audiences simply through disagreement, whether civil or uncivil. In fact, the next section 

moves from disagreement toward agreement to explore the theoretical construct and 

literature pertaining to political agreement. 

Agreement 

By its very nature, the study of disagreement points to the need for researchers to 

also examine agreement. On a basic level, agreement occurs when people have similar 

attitudes on an issue (Bello & Rolfe, 2014). In like manner, Mutz (2006) conceptualizes 

political agreement as like-minded people joining together around common political 
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causes. Again, much research pertaining to agreement focuses upon dyadic and network 

communication, and results have consistently shown that people are drawn to others who 

are similar to themselves (McPherson, Smith-Lovin & Cook, 2001; Scheufele et al., 

2004; Mutz, 2006). When it comes to politics, people tend to experience more agreement 

than disagreement in their political discussions, as they often select others who are like-

minded politically (Mutz, 2006; Wojciezak & Mutz, 2009; Bello & Rolfe, 2014).  People 

are also more likely to seek out online sources that express opinions similar to their own 

(Garrett, 2009). For instance, in the 2004 presidential elections, Garrett’s (2009) research 

showed that Bush supporters generally preferred Republican or conservative websites 

while Kerry supporters preferred Democratic or liberal websites.   

From an interpersonal perspective, Bello & Rolfe (2014) found that when people 

have conversations that involve political disagreement with significant others in their 

network, they were more likely to change the candidate they supported, resulting in 

increased agreement with network members. In other words, exposure to disagreement in 

a social network can actually nudge people to change their views and agree more with 

their discussion partners (Bello & Rolfe, 2014). In like manner, it is not uncommon to see 

a losing primary candidate subsequently support the primary winner in the general 

election. If disagreement, then, can evolve toward agreement over time, it seems as 

though it is also important to study how politicians present agreement in their campaigns 

through social media. 

Research suggests, in fact, that studying social networks as they relate to SNS is 

quite important when it comes to understanding campaign communication (Colleoni et 
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al., 2014). Specifically, the work of Colleoni et al. (2014) indicates that Twitter networks 

are quite homogenous, with Democrats’ and Republicans’ accounts connected to high 

numbers of others with the same political orientation. Because, however, the structures of 

political homophily look different depending upon party affiliation, they call for more 

research on the practices and culture of Twitter users (Colleoni et al. (2014). This 

dissertation seeks to build on this research by more deeply exploring the practices of 

candidates themselves and how they are presenting their messages to the public. After all, 

Twitter postings are visible to both members of the candidate’s network and to the larger 

population of Twitter users. Based on prior research pertaining to agreement and 

homophily, I define political agreement as instances in which the candidate aligns herself 

with another person, group, or cause with the purpose of directing voters’ attention. 

Based on this definition, and thinking about what agreement looks like in the real world 

of messages, I posit that agreement can take at least four forms when considering how 

candidates communicate with voters: agreement with/from public figures (e.g. political 

officeholders, celebrities), agreement with/from groups (e.g. veterans, LGBTQ 

organizations, National Rifle Association, etc.), support from average citizens, and 

bipartisan agreement (e.g. presenting instances in which the candidate has worked across 

the political aisle or received support from a candidate in the opposing party).  

Types of Agreement. Like disagreement, agreement is amenable to study as it is 

used in candidate communications because it is another message by which candidates 

control the information to which their audience is exposed. When candidates show that 

others support their position and/or candidacy, they can both create momentum and 
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appeal to voters that feel connected to the supporting/endorsing party. In fact, Gainous 

and Wagner (2014) explain that presenting support and endorsements from others is an 

important way that candidates control the flow of information. From a common sense 

perspective, an endorsement is inherently a position of support, as the endorser visibly 

aligns herself with the endorsee as someone with whom she agrees. In fact, such 

endorsements can also signal the support of the party elite for a particular candidate, 

which unobtrusively guide electoral choices and make it more likely that candidate will 

win their nomination (Cohen et al., 2008). Thus, presenting endorsements is an important 

way for candidates to showcase agreement.  

It follows, then that candidates may be likely to communicate endorsements from 

public figures in their Twitter messages. Even after an acrimonious primary, it is not 

unusual to see former competitors align themselves with the winner and encourage their 

followers to do the same. Again, as Bello & Rolfe (2014) explain, disagreement can 

become agreement over time. For example, the 2012 Republican primary was long and 

bitter, with Newt Gingrich remaining active in the race until May of 2012. Prior to the 

Republican National Convention, however, Mitt Romney tweeted, “Appreciate the 

support of the delegates formerly pledged to @NewtGingrich. Together we will defeat 

@BarackObama in November” (Romney, 2012).  

Turning from political elites, candidates may post about support they have 

received from individuals to showcase their appeal to the middle class and average 

citizens. A candidate may also present agreement by showcasing alignment with a 

particular group. For instance, a Democratic candidate would likely tweet about their 

http://twitter.com/NewtGingrich
http://twitter.com/BarackObama
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support for Planned Parenthood or LGBTQ organizations, while a Republican might post 

messages about their support for the National Right to Life or National Rifle Association. 

In like manner, candidates may also post tweets to let voters know that a particular 

organization as endorsed their candidacy.  

In fact, showing that a candidate supports someone else is yet another way she 

can align herself with desired persons/groups and their goals. For example, during the 

2012 elections, Governor Gary Herbert posted the following on Twitter in support of Mia 

Love, who was running for a seat in the House of Representatives: “Mia is a rock star-

She knocked it out of the park and I look forward to helping send her back to DC to 

implement a president Romney agenda” (Herbert, 2012). Showing support of others 

allows candidates to present agreement and is another strategy candidates can use to 

control the flow of information. Posting pictures with cultural and thought leaders, 

retweeting posts that others have made, and airing commercials showing a candidate 

shaking hands with an influential person are all ways that candidates may present 

agreement in their campaign communications, especially when such agreement is with a 

person who formerly expressed disagreement with the candidate. 

Agreement can also be presented through messages about the candidate’s 

bipartisanship, showing that she has received support from an opposing party or has 

worked across the political aisle (Gainous & Wagner, 2014). Candidates who run in a 

competitive district may particularly showcase instances of bipartisanship if they want to 

demonstrate that they can work with members of the other party (Gainous and Wagner, 

2014). 
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While many studies focus predominately upon disagreement, I argue that 

juxtaposing disagreement with different types of agreement can create a more complete 

picture of candidate communication. Studying disagreement helps us understand points 

of divergence, while studying agreement helps us understand points of convergence. 

Examining these constructs together can shed light on the manner in which candidates 

craft their image as they separate themselves from some ideas/people/groups and align 

themselves with others. 

Affect and Cognition 

Anyone who consumes media messages during campaign season can attest to the 

fact that candidates not only present disagreement and agreement in their messages, but 

they often do so through the use of emotions. This dissertation seeks to understand how 

candidates leverage emotional appeals to frame their points of disagreement. In other 

words, I am studying how campaign communications target voters from both a cognitive 

and affective perspective. 

In the literature, cognition is defined as a person’s thoughts, knowledge, 

intentional processes (Spezio & Adolphus, 2007), and inferences (Brader, 2006). With 

regard to campaign advertisements, Ridout & Searles conceptualize unemotional 

advertisements as “generic, issue-based negative mention(s) of an opponent (e.g. my 

opponent supports Obamacare)” (2011, p. 445).  By extension, then, I conceptualize 

cognitive disagreement as messages that present disagreement leveraging facts, figures, 

and information without the use of explicit emotional appeals. So far, the literature has 

done little to explicitly study cognitive disagreement in campaign communication, and 
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this research takes an important step in understanding how politicians use these tools to 

present their messages. 

In contrast, affect is conceptualized as a person’s emotions, moods and feelings 

(Brader, 2006). By extension, Nabi defines emotion as a person’s “internal mental state” 

in which he or she evaluates events, agents or objects (2012, p. 153). According to 

scholars, emotions can arise without explicit cognitive input. For instance, a person can 

be afraid of something without even knowing what that “something” is (Zajonc, 1980). It 

follows then that affective disagreement can be conceptualized as messages that present 

disagreement using emotional cues, such as fear or anger. In like manner, political 

communications may appeal to both cognition and affect, as persuaders use emotion to 

augment cognitive arguments (Brader, 2006). 

 While cognitive and affective appeals certainly have different definitions, the 

relationship between them becomes blurry in the real world of messages. Nabi (1999) 

explains that emotional and cognitive appeals often coexist within messages, arguing that 

it important to understand how messages can combine both reason and emotion. Thus, it 

follows that messages presenting political disagreement may take both cognitive and 

affective forms. The question becomes – how do politicians emphasize reason 

(knowledge, facts) or emotion (feelings) to present political disagreement? 

Emotional Appeals 

Since the 1940s, researchers have understood that politicians use emotional 

appeals in campaign messages to gain citizen support (Lazarsfeld, Berleson, & Gaudet, 

1944; Brader, 2005). Early researchers studied emotions in terms of valence, which refers 
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to the type of mental state aroused (Shaver et al., 1987; Lang et al., 1993; Nabi, 1999). 

Emotional valence can refer to pleasure/displeasure (Lang et al., 1993) or to 

positive/negative emotions (Shaver et al., 1987). In other words, messages with a positive 

valence aim to make people feel good, while messages with a negative valence aim to 

make people feel bad. 

Categorization of positive and negative messages in campaign advertisements has 

resulted in sometimes confusing conclusions, as it is difficult for researchers to develop 

coding instruments that capture what is actually happening. For example, in their study of 

emotional appeals in 2004 Senatorial campaign advertisements, Ridout and Searles 

(2011) classified advertisements that did not mention an opponent as “positive” and those 

that mentioned an opponent as “negative.” Thus, an advertisement by Barbara Boxer 

saying “In Congress, extremists want to ban all abortions – even when a woman’s health 

is threatened. In the Supreme Court, a change of just one vote would overturn a woman’s 

right to choose” was classified as “positive” because it did not mention her opponent’s 

name (Ridout & Searles, 2011, p. 449), although whether such a message is likely to 

evoke positive emotions is less clear. Such inconsistency points to the need for more 

specific and valid coding instruments to better understand the content of campaign 

communications.  

As such, it is important to move beyond simple categorizations of valence and 

emotional appeals (Nabi, 1999; 2003; 2010) to study discrete emotions as they appear in 

campaign messages (Brader, 2006). Even when two emotions have the same valence (e.g. 

fear and anger are both “negative” emotions while pride and enthusiasm are both 
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“positive” emotions), studying specific emotions enables researchers to gain more 

predictive power (Nabi, 2010). Specifically, discrete emotions “reflect a unique person-

environment relationship and thus are associated with different goals and different action 

tendencies to achieve those goals” (Nabi, 2002, p. 201). For example, in her study of the 

impact of fear and anger messages, Nabi (2003) found that emotions serve a framing 

function. Participants were exposed to messages about policy issues (e.g. drunk driving 

and gun control) that were presented in either a fear context or an anger context. Those 

exposed to fear-inducing messages favored societally focused solutions geared toward 

protection, whereas those exposed to anger-inducing policy messages favored 

individually focused solutions geared toward offender retribution (Nabi, 2003). In other 

words, fear triggered an avoidance response while anger triggered an approach response 

(Nabi, 2003). Nabi (2003) concluded that different emotional frames can substantially 

impact how a person processes cognitive information, as “emotions guide attention to 

certain kinds of information and policy solutions” (Nabi, 2003, p. 243). Therefore, this 

approach highlights the need for researchers to go beyond simple dichotomies of 

negative/positive emotions when examining the use of emotional appeals.  

Nabi’s (2002, 2003, 2010) research on the impact of emotional appeals provides 

the groundwork as to why scholars should distinguish between different types of discrete 

emotions by showing how emotional messages can impact the audience in different ways. 

By extension, other scholars have studied the content of discrete emotional appeals in 

campaign advertisements to understand how candidates are using emotional appeals to 

influence their audiences (Brader, 2006; Ridout & Searles, 2011). In both the Brader 
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(2006) study and the Ridout and Searles (2011) study, scholars focused upon one-way 

candidate communication (television advertisements). To this end, coders were trained to 

identify attempts to evoke a particular emotion (anger, fear, pride, humor, enthusiasm, 

sympathy) (Brader, 2006; Ridout & Searles, 2011). In other words, researchers looked for 

the emotion to which messages appealed rather than the actual emotional impact the 

commercial had upon viewers (Brader, 2006). Both Brader (2006) and Ridout and 

Searles (2011) found that candidate television advertisements targeted the following 

emotions, listed in order of prevalence: enthusiasm, pride, anger, fear, compassion, 

sadness, and amusement. Other types of appeals occurred so rarely that they were not 

even included in Ridout and Searles’ final model (2011). 

Interestingly, Brader’s (2005, 2006) definitions of each type of emotion were 

influenced considerably by imagery, music, and voiceovers. This is somewhat different in 

the SNS landscape, especially a text-heavy medium like Twitter, in which the nuance 

provided by music and visual imagery is minimal in comparison to the meaning 

contained in the text of the messages. In other words, while the definitions used by 

Brader (2005, 2006) and Ridout & Searles (2011) are helpful in understanding how each 

emotion can be manifested in campaign messages, I anticipate that my research will serve 

to clarify these definitions as they apply to brief texts posted on SNS. Existing definitions 

of the four most common emotional appeals are examined below.  

Enthusiasm. Past research has shown that enthusiasm is the emotion most often 

targeted in political advertisements (Brader, 2006). Enthusiasm is triggered when cues 

indicate that we “are making reasonable progress toward the realization of our goals” 
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(Lazarus, 1991, p. 267). Such appeals indicate that an entity is on the “right track” and 

does not need to fundamentally change the course of action in order to reach optimal 

solutions (Lazarus, 1991; Brader, 2006). In the context of political commercials, Brader 

(2006) explains that enthusiasm appeals encourage receivers to become more involved in 

the election without necessarily triggering information-seeking behavior. Such messages 

reinforce partisanship, goals, and strengthen followers’ resolve with the central purpose 

of rallying supporters around the candidate (Brader, 2006) and demonstrating that the 

campaign has the needed momentum to win. They also often include general calls to 

action, which encourage people to get excited about supporting and voting for the 

candidate (Brader, 2006).  

Pride. Appeals to pride target listeners’ collective identities as members of a 

state, nation, political party, or other group (Brader, 2006). Like enthusiasm, pride is 

more likely to be used by leading candidates (Ridout & Searles, 2011). While pride is 

also used to rally listeners, the association with membership in a group is the element that 

distinguishes it from enthusiasm (Brader, 2006). For instance, pride appeals often include 

patriotic images or phrases like “we veterans” or “we Americans” to appeal to group 

identities. Like enthusiasm, pride appeals are geared toward getting people excited about 

an election without really encouraging them to gather more information (Brader, 2006; 

Ridout & Searles, 2011).  

Anger. In the political communication literature, anger appeals are 

conceptualized as messages that call for an “aggressive response to a threat or injustice” 

(Brader, 2006, p. 245). According to Huber et al. (2015), anger appeals may increase 
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partisan attitudes, contribute to polarization, and increase both actual and perceived 

partisan differences. Anger can also serve as a motivational tool, encouraging voters to 

take action or get involved in the election (Huddy, Feldman, & Cassese, 2007). 

Messages that target anger present an affront to the listener’s beliefs and attempt 

to engender disapproval of the opposing side (Ridout & Searles, 2011). In like manner, 

Nabi (1999) explains that anger appeals generally present situations in which there is an 

offense to the listener (or her loved ones) and provide a way for the listener to defend 

herself by standing up to the injustice. It is worth noting that while pride appeals 

encourage people to rally members of an in-group, anger appeals encourage people to 

defend their in-group against an outside threat.  

Communicators also trigger anger by intimating that one is being forced to do 

something against her will or that she is being taken advantage of unfairly (Nabi, 1999). 

Research has shown that anger appeals are often designed to mobilize listeners to direct 

blame and provide a target at which receivers can direct their resentment (Nabi, 1999). 

Not surprisingly, then, anger is most often cued in political advertisements when a 

candidate is attacking the other side for their past actions or policies (Brader, 2006). 

Because anger appeals address injustices, they are oriented toward events that have taken 

place in the past; in contrast, fear appeals are oriented toward threatening events that may 

take place in the future (Crisp et al., 2007). 

Fear. According to Perloff (2008), a fear appeal is a persuasive communication 

tool that is designed to scare people into taking a particular action by presenting negative 

consequences that will occur if listeners do not comply. Messages containing fear appeals 
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are increasingly more prevalent in political discourse in the United States (Pfau, 2007). 

Generally, fear is triggered when a situation seems threatening to people and appears to 

be out of their control (Nabi, 1999; Witte, 2000).  Because fear appeals trigger 

uncertainty, the receiver does not know whom to blame (Nabi, 1999). This often results 

in anxiety and increased information seeking (Brader 2005, 2006) for material to help 

address the problem at hand (Valentino et al., 2009). In political advertisements, Brader 

(2006) found that threatening information can steer listeners to relevant information with 

the purpose of swaying undecided voters. Because they often call partisanship into 

question, fear appeals are more common in competitive races because the anxiety that is 

triggered may prompt listeners to seek out additional information instead of simply going 

along with their habitual voting choices (Brader, 2005, 2006). Fear appeals are also 

particularly common in advertisements that attack an opponent (Brader, 2006), which 

raises questions about how disagreement and emotions work together in candidate 

messaging.  

Overall, the frames candidates use to present their messages can impact how 

voters process such messages. Understanding how candidates present disagreement, 

agreement, and emotional appeals online can explain how candidates are communicating 

with, and possibly influencing, the electorate. In the next Chapter, I turn to the literature 

surrounding election characteristics, specifically incumbency status (e.g. incumbent, 

challenger, or open race), political party, (e.g. Democrat or Republican), and election 

type (e.g. primary or general), to explore how and when certain types of candidates might 

adopt particular frames when communicating their messages to prospective voters. 
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CHAPTER THREE: ELECTION CHARACTERISTICS 

 As outlined in Chapter Two, the strategies candidates use to present disagreement, 

agreement, and emotional appeals are somewhat understudied, especially when 

considering the new media environment. In this chapter, I draw upon prior literature 

regarding candidate and election type to examine the factors that may shape how 

different types of candidates use disagreement, agreement, and emotions differently in 

their communications. 

Incumbents, Challengers, and Open Race Candidates 

With regard to campaign communication, the literature has consistently shown 

that challengers and incumbents leverage different communication strategies when 

presenting campaign messages. For instance, Trent, Friedenberg, and Denton (2009) 

theorize that incumbents use strategies that that cast them in a positive light, showing 

them as competent, successful, and worthy of the office they already hold. In other 

words, the incumbent attempts to show that he or she embodies the office as such by 

demonstrating that s/he is solid, credible, and confident, which Popkin (1994) terms the 

“Rose Garden strategy.” Further, incumbents often attempt to cast themselves as reluctant 

leaders who are above the fray of politics or as statesmen who are simply representing 

their electorate without desire for personal gain (Trent et al., 2009).  
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If such posturing is true for gubernatorial incumbents, it raises the question as to 

whether and how such candidates present disagreement at all during their campaigns. 

Considering the findings of Trent et al. (2009) in conjunction with literature regarding 

political disagreement suggests that incumbents may, in fact, be less likely to present 

disagreement during the course of their campaign communications as compared to 

challengers, and possibly open race candidates, who are not able to rest on their 

accomplishments in office in order to win an election. 

Because incumbents generally attempt to show themselves as competent and 

successful at leading their constituency (Trent et al., 2009), it makes sense that may 

actually attempt to show agreement in their campaign communications. After all, it would 

behoove them to demonstrate that citizens, public figures, and organized groups are 

supportive of not only what the incumbent has already done but also what he or she plans 

to do if reelected. Theoretically, it seems that incumbents might be particularly likely to 

leverage facts, figures and information to present themselves as successful and 

competent, without necessarily relying on explicit emotional appeals.  

Research does show, however, that incumbents do often attempt to evoke pride in 

their campaign communications (Brader, 2006). Since incumbents want to intimate that 

their policies are working and that their leadership is helping the state thrive, they are 

likely to communicate messages that get voters excited about their membership in a 

group (e.g. “We Americans,” “We North Carolinians”). Because pride appeals are geared 

toward increasing excitement about an election without really encouraging voters to 

gather more information (Brader, 2006; Ridout & Searles, 2011), such appeals encourage 
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voters to maintain the status quo, or, in terms of affective intelligence theory, rely on their 

disposition system (Marcus et, al, 2000). According to Marcus and his colleagues, the 

disposition system monitors habits and allows individuals to perform tasks and make 

decisions without carefully considering new information (Marcus et al., 2000). People 

use the disposition system when they are upholding the status quo, and not paying much 

attention to new information. Not surprisingly, then, pride and enthusiasm appeals 

generally target the disposition system because such messages tell the audience that 

things are going well as they are and there is no need for change. In other words, 

maintaining the status quo equals electing the incumbent for another term.  

With regard to enthusiasm cues, Brader (2006) found that incumbents appeal to 

enthusiasm more often than to any other emotion and are more likely than challengers to 

attempt to evoke enthusiasm in campaign communications. This finding is inconsistent 

with the research of Ridout and Searles (2011) who found that challengers actually 

attempt to evoke enthusiasm more often than their incumbent counterparts. Theoretically, 

the Ridout and Searles (2011) findings make sense because challengers have an uphill 

battle; they need to show that the status quo is not working (Trent et al., 2009) and that 

they provide a better and more exciting option for voters. From a common sense 

perspective, either conclusion is plausible – challengers are trying to capture people’s 

attention, create dissatisfaction with the status quo, and generate excitement about their 

plans to bring change (Trent et al., 2009). Incumbents, on the other hand, are generally 

interested in showing that their leadership is working quite well by pointing to specific 

leadership successes (Trent et al., 2009) that are geared toward getting people excited 
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about how well the state is doing. Since research on enthusiasm appeals appears to be 

incongruous, my research will help provide clarity to this context.  

Generally, challengers tend to assume an offensive position and criticize both the 

incumbent and his or her record (Trent et al., 2009), which indicates that they may be 

particularly predisposed to present disagreement.  Challengers often speak about 

optimism and enthusiasm (Brader, 2006) for the future while at the same time calling for 

needed change and highlighting differences between their goals and the actions of the 

sitting incumbent (Trent et al., 2009). Trent, et al.’s (2009) framework provides an 

interesting lens to help understand how candidates present political disagreement 

according to their incumbent or challenger status. By their very nature, it seems as though 

challengers would present disagreement to a much greater extent than incumbents, but 

there is, to my knowledge, little empirical research explicitly testing this proposition.  

When it comes to emotional appeals, however, research has shown that 

challengers appeal to fear (Brader, 2006) and anger (Ridout & Searles, 2011) more often 

than do incumbents. These findings make sense when considered through the lens of 

affective intelligence theory, which explains that when people encounter unexpected 

information, they shift to the surveillance system Marcus et al. (2000, 2006), which 

prompts them to play close attention to such new information. When new information is 

inconsistent with a person’s standard responses, surveillance is initiated because people 

want to become aware of what is happening and what they need to do to address potential 

problems (Marcus et al., 2000). Thus, when messages trigger high-anxiety (e.g. fear or 

possibly anger), people may be more likely to pay attention to the new information and 
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rely less on their partisan attachments (Marcus et al., 2006). Prior research suggests, in 

fact, that challengers tend to encourage such information seeking, while incumbents tend 

to encourage voters to maintain the status quo (Popkin, 1994; Trent, Friedenberg & 

Denton, 2009). After all, if challengers can successfully evoke fear and anger in the 

electorate, voters may be more likely to use their surveillance systems to pay close 

attention, gather more information, and attempt to change the status quo by voting for the 

challenger rather than the incumbent. 

What remains less clear is how open race candidates may use dis/agreement and 

emotional appeals in their campaign communication. To date, most research has focused 

upon incumbents and challengers, with less attention paid to open race candidates. In 

fact, the existing literature seems to suggest that candidates generally take on incumbent 

or challenger characteristic (Trent et al., 2009) rather than embodying a unique set of 

open-race characteristics. Because more than half of the 2016 gubernatorial elections 

were open races, it was an excellent time to explore how open race candidates 

communication using disagreement, agreement, and emotional appeals and whether they 

are, in fact, likely to be substantially different from incumbents and challengers in their 

communication strategies. 

Republicans and Democrats 

 Perhaps unsurprisingly, research has shown that conservatives (e.g. Republicans) 

and liberals (e.g. Democrats) have fundamentally different worldviews (Tetlock et al., 

1984; Tetlock, 1986; Haidt & Graham, 2007). From a moral perspective Haidt and 

Graham (2007) explain that there are five psychological systems that are the foundation 
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for morality (e.g. harm/care, fairness/reciprocity, ingroup/loyalty, authority/respect, and 

purity/sanctity). They argue that liberals primarily consider harm/care and 

fairness/reciprocity when taking positions on an issue, while conservatives rely on all five 

systems to develop their position(s) (Haidt & Graham, 2007). Because people with 

opposing political ideologies view the world through different lenses, it follows such 

differences may manifest themselves in campaign communications. 

In fact, research has shown that different worldviews impact reasoning. For 

instance, senators (Tetlock et al., 1984) and supreme court justices (Tetlock, Bernzwig & 

Gallant, 1985) with liberal or moderate voting records are more likely to view 

policymaking as an exercise in weighing competing interests, while conservatives are 

more likely to see the policies they support as having wholly positive consequences and 

the policies they oppose as being completely negative. Tetlock (1986) also found that the 

viewpoints people hold often constrain the complexity of their reasoning when trying to 

decide upon policy issues. Because the nature of one’s ideology impact the nature of 

one’s reasoning, it follows that candidates’ with opposing ideologies frame disagreement, 

agreement, and use emotional appeals differently in their messages. 

From a political perspective, scholars also assert that conservatives generally 

value individual freedom while liberals place greater value on equality (Lipset et al., 

1962; Tetlock, 1986; Jost, Nosek & Gosling, 2008). In like manner, Jost et al. (2003) 

explains that there are two specific dimensions of the liberal-conservative distinction: (1) 

liberals support social change while conservatives resist such change  (2) liberals reject 

inequality while conservatives are more willing to accept it. Jost et al. (2008) goes on to 
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explain that conservatism is less concerned by inequality because it is a price that is paid 

for preserving tradition and maintaining the status quo.  

Interestingly, research has also shown that even voters who identify as Republican 

may approach elections differently than voters who identify as Democrats. For instance, 

research on first-time voters has shown that Republicans tend to vote based on a belief 

that it their duty as a citizen, while first-time Democratic voters choose to vote based on 

the issues in the election (Wood & Herbst, 2008). Further, Sweester (2014) found that 

Democratic voters generally embrace an external locus of control (e.g. events are 

controlled by others) while Republican voters hold an internal locus of control (e.g. 

events are controlled by oneself). Prior research indicates that voters approach elections 

differently based on partisanship, which raises another question: Do candidates also 

communicate differently based on their own party affiliation? 

Disagreement, agreement, and emotion.  With regard to political disagreement, 

the existing literature does little to address whether Republican or Democratic candidates 

present disagreement differently in their campaign communications. However, with 

regard to agreement, Silver (2011) suggests that candidates who are mainstream, 

conventional Republicans are the most skilled at obtaining endorsements, especially from 

the establisment members of their party. Whether they are more likely to communicate 

such endorsements to the public on Twitter is yet unclear. 

Overall, Jost and his colleagues (2008) also found that conservatives are more 

approving than liberals of traditional symbols and authoritative bodies such as the 

American flag, military, police, and government. Interestingly, such symbols are also 
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associated with pride appeals (Brader, 2006). Combining these findings suggests that 

Republicans may be more inclined to or use pride appeals in political communication. 

Interestingly, conservatives’ approval of traditional icons may be due to the fact that 

symbols of stability and hierarchy can provide reassurance to conservatives, as fear of 

loss and uncertainty avoidance are also positively associated with conservatism (Jost et 

al., 2007; Jost et al., 2008). Because conservatives are especially fearful of loss, fear 

appeals that trigger avoidance may be particularly influential upon conservatives.  

In like manner, Ridout and Searles (2011) found that anger appeals used by 

Senate candidates serve to offend the listeners' essential beliefs and are likely to be used 

by Republicans, women, and trailing candidates (Ridout & Searles, 2011). Republicans 

were also more likely to use fear appeals (Ridout & Searles, 2011). As mentioned, this 

may be especially true for Republicans, as past research has shown that they are 

particularly sensitive to anger appeals as well as threatening information  (Jost, Glaser 

Kruglanski, 2003; Huber et al., 2015). This raises the question: do conservative 

candidates actually use such cues online more frequently than liberals to better appeal to 

their audience? 

In addition to anger and fear, Ridout and Searles (2011) also found that 

Republicans may use more enthusiasm appeals than Democrats in their television 

advertisements. This is particularly interesting because Ridout and Searles (2011) studied 

the 2004 Senate races. Coming in to those elections, the United States was led by an 

unpopular incumbent Republican President (George W. Bush), who had a Democratic 

majority in the Senate, and a Republican majority in the House of Representatives. The 
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United States entered the 2016 elections with a controversial, term-limited Democratic 

President (Barack Obama) and a Republican majority in both chambers of Congress. 

Based on the different partisan makeup of current leadership, one wonders whether these 

differences will impact campaign communication in the 2016 elections and beyond.  

Primaries Versus General Elections 

Since early in the twentieth century, electoral politics in the United States have 

included primary elections and a general election. A primary is an election within a party 

that selects a nominee to run against the opposing party’s nominee in the general election 

(Burden, 2004). Primaries are different from general elections because the population 

involved in these elections is generally more partisan than the population involved in the 

general elections (Brady, Han, & Pope, 2007; Burden, 2004). Further, primaries also 

often include multiple candidates from the same party, which may increase the use of 

intra-party disagreement as candidates vie to represent their party in the general election. 

Since primaries are distinct from and have different characteristics than general elections, 

it follows that disagreement may manifest itself uniquely during primary season.  

In fact, research shows that different types of disagreement have different 

implications depending upon the context (Klofstadt et al., 2013). Specifically, with regard 

to partisanship Klofstad et al. (2013) explain that there are two types of disagreement that 

people usually encounter: general disagreement and partisan disagreement. General 

disagreement is the extent to which people think their own views differ from others in 

their network, while partisan disagreement refers to how partisan people perceive other 

members of their network to be as opposed to how partisan they perceive themselves to 
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be (Klofstad et al., 2013). Overall, scholars found that people who are exposed to either 

type of political disagreement are more likely to be more politically active, but those 

enmeshed in partisan networks will exhibit stronger political preferences (Klofstad et al., 

2013). Further, their analysis suggests that primary elections may tap into specific policy-

centered disagreement (e.g. between two Republicans, one may believe in a path to 

citizenship for immigrants while another does not), whereas general elections may have 

greater attention focused upon characteristics and policy positions pertaining to partisan 

attachments (e.g. Republican candidates often set themselves apart from Democrats on 

issues concerning levels of government spending). 

Klofstad et al.’s (2013) work leaves open for research the extent to which 

disagreement is a different process when a candidate is disagreeing with others in her 

own party versus disagreeing with a candidate in the opposing party. In other words, the 

manner in which candidates present disagreement in a primary election (e.g. 

disagreement with members of one’s own party) may be different than presentation of 

disagreement in the general election (e.g. disagreement with members of the opposite 

party).  

In fact, some past research suggests that there are quantifiable differences in 

primary and general campaign communication (Benoit, 2000; Benoit, 2004). Specifically, 

in one study, Benoit (2000) found that primary campaign messages leverage fewer 

attacks than general election messages and focus more on messages relating to approval. 

He also found that messages during the primary campaign focus more upon character 

issues and less upon policy issues than in the general campaign (Benoit, 2000). In a later 
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article, Benoit (2004) theorized that during the primary, policy may actually be less 

important to voters than character. While policy differences among primary candidates in 

the same party certainly exist, there are larger differences between candidates from 

opposing parties competing in the general election (Benoit, 2004). Because more 

divergent policy positions exist, there may be more occasions to formulate attacks based 

on policy (as opposed to character) during the general campaign period (Benoit, 2004). In 

other words, Benoit (2000, 2004) suggests that that character-focused messages may be 

more prevalent in the primary whereas policy-focused messages may be more prevalent 

in the general election, which will be interesting to explore, especially in relation to 

presentation of disagreement. 

In sum, research suggests that campaign communication during primary and 

general election phases may be quite different. However, since little research to date 

explicitly explores whether candidate presentation of political disagreement and political 

agreement is fundamentally different in the primary as opposed to the general election, 

one of the central aims of my dissertation is to take the early steps in exploring the 

following question: Do gubernatorial candidates present disagreement and agreement 

differently in the primary than in the general election? Based on the work of Benoit 

(2000, 2004), I expected that candidates in the primary will spend more time presenting 

disagreement based on character issues, while candidates in the general election will 

focus more on disagreement with policy issues. It remains to be seen whether candidates 

in the primary or the general election will be more likely to also leverage incivility when 

they present such disagreement. Based on Benoit’s (2000) assertion that candidates in the 
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primary spend more time talking about approval, I also expect that primary candidates 

may present more agreement.  

In short, prior research suggests that different candidates may, and often do, use 

communication strategies based on their incumbency status, party affiliation, and type of 

election (e.g. primary versus general election), but it is unclear whether these practices 

hold true in social media spaces. Further, while the research on presentation of 

dis/agreement as it relates to incumbency status and party affiliation is limited, the 

inherent differences between each type of candidate suggest that they may present 

disagreement differently. 

Why Twitter Might Differ from Traditional Media Sources 

Traditionally, candidates communicated with prospective voters through press 

releases, speeches, pamphlets, and radio/television commercials (West, 2013; Gainous & 

Wagner, 2014). These forms of communication allow candidates to carefully design 

messages, which are then transmitted to audiences, with little opportunity for interaction 

with voters. Today, however, candidates are increasingly using new media platforms and 

social networking sites (SNS) such as Twitter and Facebook to reach out to and interact 

with supporters and prospective voters (Gainous & Wagner, 2014), often using a more 

conversational tone on Twitter than the formal tone traditionally employed in traditional 

media (Kruikemeier, 2014). In fact, Gainous and Wagner (2014) suggest that politicians 

may use SNS, and specifically Twitter, to communicate different types of messages than 

are provided through traditional media outlets such as television. Table 1 illustrates just a 

few of the ways in which Twitter has historically differed in nature from traditional 
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television advertisements. It is worth noting, however, that Twitter postings are beginning 

to include more visual content as the platform develops. 

 

 
Table 1. Television Advertisements and Social Networking Sites 
 

 

While scholars are beginning to explore SNS like Twitter to understand how 

candidates are communicating through such media (Gainous & Wagner, 2014), most of 

the prior research on emotional appeals centers on television commercials (Brader, 2006, 

2006; Ridout & Searles, 2011). This raises the question – does the same hold true in the 

new media environment? To date, there is little research exploring candidates’ 

presentation of disagreement and use of emotional appeals on social networking sites 

(SNS). In today’s media-saturated environment, this dissertation takes an important step 

in helping us understand how candidates use SNS to present disagreement when 

communicating with their constituencies. By extension, understanding how candidates 

present such messages can help citizens move from passive to active consumers of 

political communication. 

 
 

 

 Television Advertisements Social Networking Sites 
Directionality One-way Multidirectional 
Location Local television channels No geographic limits 
Primary channel Visual Textual 
Potential for interaction None High 
Tone Formal Conversational 
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CHAPTER FOUR: HYPOTHESES AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

During election season in the United States, citizens are exposed to political messages 

through television, radio, print, and social networking sites (SNS). As discussed, prior 

research suggests that certain groups (e.g. incumbents/challengers; 

Democrats/Republicans) may use communication tools to present different types of 

messages to their audiences, but gaps in the research remain (Brader, 2006; Gainous & 

Wagner, 2014). The following hypotheses and research questions seek to refine prior 

research and explore questions raised by existing work. Each question and hypothesis 

refers to the behavior of candidates for gubernatorial offices in 2016. 

Characteristics of the Environment 

 Because so little research has examined how candidates use disagreement, 

agreement, and emotional appeals to communicate with voters on SNS, my first research 

questions simply explore how frequently candidates present each of these variables: 

RQ1a: How often to candidates present disagreement overall and its specific 
types (e.g. disagreement within the same party, disagreement with the 
opposing party, and disagreement with Washington insiders) on Twitter? 

 
RQ1b: How often do candidates use incivility on Twitter? 
 
RQ1c: How often do candidates present agreement overall and its specific types  
  (e.g. agreement with public figures, agreement with groups, agreement  
  with individuals, and bipartisan agreement) on Twitter?  
 
RQ1d: How often do candidates use emotional appeals (e.g. enthusiasm, pride, 

   fear, and anger) on Twitter? 
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Disagreement and Emotions 

Turning my focus to disagreement and emotions, it is unclear how candidates use 

disagreement in conjunction with emotional appeals to frame campaign messages. 

Intuitively, it makes sense that disagreement may be presented using fear and anger cues. 

However, there is not enough research testing these ideas to advance a formal hypothesis. 

This leads met to ask the following research question: 

RQ2:   How do candidates use fear and anger appeals in conjunction with  
     disagreement in campaign communication? 
 
Tweet Type 

Next, I am interested to explore how candidates use communication tools 

differently based on tweet type. In other words, I will test how candidates use 

disagreement and emotional appeals to frame information about policy and personal 

characteristics. For example, one could surmise that candidates may cue positive 

emotions (e.g. enthusiasm and pride) when talking about their own personal 

characteristics and negative emotions (e.g. anger and fear) when talking about an 

opponent’s characteristics. Since there is not enough research to advance formal 

hypotheses, I ask the following research questions: 

RQ3a: How often does disagreement occur when candidates are talking about 
policy?  

 
RQ3b: How often does disagreement occur when candidates are talking about 

personal characteristics? 
 
RQ3c: How do candidates use emotional appeals to frame policy messages?    
 
RQ3d:  How do candidates use emotional appeals to frame messages regarding 

personal characteristics? 
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Party Affiliation 
 

Turning to party affiliation, there is little academic research to date focusing 

specifically upon whether Republicans and Democrats present political disagreement and 

agreement differently in their campaign communications. Thus, I do not have enough 

theoretical justification to advance hypotheses regarding these theoretical constructs. To 

date, most research on political dis/agreement has focused upon interpersonal discussion 

or network configuration. In this study, I focus on studying disagreement as it comes 

from the politicians themselves, which leads me to ask the following research questions: 

RQ 4: Do gubernatorial candidates present disagreement overall and its specific 
types (e.g. disagreement within the same party, disagreement with the 
opposing party, and disagreement with Washington insiders) differently 
based on party affiliation? 

 
RQ 5: Do gubernatorial candidates present agreement overall and its specific 

types (e.g. agreement with public figures, agreement with groups, 
agreement with individuals, and bipartisan agreement) differently based 
on party affiliation? 

 
Thus far, most research on emotional appeals in political communication has 

focused upon television advertisements with little emphasis on social networking sites. 

The existing research on television advertisements, however, shows that Republicans use 

more anger and fear appeals than do Democrats (Ridout & Searles, 2011). Based on the 

literature discussed in Chapter Two, I advance the following hypotheses: 

H1: Republican gubernatorial candidates will rely more on anger-based 
appeals than Democratic candidates.  

 
H2:   Republican gubernatorial candidates will rely more on fear appeals than 

Democratic candidates. 
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Further, it is not clear whether Republicans or Democrats use more enthusiasm, 

pride, or fear appeals in campaign communications. This leads me to propose the 

following research questions: 

RQ6: Do candidates cue enthusiasm more often in campaign communications 
based on party affiliation? 

 
RQ7: Do candidates cue pride more often in their campaign communications 

based on party affiliation? 
 
Incumbency Status  
 
 With regard to race type, there is little research on how incumbents, challengers, 

and open race candidates present disagreement and agreement in their campaign 

communications. This leads me to ask the following research questions: 

 
RQ8:  Do gubernatorial candidates present disagreement overall and its specific 

types (e.g. disagreement within the same party, disagreement with the 
opposing party, and disagreement with Washington insiders) differently 
based on incumbency status?  

 
RQ9: Do gubernatorial candidates present agreement overall and its specific 

types (e.g. agreement with public figures, agreement with groups, 
agreement with individuals, and bipartisan agreement) differently based 
on incumbency status? 

 
While it is yet unclear how open race candidates leverage emotional appeals in 

their campaign communication, prior research has shown that challengers use more 

appeals to fear and anger than do their incumbent counterparts (Brader, 2006). In like 

manner, research on television advertisements (Brader, 2006) and the general campaign 

style of incumbents (Trent et al., 2009) suggests that incumbents are most likely to cue 

pride. This leads me to advance the following hypotheses: 
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H3: Gubernatorial challengers will rely more on anger-based appeals than 
incumbents.   

 
H4: Gubernatorial challengers will rely more on fear appeals than incumbents. 

 
H5:  Gubernatorial incumbents use more appeals to pride than do challengers. 
 
To date, prior research is inconclusive as to which groups attempt to evoke 

enthusiasm more often in campaign communications. Brader (2006) found that 

incumbents cue more enthusiasm, while Ridout and Searles (2011) found that challengers 

cue this emotion more often. Results are also unclear as to whether Republicans or 

Democrats more often appeal to enthusiasm. This leads me to ask the following research 

questions: 

RQ10: Do incumbents and challengers cue enthusiasm differently in campaign 
communications? 

 
Because there is not enough research on open race candidates’ use of emotional 

appeals to include them in my hypotheses, I also raise the following research question to 

explore how open race candidates use emotional appeals: 

RQ 11: How do open race candidates use emotional appeals differently in their  
   campaign communications than incumbents and challengers? 

 
Race Type 

 
Finally, because scholarly research has not yet adequately addressed how 

politicians present political disagreement (or agreement) in their campaign messages, 

there is little scholarly guidance as to whether candidates’ presentation of dis/agreement 

is different during the primary season than during the general election season. The same 

is true for use of emotional cues. This leads me to ask two additional research questions:  
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RQ12a:  Do gubernatorial candidates present disagreement differently in the 
primary than in the general election? 

 
RQ12b: Do gubernatorial candidates present agreement differently in the 

primary than in the general election? 
 
RQ 12c: Do gubernatorial candidates use emotional cues differently in the 
   primary than in the general election? 

 

Testing the advanced hypotheses and exploring these research questions will 

provide a more complete understanding of how candidates communicate with the 

electorate through new media platforms. To this end, I developed a detailed methodology 

and coding system, which are detailed in the following section. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: METHODOLOGY 

As candidates increasingly use social networking sites such as Twitter and 

Facebook to reach out to and interact with opponents, supporters, prospective voters, and 

the general public (Gainous & Wagner, 2014), studying these tools becomes ever more 

important. In fact, Pew (2016d) reports that during the 2016 election cycle, 17% of social 

media users reported changing their stance on a political candidate as a result of 

something they saw on social media. Because online spaces can have a substantial impact 

on how people process political information, understanding how candidates present and 

frame their messages on social networking sites (SNS) is becoming increasingly 

interesting and relevant. During the 2016 gubernatorial elections, for instance, all but one 

candidate maintained a social media presence online.  

After reviewing prior research, however, it was unclear whether Twitter or 

Facebook would be the most beneficial social networking site from which to draw my 

sample. Thus, I reviewed the social media use of current governors in each state that 

would hold a gubernatorial election in 2016. First, I examined the number of followers 

that each governor had on both Facebook and Twitter as of June 1, 2015. As one can 

surmise from Table 2 below, most governors had more Twitter followers than Facebook 

followers; two governors did not even have a Facebook account. Surprisingly, three of 
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the four Republican governors had about twice as many Facebook followers as Twitter 

followers. 

To further explore, I counted the number of Tweets and Facebook posts each 

candidate made during May 2015. This allowed me to gauge how often each governor 

currently used each site. The graph below shows that most governors posted to Twitter 

about four times more often than they posted to Facebook, with the exception of two 

Republican governors, Pat McCrory and Jack Dalrymple. Interestingly, both McCrory 

and Dalrymple posted about the same number of Tweets and Facebook posts during May 

of 2015. Finally, I used an Internet site called tweetstats.com to explore the number of 

tweets each governor posted in the month before the 2012 elections. This information 

was not available for about half of the governors, which could be due to the fact that they 

likely used a different Twitter name before they assumed the office of governor (10 of the 

12 governors in the sample have “Gov” or “Governor” as part of their name, which 

would have been inappropriate to use before being elected to the office).   

 
 

 
Table 2. Governor Social Networking Usage 
 

Governor 
 

State Party Assumed 
Office 

Running 
‘16? 

FB 
Posts 
May 
2015 

Tweets 
May 
2015 

FB 
Followers 
May 2015 

Twitter 
Followers 
May 2015 

# of 
Tweets  

Oct. 
2012 

Jack Markell  
@GovernorMarkell 

DE D January 
2009 

No 
Term 
Limit 

26 49 14.3K 23.1K 363 

Mike Pence  
@GovPenceIN 

IN R January 
2013 

Yes 20 254 135.9K 62.5K N/A 

Jay Nixon  
@GovJayNixon 

MO D January 
2009 

No 
Term 
Limit 

0 67 0 23.7K N/A 

Steve Bullock  
@GovernorBullock 

MT D January 
2013 

Yes 30 132 4.7K 6.8K 4 

Maggie Hassan 
@GovernorHassan 

NH D January 
2013 

No 
Retiring 

36 46 8.2K 9.3K N/A 
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Pat McCrory 
@PatMcCroryNC 

NC R January 
2013 

Yes 25 26 59.4K 29.9K 146 

Jack Dalrymple 
@NDGovDalrymple 

ND R December 
2010 

No 
Retiring 

19 18 2.1K 465 N/A 

Kate Brown 
@OregonGovBrown 

OR D February 
2015 

Yes 19 80 3.7K 5.7K N/A 

Gary Herbert 
@GovHerbert 

UT R August 
2009 

Yes 18 84 8.9K 14.8K 62 

Peter Shumlin 
@GovPeterShumlin 

VT D January 
2011 

No 
Retiring 

16 46 8.2K 14.4K 197 

Jay Inslee  
@JayInslee 

WA D January 
2013 

Yes 15 53 14K 18K 233 

Earl Ray Tomblin 
@GovTomblin 

WV D November 
2010 

No 
Term 
Limit 

0 46 0 7.3K N/A 

 

Based on my evaluation of governors’ use of social networking sites, I concluded 

that Twitter was the more beneficial site to explore. Overall, the sitting governors 

appeared to post many more tweets than Facebook posts, providing a more diverse 

sample for data collection.  Further, Twitter is a widespread tool used by politicians in 

general (Gainous & Wagner, 2014). By the beginning of the 113th Congress, all United 

States Senators and 90% of members in the House of Representatives were using Twitter 

(Sharp, 2013). As of 2016, 98% of House members use Twitter (twitter.com/gov/lists/us-

house). For these reasons, I used Twitter to draw my sample for this project.  

Data Collection 

 To ensure a broad sample of gubernatorial campaign communication, I studied 

campaigns from each of the 12 states that held a gubernatorial election in 2016: 

Delaware, Indiana, Missouri, Montana, New Hampshire, North Carolina, North Dakota, 

Oregon, Utah, Vermont, Washington, and West Virginia. I collected data in two separate 

three-month phases for each state’s election. During the first phase, I collected data 

during each state’s primary, and during the second phase I collected data during each 
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state’s general election. The first phase of data collection was defined as three months 

prior to each state’s primary and continued through the date each primary was completed. 

Table 3 shows the date I began data collection for each state primary and the date that 

each primary was held. 

 

Table 3. Primary Data Collection 
 
 Data Collection Began Date of Primary 
North Carolina December 15, 2015 March 15, 2016 
Indiana February 3 May 3 
West Virginia February 10 May 10 
Oregon February 17 May 17 
Montana March 7 June 7 
North Dakota March 14 June 14 
Utah March 28 June 28 
Missouri May 2 August 2 
Washington May 2 August 2 
Vermont May 9 August 9 
Delaware June 13  September 13 
New Hampshire June 13 September 13 

 

The second phase of data collection for North Carolina, Indiana, West Virginia, 

Oregon, Montana, North Dakota, Utah, Missouri, Washington, and Vermont began 

August 8, 2016 and continued through November 8, 2016, the date of the nationwide 

general election. Since Delaware and New Hampshire did not hold their respective 

primaries until September 13, 2016, data collection for those states’ general elections 

began on September 14, 2016. During the general election, I had intended to study 

campaign communications made by the Democratic candidate, the Republican candidate, 

and any other candidate who was competitive in that particular race (Libertarian, Green 
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Party, Independent). However, there were no competitive third party candidates in any of 

the states in my sample. 

To ensure that my sample was robust yet manageable, I collected 10 tweets per 

week from each candidate during both the primary period and during the general election 

period. To this end, I used snapbird.org, a Twitter search engine that allows the user to 

access past tweets in a form that is easy to copy and paste. Each Wednesday during the 

data collection period, I collected all tweets posted by each candidate during the prior 

week. I pasted those tweets in an Excel document, with each tweet assigned a number in 

the spreadsheet. Next, I used random.org to generate 10 random numbers corresponding 

to the numbered tweets. For instance, if a candidate posted 30 tweets during a given 

week, I placed the numbers 1-30 in the generator and sampled the 10 tweets that 

corresponded to the numbers produced. I then copied those 10 tweets into my final 

dataset for each state and candidate. If a candidate only posted fewer than 10 tweets in a 

given week, I used all of the candidate’s tweets for that week in the final dataset. I also 

kept the census of all data collected in a separate Word document for each candidate. 

This procedure helped me ensure that I rigorously collected a sample that is both random 

and representative. 

As mentioned previously, I collected data from every candidate who maintained a 

Twitter account during each gubernatorial primary race. However, I chose to focus only 

on competitive candidates in the interest of limiting and managing my already large 

dataset. Thus, I developed a guideline based on those set forth by the Commission on 

Presidential Debates (CPD) in its 2016 Non-Partisan Candidate Selection Criteria 
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determine whether a candidate will be invited to participate in a Presidential Debate. 

Essentially, the CPD guidelines state that a candidate must have at least 15% support 

nationwide to be included in a national debate (Commission on Presidential Debates, 

2015). For my study, if a candidate obtained at least 15% of the vote in the primary 

election, I used a sample of his or her tweets in my final dataset. A list of candidates and 

their final primary vote percentages is presented in Table 4. The highlighted candidates 

received at least 15% of the vote and their tweets were thus included in my final dataset. 

 
 

Table 4. Primary Vote Percentages 
 
 Democrats Republicans 
North Carolina 
 

Roy Cooper 69% 
Ken Spaulding 31% 

Pat McCrory 82% 
Robert Brawley 11% 
Charles Moss 7% 

Indiana John Gregg 100% Mike Pence 100% 
West Virginia Jim Justice 51% 

Booth Goodwin 25% 
Jeff Kessler 24% 

Bill Cole 100% 

Oregon Kate Brown 84% 
Julian Bell 7% 

Bud Pierce 47% 
Allen Alley 29% 
Bruce Cuff 11% 
Bob Niemeyer 10% 

Montana Steve Bullock 91% 
Bill McChesney 9% 

Greg Gianforte 76% 
Terry Nelson 24% *No 
Twitter 

North Dakota Marvin Nelson 100% Wayne Stenehjem 38% 
Doug Burgum 59% 

Utah Mike Weinholtz 80%  Gary Herbert 72% 
Jonathan Johnson 28% 

Missouri Chris Koster 79% 
Eric Morrison 10% 
Charles Wheeler 8% 

Eric Greitens 35% 
John Brunner 25% 
Catherine Hanaway  20% 
Peter Kinder 21% 

Washington 
*open primary 

Jay Inslee 48% Bill Bryant 38% 

Vermont Matt Dunne 37% 
Sue Minter 48% 
Peter Galbraith 9% 

Phil Scott  61% 
Bruce Lisman 37% 

Delaware John Carney 100% Colin Bonini 70% 
Lacey Lafferty 30% 

New Hampshire Colin Van Ostern 52% 
Steve Marchand 25% 

Chris Sununu 31% 
Frank Edelblut: 30% 
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Upon the completion of the primaries, tweets from 42 different candidates were 

included in my final dataset for the primary election period. Overall, competitive 

candidates in the 12 gubernatorial primaries held in 2016 posted a total of 13,643 times in 

the three months leading up to each states’ primary election. Since I sampled 10 tweets 

per week for three moths preceding each primary, my dataset from the primary election 

contained 4,576 tweets (33% of the total universe of tweets).1  

Following this procedure, I again collected 10 tweets per week per candidate 

during the defined three-month general election period (e.g. 12 states X 2 candidates X 

10 tweets per week X 12 weeks). Overall, candidates posted a total of 10,401 times in the 

three months leading up to each states’ general election.  The exceptions were candidates 

from Delaware and New Hampshire, as those states held their primaries on September 

13, 2016. Thus, data collection for those states’ general elections began on September 14, 

2016. Randomly selecting 10 tweets per week from each candidate, I collected 2,535 

tweets for my sample. Thus, I sampled about 25% of the total tweets posted by 

candidates during the general election period. This provided me a total of 7,111 tweets 

for my complete sample dataset (4,576 tweets during the primary plus 2,535 tweets 

posted during the general election).  

                                                 
1 During some weeks, some candidates posted fewer than 10 tweets, which is the reason that this number is not 
divisible by 10. 

Mark Connolly 20% 
Ian Freeman 1% 
Derek Dextraze .77% 

Ted Gastas 20% 
Jeanie Forrester 18% 
John Lavoie 1% 
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Coding  

To analyze my data, I leveraged a general coding scheme adapted from the work 

of Brader (2006) who studied emotional appeals in television advertisements and the 

work of Gainous and Wagner (2014) who explored how Congressional candidates 

leveraged Twitter during the 2010 elections. This is included in the attached Appendix. 

Tweet purpose. For each tweet, I first coded whether it was best defined as (1) 

basic communicating, (2) highlighting personal characteristics, or (3) policy information, 

as explained below. 

Basic communicating. This category includes general messages that candidates 

post on their Twitter pages, often telling followers when events will take place, where the 

candidate will be, or how to get involved in the campaign (e.g. donating money or 

volunteering) (Gainous & Wagner, 2014). For example, it is common for candidates to 

tweet messages, like the following, to simply communicate with their followers: “Last 

day to register to vote in WA! ow.ly/ejfrj” (Inslee, 2012). Gainous and Wagner (2014) 

found that this is the most common type of message posted by candidates on Twitter. 

Personal characteristics. Messages that highlight personal characteristics focus 

on positive aspects of the candidate (e.g. honest, hardworking) (Gainous & Wagner, 

2014) or negative aspects of her opponent (e.g. Washington insider, liar). Messages that 

portray the candidate in a positive light were coded with a different indicator than 

messages that highlight negative aspects of the opponent because, while “personal 

characteristics” are being highlighted in both instances, the goal of each type of message 

is inherently different.  
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Policy information. Policy messages include information about the candidate’s 

position or actions pertaining to an issue area (Gainous & Wagner, 2014) or her 

opponent’s position, statements, or prior actions regarding particular issue(s). For 

instance tweets saying “My opponent supports Obamacare” or “Please read my education 

plan posted on my website” direct followers’ attention to particular policy points. 

Turning to my focal variables, I coded each tweet for specific types of 

disagreement and agreement, designed to focus upon messages in which a candidate 

highlights places of unity or divergence with others. The sixth category explores whether 

candidates use emotional cues in their messages.2  

Disagreement. Tweets that present “disagreement” highlight areas of difference 

between the candidate and his or her opponent and/or the candidate and the opposing 

party. This sometimes takes the form of general disagreements in which the candidate 

simply points out difference and/or provides reasons for a particular position. For 

example, the following tweet by Pat McCrory expresses disagreement with his opponent, 

Walter Dalton, without attempting to evoke an emotional response: “I believe we must 

grow our economy through the private sector. My opponent believes we must grow the 

government” (McCrory, 2012).  

In addition, I coded the target of the disagreement: disagreement with a 

candidate’s own party, the opposing party, and political elites/Washington insiders. First, 

during the primaries, candidates often expressed disagreement with individuals within the 

                                                 
2 The fifth and sixth categories are not mutually exclusive. For instance, in a few cases candidates used 
more than one emotional cue in their message and/or highlighted both agreement and disagreement, so it is 
worth noting that some data points in these categories may include more than one designation. 
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same political party (e.g. candidates opposing them in the primary race and the supporters 

of such candidates). I coded such instances as disagreement – same party. Further, during 

both the primary and the general election, candidates highlighted disagreement with 

candidates and groups on the other side of the political aisle. They did so by expressing 

disagreement with candidates within their state (e.g. the person running for governor in 

the opposing political party, criticizing a state legislature for passing legislation 

espousing the views of the opposite party) as well as at the national level (e.g. pointing to 

disagreement with presidential candidates in the opposing party). For coding purposes, I 

designated such instances as disagreement – opposing party. Finally, there were many 

tweets that highlight points of divergence between the candidate’s platform and the 

“political class.” This seemed to be a salient point in this election, as multiple candidates 

framed themselves as being “political outsiders,” as sharply contrasted with “career 

politicians,” “Washington elite,” and “special interests.” This type of tweet, disagreement 

- political insiders was especially interesting, as it was not a point of conversation in the 

pilot study I conducted using tweets from the 2012 gubernatorial elections. 

Next, interactive disagreement, refers to instances in which a candidate responds 

to something that an opponent has said about the candidate, as shown in this 2012 tweet 

posted by Jay Inslee, “@SeattleTimes Truth Needle found Rob McKenna's allies' latest 

ad mostly false: ow.ly/ejDZY #wagov” (Inslee, 2012). In this instance, Inslee is 

responding to an advertisement with which he apparently disagrees. To explore 

interactive disagreement I specifically coded messages for instances in which the 

candidates responds to opposing candidates or groups. 
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Incivility. Candidates often present disagreement using a provocative tone that 

goes beyond simply pointing out differences and openly challenges another candidate or 

draws attention to conflict using scornful and disapproving language (Mutz & Reeves, 

2005; Brooks & Geer, 2007). This is called uncivil disagreement. It is worth noting 

incivility is a separate code that often overlapped with other types of disagreement (e.g. 

same party, opposing party, Washington insiders, etc.). For instance, a tweet posted by 

Pat McCrory directly disparages the policies of the opposing party, “North Carolinians 

are rejecting failed economic policies & shameful campaign tactics of the Perdue-Dalton 

era” (McCrory, 2012). Instead of simply stating, “Governor Purdue’s policies were not 

effective,” McCrory used insulting adjectives such as “failed” and “shameful” to frame 

his message, thus placing it squarely within the definition of incivility (e.g. harsh and 

insulting) described in the literature relating to political incivility (Mutz & Reeves, 2005; 

Brooks & Geer, 2007).  

Agreement. Messages that present “agreement” showcase instances where the 

candidate aligns himself with others. Specifically, I coded for instances in which a 

candidate showcased agreement with public figures (e.g. celebrities, known political 

figures), agreement with groups (e.g. local unions, advocacy groups, endorsement(s) 

from a newspaper’s editorial board), and agreement from individuals (e.g. average voters 

talking about their support for the candidate). For example, on October 12, 2012, 

Washington gubernatorial candidate Jay Inslee tweeted, “Watch @billclinton endorse my 

#jobs plan ow.ly/enoX4 #wagov #futurebusiness” (Inslee, 2012). This message shows the 

audience that Bill Clinton both agrees with Inslee’s plan and has his support. In like 
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manner, I coded specifically for instances in which a candidate presents bipartisan 

agreement, like the following tweet in which Vermont gubernatorial incumbent Peter 

Shumlin presented his willingness to work across the political aisle for the benefit of 

local famers, “Thanks @sensanders for working with bipartisan group to support #vt 

dairy farmers. ow.ly/dYzN4” (Shumlin, 2012).  

Enthusiasm. Candidates cue enthusiasm through calls to action and encouraging 

people to get excited about supporting and/or voting for the candidate (Brader, 2006; 

Ridout & Searles, 2011). The following tweet posted by gubernatorial challenger Pat 

McCrory in 2012 is designed to not only create excitement about improved prospects for 

North Carolinians but also to show agreement from a former Lieutenant Governor of 

North Carolina, “Great #CarolinaComeback rally in Rocky Mount last night w/ fmr Lt. 

Gov Jim Gardner! #ncpol #ncgov” (McCrory, 2012). This tweet sends the message that 

McCrory has a mass of supporters (e.g. “great rally”), he is a leader who will help restore 

the state to its former superior status (e.g. “Carolina Comeback”), and that he will work 

against the status quo of current leadership. It encourages listeners to get excited about 

the purported comeback without providing any incentive to seek information about what 

such a comeback would actually entail. 

Pride. Campaign messages that cue pride do so by appealing to positive feelings 

about membership in a group (Brader, 2006; Ridout & Searles, 2011). For instance, 

during the 2012 Utah gubernatorial election, incumbent Gary Herbert posted the 

following tweet designed to appeal to voters’ pride as Utahans, “Wall Street Journal's 

MarketWatch names Utah the “brightest star” on the American flag: 1st of Ten Pro-
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Business States bit.ly/NlRdQ5” (Herbert, 2012). Such a tweet encourages voters to feel 

proud of their home state and lends support to the assertion that incumbents target the 

disposition system by encouraging voters to preserve the status quo by keeping the sitting 

governor in office. 

Anger. Campaign messages that cue anger are designed to create outrage about 

the opposing candidate or party. Such messages may call for a response to a past injustice 

(Brader, 2006) or attempt to mobilize listeners to stand up to an affront or perceived 

wrong (Nabi, 1999). For instance, the following tweet posted in 2012 by Republican Pat 

McCrory encourages voters to feel outrage regarding the past fiscal decisions, and 

resulting deficit, allegedly created by his Democratic opponent, Walter Dalton, 

“@WalterDalton dug the hole. As budget writer, took $3B surpluses, raised taxes every 

yr & still left $4.6B hole!” (McCrory, 2012). 

Fear. Fear-evoking messages provide threatening information, often in the form 

of criticism of an opponent and presenting a situation that seems beyond the voter’s 

control. Such messages create uncertainty about the future (Nabi, 1999), encourage 

information-seeking (Brader, 2006), and may reduce the role of partisanship in voting 

decisions (Brader, 2006; Ridout & Searles, 2011). For example, in a series of tweets 

regarding Senator Patty Murray’s support for his candidacy, Jay Inslee retweeted the 

following post by Senator Murray, with regard to Inslee’s positions on women’s issues, 

“We've worked too hard to have a question mark in office” @pattymurray on why 

@jayinslee must be elected Governor of WA” (Inslee, 2012). Such a post creates 

uncertainty about the opposing candidate and indicates that voting for the opposition 
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would reverse the progress that has been made by women’s groups. The tweet does not 

provide any information on why the opponent would be a “question mark” or what 

progress could potentially be undone if he were elected; it simply provides threatening 

information designed to create uncertainty about the future in the electorate. 

Disagreement and emotion. Because “disagreement” and “emotion” were 

separate sets of codes, my coding scheme allowed me to combine the constructs of 

disagreement and discrete emotions to explore whether candidates present disagreement 

or agreement in an emotional and/or uncivil manner by discrediting an opponent’s 

positions, drawing attention to a heated conflict, or openly challenging the opposing 

candidate/party. For instance, by using words like “raided” and “irresponsible,” 2012 

Republican candidate Pat McCrory attempted to evoke anger when pointing out his 

disagreement with how Walter Dalton had chosen to spend government money in the 

past: “@WalterDalton habitually raided trust funds & raised taxes to pay for his 

irresponsible government spending agenda. #ncpol #ncgov #bevpart2” (McCrory, 2012). 

This is explored further in the Results and Discussion sections. 

Reliability 

To ensure that my coding system was reliable, I trained a second coder to test 300 

tweets (5% of my expected final dataset) randomly selected from the four primaries that 

completed before the end of May (e.g. North Carolina, Indiana, West Virginia, and 

Oregon). This allowed me to develop a coding scheme that I then used to code the tweets 

throughout the course of the election.  
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Often, intercoder reliability is assessed using 10% of the overall sample, but since 

I anticipated that my overall sample would consist of at least 6,000 tweets, I did not think 

it is feasible to have an additional coder test 600 tweets. Further, coding 300 tweets near 

the beginning of the data collection process allowed me to solidify my codebook early, 

identify any problems moving forward, and code my tweets in real time as the rest of the 

election unfolded. 

After we each coded 300 tweets, I uploaded the data into a reliability calculator 

found at http://dfreelon.org/utils/recalfront/ (Freelon, 2010; 2013). This tool provides 

percent agreement, Scott’s pi, Cohen’s kappa, and Krippendorff’s alpha. It is important to 

note that the latter three tests all provide more conservative statistics than percent 

agreement because they take chance agreement into account (Freelon, 2013). For many 

variables, our initial reliability test did not meet the standard for a reliable coding 

instrument, so I met with my coder to discuss coding inconsistencies and clarify any 

confusion as to the codebook contents. Next, I selected a separate 300 tweets to recode 

with the coder. During the second round, we were able to achieve reliability ranging from 

.8 to 1.00 for each of the coded constructs, as shown below in Table 5: 

 

Table 5. Reliability 
 

  

Percent 
Agreement 

Scott's 
Pi 

Cohen's 
Kappa 

Krippendorff's 
Alpha 

General 
Descriptors 

Candidate Status 100 1 1 1 
Party 100 1 1 1 

State 100 1 1 1 
Party Last Governor 100 1 1 1 

Presidential 100 1 1 1 
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Hashtag 98.328 0.967 0.967 0.967 
Retweet 96.990 0.920 0.920 0.920 

Pic/Link/Video 99.331 0.982 0.982 0.982 
Mention Opponent 98.997 0.904 0.904 0.904 

Mention Party 98.997 0.904 0.904 0.905 
Mention Pres. Candidate 99.67 0.95 0.95 0.95 

General 
Communication 

Basic Communicating 93.33 0.86 0.86 0.86 
Policy 95.33 0.88 0.88 0.88 

Personal Characteristics 95.67 0.83 0.83 0.83 

Agreement 

Agree: Public Figure 97.993 0.864 0.864 0.864 

Agree: Group 94.983 0.834 0.834 0.834 
Agree: Individual 96.656 0.820 0.820 0.820 

Agree: Bipartisan 99.666 0.887 0.887 0.887 

Disagreement 

Disagree: General 97 0.85 0.85 0.85 

Disagree: Uncivil 99 0.85 0.85 0.85 
Disagree: Response 100 1 1 1 

Disagree Same Party 99.66 0.96 0.96 0.96 
Disagree Opposing Party 96.97 0.81 0.81 0.81 

Disagree Political Class 98.32 0.82 0.82 0.82 

Emotions 

Enthusiasm 96.67 0.80 0.80 0.80 

Fear 98.67 0.88 0.88 0.88 
Anger 98.33 0.90 0.90 0.90 

Pride  98.33 0.92 0.92 0.92 
 

After establishing reliability, we proceeded to code all 4,576 tweets collected 

during the primary data collection period. Because the volume of tweets was 

considerably smaller during the general election period, I was able to code those items 

without the assistance of a fellow coder. In total, I collected and coding a total of 7,111 

tweets (primary and general election combined). After collecting and coding my data, I 

was able to use SPSS to run statistical analyses, the results of which are explained in the 

following section. 
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CHAPTER SIX: PRIMARY ELECTION RESULTS 

To understand the makeup of candidate tweets during the primary election period, 

I first ran descriptive statistics for each variable, beginning with the frequency each 

candidate posted to Twitter. As one can see in Table 6, competitive candidates in the 12 

gubernatorial races held in 2016 posted a total of 13,643 times in the three months 

leading up to each states’ primary election.  As explained in the Methodology section, I 

collected 4,576 tweets for my sample. Thus, I sampled about 33% of the total tweets 

posted by candidates during the primary campaign period. Of the 41 total candidates who 

received at least 15% of the vote in their respective state primary election, 18 (44%) ran 

as Democrats and 23 (56%) ran as Republicans. With regard to incumbency status, there 

were 6 incumbents (14.5%), 9 challengers (19.5%), and 26 open race candidates (66%) in 

my sample. This information is displayed in Table 6, including information on the 

excluded candidates (e.g. did not receive 15% of the vote) in the cells highlighted in grey. 

 

 
Table 6. Total Candidate Tweets in the Primary Election 
 

Candidate Vote % Status Party Data Collection Period Total Tweets 
NC – Pat McCrory  82% Incumbent  Republican December 15 – March 15 387 
NC – Robert Brawley 11% Challenger Republican   
NC – Charles Moss 7% Challenger Republican   
NC – Roy Cooper  69% Challenger Democrat December 15 – March 15 90 
NC – Ken Spaulding  31% Challenger Democrat December 15 – March 15 136 
IN – Mike Pence 100% Incumbent Republican February 3 – May 3 288 
IN – John Gregg 100% Challenger Democrat February 3 – May 3 888 
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WV – Bill Cole 100% Open Race Republican February 10 – May 10 128 
WV – Jim Justice 51% Open Race Democrat February 10 – May 10 154 
WV – Booth Goodwin 25% Open Race Democrat February 10 – May 10 304 
WV – Jeff Kessler 24% Open Race Democrat February 10 – May 10 480 
OR – Kate Brown 84% Incumbent  Democrat February 17 – May 17  456 
OR – Julian Bell 7% Challenger Democrat   
OR – Bud Pierce 47% Challenger Republican February 17 – May 17  178 
OR – Allen Alley 29% Challenger Republican February 17 – May 17  311 
OR – Bruce Curr 11% Challenger Republican   
OR – Bob Niemeyer 10% Challenger Republican   
MT – Steve Bullock 91% Incumbent Democrat March 7 – June 7 119 
MT – Bill McChesney 9& Challenger Democrat   
MT – Greg Gianforte 76% Challenger Republican March 7 – June 7 232 
MT – Terry Nelson 
*No Twitter 

24% Challenger Republican   

ND – Marvin Nelson 100% Open Race Democrat March 14 – June 14 64 
ND – Doug Burgun 59% Open Race Republican March 14 – June 14 273 
ND – Wayne Stenehjem 38% Open Race Republican March 14 – June 14 156 
UT – Gary Herbert 72% Incumbent Republican March 28 – June 28 297 
UT – Jonathan Johnson  28% Challenger Republican March 28 – June 28 432 
UT – Mike Weinholtz  80% Challenger Democrat March 28 – June 28 458 
MO – Eric Greitens  35% Open Race Republican May 2 – August 2 284 
MO – John Brunner 25% Open Race Republican May 2 – August 2 1200 
MO – Peter Kinder 21% Open Race Republican May 2 – August 2 737 
MO – C. Hanaway 20% Open Race Republican May 2 – August 2 403 
MO – Chris Koster 79% Open Race Democrat May 2 – August 2 257 
MO – Eric Morrison 10% Open Race Democrat   
Charles Wheeler 8% Open Race Democrat   
WA – Jay Inslee 48% Incumbent  Democrat May 2 – August 2 113 
WA – Bill Bryant 38% Challenger Republican May 2 – August 2 109 
VT – Sue Minter 48% Open Race Democrat May 9 – August 9 318 
VT – Matt Dunne 37% Open Race Democrat May 9 – August 9 393 
VT – Peter Galbraith 9% Open Race Democrat   
VT – Phil Scott 61% Open Race Republican May 9 – August 9 891 
VT – Bruce Lisman 37% Open Race Republican May 9 – August 9 989 
DE – John Carney 100% Open Race Democrat June 13 – September 13 42 
DE – Colin Bonini 70% Open Race Republican June 13 – September 13 47 
DE – Lacey Lafferty 30% Open Race Republican June 13 – September 13 121 
NH – Colin Van Ostern 52% Open Race Democrat June 13 – September 13 454 
NH – Steve Marchand 25% Open Race Democrat June 13 – September 13 302 
NH – Mark Connolly 20% Open Race Democrat June 13 – September 13 203 
NH – Ian Freeman 1% Open Race Democrat   
Derek Dextraze .77% Open Race Democrat   
NH - Chris Sununu  31% Open Race Republican June 13 – September 13 233 
NH – Frank Edelblut 30% Open Race Republican June 13 – September 13 144 
NH – Ted Gatsas 20% Open Race Republican June 13 – September 13 443 
NH – Jeanie Forrester 18% Open Race Republican June 13 – September 13 129 
NH – John Lavoie 1% Open Race Republican   
                        TOTAL:   13,643 
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Overall, Republican candidates posted more total tweets (8,412, 61.7% of the 

total universe) than Democrats (5,231, 38.3% of the total universe) and open race 

candidates twice as many tweets (9,149, 67.8% of the total universe) as incumbents 

(1,660, 12.2% of the total universe) and challengers (2,979, 20% of the total universe) 

combined. At first glance, this is not particularly surprising, as the sample included more 

Republicans than Democrats and significantly more open race candidates than challenger 

or incumbents. However, as shown in Table 7, Republicans posted an average of 

approximately 336 posts during the primary election period, while the average Democrat 

posted approximately 275 tweets. Open race candidates posted an average of 351 tweets 

during the primary election period, while incumbents and challengers posted 207 and 314 

tweets, respectively. 

 

Table 7. Total and Average Tweets by Candidate Type in Primary Universe 
 

 
Total Candidates Total Tweets Average Number of Tweets 

Republican  23 8412 376 
Democrat  18 5231 290 
Challenger 9  2834 314 
Incumbent 6  1660 207 
Open Race  26 9149 351 
Open Race-R 15 6178 411 
Open Race -D 11 2971 297 
Incumbent -R 3  972 324 
Incumbent -D 3  688 229 
Challenger -R 5  1262 252 
Challenger -D 4  1572 393 
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During the state primaries, Republicans posted more often, on average, than 

Democrats in every category except challengers, in which Democrat challengers posted 

an average of 393 tweets, as compared to Republicans’ average of 252 tweets. 

Sample 

 Upon the completion of the primaries, tweets from 41 different candidates were 

included in my final dataset for the primary election period. Since I sampled 10 tweets 

per week from each candidate for three months preceding each primary, my dataset from 

the primary election contained 4,576 tweets. Within the actual sample, Democrats posted 

42.1% of tweets (1926), while Republicans posted 57.9% (2650). Similarly, incumbents 

posted 15.4% (717), challengers posted 21.6% (987), and open race candidates posted 

62.8% (2872) of tweets in the final sample.  

With regard to tweet type, descriptive statistics revealed that 2,798 (61%) of 

candidate posts dealt with basic communicating (e.g. general messages about where a 

candidate will be, how to donate or get involved), 1,225 (27%) addressed policy issues 

(e.g. messages about the candidate’s policy actions or positions), and 553 (12%) focused 

upon personal characteristics (e.g. messages that highlight positive aspects of the 

candidate or negative aspects of her opponent). Of the 553 posts pertaining to personal 

characteristics, 394 (8.6% of the total sample, and 71% of those focused on personal 

characteristics) focused upon the candidate’s own personal characteristics, while 159 

(3.5% of the total sample and 29% of those focused on personal characteristics) focused 

upon the personal characteristics of opponents. These results are shown in Figure 1 

below. 
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Figure 1. Breakdown of Tweet Type in the Primary Election 
  

These results support the findings of Gainous and Wagner (2014), which indicate 

that most candidates’ posts on Twitter focus upon communicating basic information, such 

as posts about events the candidate has attended or will attend, information about how to 

donate or volunteer, etc. This tells us that candidates use Twitter mostly to post surface-

level information about the campaign in general but that they also spend a considerable 

amount of time talking about policy points and character traits. Next, I explored the 

descriptive statistics to understand how often candidates presented disagreement, 

agreement, and emotional appeals on Twitter. 

Disagreement  

In terms of disagreement, 563 tweets (12.3%) presented at least one form of 

disagreement. While many of these tweets only focused upon one area of disagreement 

(same party, opposing party, Washington insider, interactive) as defined in the literature 

review, it is important to note that 252 tweets (45% of the disagreeable tweets) contained 

more than one type of disagreement. Overall, 293 tweets (6.4% of the total sample) 
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presented disagreement with the opposing party, 160 (3.5%) presented disagreement 

within the candidate’s own party, 148 (3.2%) tweets highlighted disagreement with 

political insiders and Washington elite, and 25 (.5%) tweets presented a response to 

disagreement levied from an opponent (interactive disagreement). With regard to civility, 

221 tweets (4.8% of total tweets) presented disagreement using an uncivil tone. In other 

words, 39% of the total tweets that presented disagreement were uncivil in tone. This 

information is displayed below in Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2. Characteristics of Tweets Containing Disagreement in the Primary Election as Compared to Full 
Sample 
 

 

Tweets Including Disagreement 

Next, I examined these same variables as compared to the sample of only tweets 

including disagreement specifically (e.g. “disagreeable tweets”), rather than comparing to 

the full sample. For example, while only 5% of the sample contained incivility, 39% of 

the tweets containing disagreement were uncivil, which paints quite a different picture of 
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how incivility is manifested in candidates’ communication. As such, I applied a filter to 

explore characteristics of the disagreeable tweets themselves. 

Interestingly, within the 563 tweets that presented disagreement, disagreement 

with the opposing party was the most common, occurring in 52% (293) of disagreeable 

tweets. This is interesting, considering the fact that I was examining a primary campaign, 

in which the immediate challengers are within a candidate’s own party. Comparatively, 

disagreement with a candidate’s own party occurred in 28% (160) of disagreeable tweets. 

Further, 26% (148) of disagreeable tweets highlighted disagreement with political 

insiders and Washington elite. Finally, only 4% of disagreeable tweets (25) presented a 

response to disagreement levied from an opponent (interactive disagreement). I also 

found that, within disagreeable tweets, incivility is quite common. Thirty-nine percent of 

tweets (221) that presented disagreement (meaning 5% of the overall sample) were 

uncivil in tone, suggesting that disagreement was often presented in an uncivil manner. 

This information is displayed below in Figure 3.  

Turning from the disagreement-focused variables, I also wanted to understand 

how candidates talked about policy and personal characteristics within the broader 

context of disagreement. I found that among disagreeable tweets, policy disagreement is 

the most common form of disagreement observed, occurring in 53% (299) of 

disagreeable tweets. However, disagreement based upon an opponent’s personal 

characteristics also occurred regularly, comprising 38% (215) of disagreeable tweets.  
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Figure 3. Type, Target, and Tone of Tweets Containing Disagreement in the Primary Election 

 

I explore these relationships further later in this chapter using chi square statistics. 

Next however, I will present descriptive statistics for tweets containing agreement in the 

primary. 

Agreement 

In terms of agreement, 1161 tweets (25.5%) presented at least one form of 

agreement. While many of these tweets only focused upon one of the areas of agreement 

(public figures, groups, individuals, bipartisan) as defined in the literature review, such 

categories were not mutually exclusive, and one tweet could contain more than one type 

of agreement. Overall, 298 (6.5%) tweets presented agreement with public figures (e.g. 

celebrities, known political figures), 542 (11.9%) tweets presented agreement with 

groups (e.g. local unions, advocacy groups, endorsement(s) from a newspaper’s editorial 

board), 333 (7.3%) highlighted agreement from individuals (e.g. average voters talking 

about their support for the candidate), and 32 (.7%) tweets presented bipartisan 

agreement (e.g. willingness or experience working across the political aisle). This 

information is shown below in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Characteristics of Tweets Containing Agreement in the Primary Election 
 
 
 
Emotional Appeals 
 
 After exploring how candidates present disagreement and agreement overall, I 

explored how each group presented emotional appeals.  Overall, 1658 (36.2%) tweets 

presented some type of emotion, and 29 tweets (0.56%) presented more than one type of 

emotional appeal. With regard to discrete emotions, 749 (16.4%) of tweets contained an 

appeal to enthusiasm, 438 (9.6%) contained an appeal to pride, 291 (6.4%) tweets 

contained an anger appeal, and 209 (4.6%) tweets contained a fear appeal. This data is 

shown below in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Tweets Containing Emotional Appeals in the Primary Election 
 

 

Disagreement and Emotional Appeals  

 After understanding how often candidates leveraged disagreement, agreement, 

and emotional appeals, I explored how messages containing these elements worked 

together within messages. In examining descriptive statistics, I noticed that out of 291 

tweets containing anger appeals, 250 (85%) of those presented disagreement. 

Alternatively, of 209 tweets containing fear appeals, 90 (43%) presented disagreement. 

Next, I filtered my dataset to explore the percentage of disagreeable tweets that contained 

each emotion overall. I found that within the 563 tweets containing disagreement, 6.3% 

(39) used an appeal to enthusiasm, 4.1% (23) used pride, 44% (250) used anger, and 

16.2% (91) used fear. This is displayed in Figure 6: 
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Figure 6. Percentage of Disagreeable Tweets Containing Each Emotion in the Primary Election 
 

 

Based on these findings, I next conducted chi square statistics to understand how appeals 

to fear and anger relate to presentation of disagreement (RQ2). These chi-square statistics 

compare the presence or absence of a tweet characteristic (like disagreement) with the 

presence or absence of a second characteristic (like anger), unless otherwise noted. It is 

worth nothing that these tests include all tweets in the sample. 

 Disagreement and anger. Chi square statistics show an interesting relationship 

between presentation of disagreement and use of anger appeals. Tweets containing anger 

appeals were significantly more likely to cue some type of disagreement (86%, N=250) 

(χ2 = 1560.504, df = 1 p < .001) as compared to tweets that did not contain an anger 

appeal, of which 7.3% (N=313) had disagreement. In fact, there were only 41 tweets 

containing an anger appeal that did not also present disagreement of some sort. This tells 

us that when a candidate presents an anger appeal, s/he is more likely to do so in the 

context of presenting disagreement. This is shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Presentation of Anger in the Context of Disagreement in the Primary Election 

 

Disagreement and fear. Chi square statistics also show an interesting 

relationship between presentation of disagreement and use of fear appeals. Tweets 

containing fear appeals were significantly more likely to cue some type of disagreement 

(43.5%, N = 91) (χ2 = 198.058, df = 1 p < .001) compared to tweets without fear appeals 

(10.8%, N=472), although to a lesser extent than anger appeals, as discussed above. This 

tells us that when a candidate presents a fear appeal, s/he is somewhat more likely to do 

so in the context of presenting disagreement. This is shown in Figure 8. 

 

 
Figure 8. Presentation of Fear in the Context of Disagreement in the Primary Election 
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 To further understand the circumstances in which candidates use fear and anger to 

present disagreement, I also explored how candidates use incivility in conjunction with 

anger and fear. Chi-square statistics showed that while there is a significant relationship 

between the presence of incivility and the presence of anger (χ2 = 1206.876, df = 1 p < 

.001), as well as between incivility and fear (χ2 = 62.341, df = 1 p < .001), incivility is 

more often used in conjunction with anger. Overall, 61.9% (N=137) of uncivil tweets 

presented anger appeals compared to 3.5% (N=154) of civil tweets, and 15% (N=34) of 

uncivil tweets presented fear appeals compared to 4.0% (N=175) of civil tweets. 

Perhaps unsurprisingly, candidates were unlikely to use enthusiasm (χ2 = 41.826, 

df = 1 p < .001), or pride (χ2 = 22.326, df = 1 p < .001), appeals in the context of 

presenting disagreement. In fact, only 5.2% (39) of tweets containing enthusiasm appeals 

also included disagreement compared to 17.5% (524) of tweets without an enthusiasm 

appeal, and only 5.2% (23) of tweets containing pride appeals included disagreement 

compared to 10.3% (540) of tweets without a pride appeal. However, tweets containing 

an enthusiasm appeal were significantly more likely to cue some type of agreement 

(48.7%, N=365) (χ2 = 256.708, df = 1 p < .001) as compared to tweets that did not 

contain an enthusiasm appeal, of which 20.8% (N=798) contained agreement. Tweets 

containing a pride appeal were also significantly more likely to cue agreement (44.7%, 

N=196) (χ2 = 95.511, df = 1 p < .001), as compared to tweets that did not contain a pride 

appeal, of which 23.3% (N=967) contained agreement. 

This is partly due to the nature of my coding scheme, as many of the tweets 

showcasing “endorsements” often fell under the categories of both enthusiasm and 
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agreement. However, it is also important to note that while they regularly occurred 

together, enthusiasm and agreement are in fact two separate codes. An endorsement is 

necessarily agreement, and is often (but not always) enthusiastic. For instance, the 

following tweet, posted by Jim Justice (WV) is not only showing the support of the Mine 

Workers, Senator Joe Manchin, and the American Federation of Teachers, but by saying 

that endorsements are continuing to “roll in,” he is also demonstrating that Justice’s 

campaign has momentum. This is an important strategy candidates use to evoke 

enthusiasm, “VIDEO: Big endorsements are rolling in for Jim! #wvgov #wvpol 

@MineWorkers @AFTWV @Sen_JoeManchin” (Justice, 2016).  

Disagreement and tweet type 

Next, I explored whether disagreement was more common with certain types of 

tweets (RQ3) – and especially whether policy or personal characteristics would more 

often occur with the presence of disagreement. A chi-square test demonstrated that there 

is a significant relationship between type of tweet (e.g. basic communicating, policy, 

personal characteristics of the candidate, or personal characteristics of an opponent) and 

the overall presentation of disagreement (χ2 = 1497.308, df = 3, p < .001). Specifically, 

disagreement was more likely to occur when a tweet focused on policy information, as 

occurred in 18.6% of all policy tweets (299) (standardized residual = 12.1) or when 

talking about an opponent’s personal characteristics, with 96% of tweets (215) that 

discuss the opponent’s personal characteristics also categorized as presenting 

disagreement (standardized residual = 30.2). Conversely, disagreement was relatively 

rare when the tweet discussed the candidate’s own personal characteristics (1.1%) or 
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focused on basic communication (.08%). Thus, it appears that while gubernatorial 

primary candidates frequently present disagreement pertaining to policy information (e.g. 

“My opponent will raise your taxes”), mentions of an opponent’s character almost always 

included disagreement. 

Emotional Appeals and Policy 

To understand how candidates use emotional appeals to frame policy positions, I 

again ran a series of descriptive statistics. Results showed out of 1,225 tweets addressing 

policy, 95 (7.8%) used enthusiasm appeals, 185 (15%) used pride appeals, 156 (12.7%) 

used anger appeals, and 151 (12.3%) used fear appeals. Chi square statistics revealed that 

there is a significant relationship between candidates’ messages about policy issues and 

use of pride appeals (standardized residual = 6.3) (χ2 = 59.110, df = 2, p < .001). Overall, 

42.2% (N=185) of pride appeals mention policy information, as compared to tweets that 

did not contain a pride appeal, of which 25.1% (N=1040) included policy information. 

There was also a significant relationship between policy messages and anger appeals (χ2 

= 114.181, df = 2, p < .001) (standardized residual = 8.8). Results showed that, 53.6% 

(N=156) of anger appeals mention policy information, as compared to tweets that did not 

contain an anger appeal, of which 24.9% (N=1069) included policy information. Finally, 

there is a significant relationship between policy messages and use of fear appeals 

(standardized residual = 12.7) (χ2 = 231.061, df = 2, p < .001). Overall, 72.2% (N=151) of 

fear appeals mention policy information, as compared to tweets that did not contain a 

pride appeal, of which 24.5% (N=1074) included policy information. When talking about 
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policy, candidates are unlikely, however, to appeal to enthusiasm (χ2 = 90.485, df = 2, p < 

.001). This is shown in Figure 9. 

 

 
Figure 9. Percentage of Policy Tweets Containing Each Emotion in the Primary Election 

 

Emotional Appeals and Personal Characteristics 
 

Chi square statistics suggest that there is a significant relationship between 

candidates’ messages about their own personal characteristics and appeals to enthusiasm 

(standardized residual = 10) (χ2 = 139.470, df = 2, p < .001), with 39% (145) of tweets 

mentioning a candidate’s personal characteristics also cueing enthusiasm, as compared to 

tweets that did not contain enthusiasm, of which 6.5% (N=249) included information 

about a candidate’s own personal characteristics. Further, candidates are significantly 

likely to cue pride when talking about their own personal characteristics, as 17% (66) of 

tweets mentioning a candidate’s personal characteristics also cued pride (standardized 

residual = 4.6) (χ2 = 36.813, df = 2, p < .001), as compared to tweets that did not contain 
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pride, of which 7.5% (N=328) included information about a candidate’s own personal 

characteristics. 

There is a significant relationship between posts about opponents’ personal 

characteristics and use of anger (standardized residual = 24.5) (χ2 = 664.195, df = 2, p < 

.001), with 55.3% (88) of tweets mentioning an opponent’s personal characteristics also 

cueing anger, as compared to tweets that did not contain anger, of which 1.6% (N=71) 

included information about an opponent’s personal characteristics. Chi square statistics 

also showed a significant relationship between posts about an opponent’s personal 

characteristics and fear (standardized residual = 2.9) (χ2 = 9.649, df = 2, p = .008), with 

9.4% (15) of tweets mentioning an opponent’s personal characteristics also cueing fear, 

as compared to tweets that did not contain fear, of which 3.2% (N=144) included 

information about an opponent’s personal characteristics. In other words, candidates 

appeal to positive emotions when talking about their personal characteristics and negative 

emotions when discussing the personal characteristics of opponents. This is shown below 

in Figure 10. 

 

 
Figure 10. Percentage of Personal Characteristics Tweets Containing Each Emotion in the Primary Election 
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After exploring how my focal variables work together within candidate tweets, I 

next turned to candidate characteristics to explore how different types of candidates 

presented disagreement, agreement, and emotional appeals. I began with party affiliation 

and then turned to incumbency status. 

Party Affiliation  

RQ4: Does presentation of disagreement differ based on party affiliation? 

 To answer my first research question pertaining to candidate characteristics, I 

conducted a series of chi square tests of association. The first test was conducted to 

determine if there was a relationship between party affiliation and presentation of 

disagreement on Twitter. To this end, I created a dichotomous variable that simply 

captured whether or not disagreement was presented in the tweet, without regard to type. 

Results showed that there was no significant relationship (χ2 = 1.644, df = 1, p = .202) 

between overall presentation of disagreement and party affiliation. Likewise, there was 

no significant relationship between party affiliation and use of incivility (χ2 = .940, df = 

1, p = .364). In other words, tweets from Democratic versus Republican candidates did 

not differ overall in their presentation of disagreement or in their tone. 

However, when I tested each type of disagreement separately, I uncovered 

significant differences, which are shown in Table 8. Percentages indicate the number of 

tweets within each party containing each type of disagreement. For example in the 

“Disagreement Overall” column, 12% of Democrat’ tweets and 13% of Republicans’ 

tweets presented some type of disagreement. 
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Table 8. Disagreement and Party Affiliation in the Primary 
 

 Pearson’s 
Chi-Square 

df Significance Republican Democrat 

Disagreement 
Overall 

1.644 1 .202 13% 
 

12% 

Incivility  .940 1 .364 4.5% 5% 
Same Party 24.508 1 <.001 4.6% 1.9% 
Opposing Party 8.349 1 .004 5.5% 7.6% 
Interactive  11.996 1 .001 0.8% 0.1% 
Washington 
Insiders 

.924 1 .352 3% 3.5% 

 

For instance, there is a significant relationship between party affiliation and 

expressing disagreement with someone in a candidate’s own party (χ2 = 24.508, df = 1, p 

< .001). Examination of the standardized residuals suggests that Republicans were 

significantly more likely to express disagreement with their own party on Twitter 

(standardized residual = 3.2) while Democrats were significantly less likely to do so 

(standardized residual = -3.7).  

Chi square statistics also suggested that Democrats (standardized residual = 2.1) 

were more likely than Republicans (standardized residual -1.8) to express disagreement 

with the opposing party (χ2 = 8.349, df = 1, p = .004). This suggests that, in the 2016 

primary elections for governor, Republicans are more likely to point out disagreement(s) 

with fellow Republicans, and Democrats are also more likely to address disagreement 

with Republicans.  

These results may explain why Republicans (standardized residual = 2.2) were 

more likely than Democrats (standardized residual = -2.6) to engage in interactive 

disagreement (e.g. responding to something an opponent has said about the candidate) (χ2 
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= 11.996, df = 1, p = .001). However, because my sample only included 2 Democratic 

tweets presenting interactive disagreement, my generalizability for this statistic may be 

limited. Finally, there was not a significant relationship between party affiliation and 

presenting disagreement with Washington insiders/political elite (χ2 = .924, df = 1, p = 

.352).  

Party affiliation and tweets containing disagreement. To further explore this 

research question, I then applied a filter to only examine differences within tweets that 

contained disagreement (disagreeable tweets). Unsurprisingly, I found that my results 

changed very little overall, likely because there was not a significant difference in the 

frequency with which Republican and Democratic candidates used disagreement overall. 

However, when only looking within disagreeable tweets, I discovered that a significant 

relationship emerged between party affiliation and use of incivility (χ2 = 4.837, df = 1, p 

= .028), such that Democratic candidates (standardized residual = 1.3) were more likely 

than Republican candidates (standardized residual = -1.1) to present disagreement using 

an uncivil tone. In terms of disagreement type, I found that while Republicans and 

Democrats were equally likely to present policy disagreement (χ2 = 1.708, df = 1, p = 

.19), Republicans (standardized residual = 1.1) are slightly more likely than Democrats 

(standardized residual = -1.3) to present disagreement pertaining to personal 

characteristics (χ2 = 4.651, df = 1, p = .031). Table 9 shows these results, and percentages 

indicate the portion of disagreeable tweets that contain each type of disagreement. 

Significant results are highlighted in gray. 
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Table 9. Characteristics of Disagreeable Tweets - Party Affiliation: Primary 
 
 Incivility Same 

Party 
Opposing 
Party 

Insider Interactive Policy 
Disagreement 

Personal 
Disagreement 

Republican 35.6% 36.17% 42.9% 23.5% 6.7% 50.8% 41.7% 
Democrat 44.8% 16.6% 65.9% 30.5% 0.8% 56.5% 32.7% 

 

RQ5: Does presentation of agreement differ based on party affiliation? 

 To explore whether presentation of agreement differs based on party affiliation, I 

conducted a series of chi square tests. I found that, overall, Democrats (standardized 

residual = 2.3) were significantly more likely to present agreement than their Republican 

(standardized residual = -2) counterparts (χ2 = 12.38, df = 1, p < .001). Democrats were 

more likely than Republicans to present agreement with public figures (χ2 = 6.2, df = 1, p 

= .013) and significantly more likely to present agreement with groups (χ2 = 19.599, df = 

1, p < .001). However, Republicans were more likely than Democrats to present 

bipartisan agreement (χ2 = 3.869, df = 1, p = .049). This indicates that while Democrats 

are more likely to show that public figures or groups align with them or their position, 

Republicans spent more time focusing upon their willingness to work across the political 

aisle. There was no significant relationship between party affiliation and presentation of 

agreement with individuals (χ2 = 1.387, df = 1, p = .249). Results are shown in Table 10. 

Percentages indicate the number of tweets within each party containing each type of 

agreement. 
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Table 10. Agreement and Party Affiliation in the Primary 
 

 Pearson’s 
Chi-Square 

df Significance Republican Democrat 

Agreement 
Overall 

12.38 1 <.001 23.5% 
 

28% 

Public Figures 6.2 1 .013 5.7% 7.6% 
Groups 19.599 1 <.001 10% 14% 
Individuals 1.387 1 .249 7.7% 6.7% 
Bipartisan  3.869 1 .049 0.9% 0.4% 

 

 When I filtered the tweets to only look for effects within agreeable tweets, I found 

that the results remain significant for groups (χ2 = 7.950, df = 1, p = .005) and bipartisan 

agreement (χ2 = 6.121, df = 1, p = .013). However, significant effects emerged to suggest 

that Republicans (standardized residual = 1.9) may be more likely than Democrats 

(standardized residual = 2) to present agreement with individuals (χ2 = 10.480, df = 1, p = 

.001). Finally, while Democrats still posted a higher percentage of agreeable tweets 

regarding public figures, significant differences disappeared (χ2 = .992, df = 1, p = 319). 

Percentages are shown in Table 11 below, with significant results highlighted in gray. 

 

Table 11. Characteristics of Agreeable Tweets - Party Affiliation: Primary 
 
 Public Figures Groups Individuals Bipartisan 
Republican 24% 43% 33% 3.8% 

Democrat   27% 51% 24% 1.4% 
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Emotional Appeals and Party Affiliation 
 

To understand the relationship between party affiliation and use of emotional 

appeals, I began by examining the descriptive statistics of how often Republicans and 

Democrats use emotional cues. Of the 2650 tweets posted by Republicans, 16% (427) 

cued enthusiasm, 9% (240) cued pride, 5.8% (156) cued anger, and 4.1% (111) cued fear. 

Of the 1926 tweets posted by Democrats, 16.7% (322) cued enthusiasm, 10.2% (198) 

cued pride, 7% (135) cued anger, and 5% (98) cued fear. These results are shown in 

Figure 11. 

 

 
Figure 11. Percentage of Republican and Democratic Tweets Containing Each Emotion in the Primary Election 

 

 Next, I ran a series of chi square statistics to explore whether there is a difference 

in how Republicans and Democrats present emotions. First, I created a dichotomous 

variable to indicate whether emotional appeals were present in each tweet and tested 

whether parties differed in presentation of emotions overall. Results showed that 

Democrats (standardized residual = 1.7) were somewhat more likely than Republicans 
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(standardized residual = -1.4) to use emotional appeals in their tweets (χ2 = 7.516, df = 1, 

p = .006). When I narrowed my focus to examine discrete emotions, however, I found no 

significant differences between Republicans and Democrats with regard to presentation 

of enthusiasm, pride, anger, or fear. This indicates there are no significant differences in 

how often Republicans and Democrats present discrete emotional cues during the 

primaries. Results are included in Table 12. 

 
 
Table 12. Emotional Appeals and Party Affiliation in the Primary Election 
 

 Pearson’s Chi-Square df Significance 
Enthusiasm .318 1 .573 
Fear 2.055 1 .152 
Anger 2.340 1 .126 
Pride 1.907 1 .167 

 

 Based on these results, I reject Hypotheses 1 and 2 (e.g. Republican gubernatorial 

candidates will rely more on anger-based and fear-based appeals than Democratic 

candidates), at least for the primary period, and conclude that there is no difference in 

how Republican and Democratic candidates present pride and enthusiasm on Twitter 

during the primary.  

Incumbency Status 

 I next turned to incumbency status to explore whether and how candidates use 

disagreement, agreement, and emotional appeals differently depending on whether the 

candidate is running as an incumbent, challenger, or in an open race in the primary 

election. 
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RQ 8: Does presentation of disagreement differ based on incumbency status? 

 To explore whether presentation of disagreement differs based on incumbency 

status, I again conducted a series of chi square tests. Again, using a dichotomous variable 

that simply indicated whether disagreement was present without accounting for type, I 

found that there is a significant relationship between presentation of disagreement and 

incumbency status (χ2 = 93.073, df = 2, p < .001). Results show that challengers 

(standardized residual = 7) were more likely to present disagreement than incumbents 

(standardized residual -5.3) or open race candidates (standardized residual -1.5). In like 

manner, there was a significant relationship between use of uncivil disagreement and 

incumbency status (χ2 = 53.722, df = 2, p < .001), with challengers (standardized residual 

= 5.8) significantly more likely than incumbents (standardized residual = -3.8) and 

somewhat more likely than open race candidates (standardized residual = -1.5) to present 

disagreement in an uncivil manner. Results are shown in Table 13. Percentages indicate 

the number of tweets within each group containing each type of disagreement. For 

example in the “Disagreement Overall” column, 5.3% of incumbents’ tweets and, 20% of 

challengers’ tweets, and 11.3% of open race candidates’ tweets presented some type of 

disagreement. 

 
 

Table 13. Disagreement and Incumbency Status in the Primary Election 
 

 Pearson’s 
Chi-Square 

df Significance Incumbent Challenger Open Race 

Disagreement 
Overall 

93.073 2 <.001 5.3% 20% 11.3% 

Incivility  53.722 2 <.001 1.7% 8.9% 4.2% 
Same Party 54.256 2 <.001 .1% 6.7% 3.2% 
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Opposing 
Party 

36.798 2 <.001 4.4% 10.5% 5.5% 

Interactive  .673 2 .714 0.1% 0.5% 0.7% 
Washington 
Insiders 

17.608 2 < .001 .7% 3.5% 3.8% 

 

Moreover, there are also differences in the type of disagreement presented 

depending on incumbency status. Challengers (standardized residual = 5.4) were the most 

likely to post tweets expressing disagreement with members of their same party (χ2 = 

54.256, df = 2, p < .001), followed closely by open race candidates (standardized residual 

= -.7). Incumbents were unlikely to express disagreement with members of their own 

party (standardized residual = -4.8).  Again, challengers (standardized residual = 5.1) 

were also more likely to express disagreement with their opposing party than incumbents 

(standardized residual = -2.1) or open race candidates (standardized residual -2.0) during 

the primary (χ2 = 36.798, df = 2, p < .001). Interestingly, however, open race candidates 

(standardized residual = 1.6) were more likely to highlight disagreement with political 

insiders and Washington elite (χ2 = 17.608, df = 2, p < .001) than incumbents 

(standardized residual = -3.8) or challengers (standardized residual = .5). There was no 

significant relationship between incumbency status and presentation of interactive 

disagreement. Overall, challengers were generally the most likely to present 

disagreement, followed closely by open race candidates. Conversely, incumbents were 

comparatively unlikely to present disagreement in any of the categories.  

Incumbency status and disagreeable tweets. Next, I applied a filter to explore 

how different types of disagreement were manifested in tweets that already contained 
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some form of disagreement. I found that incumbents (N = 38) present disagreement 

infrequently when compared to challengers (N = 200) or open race candidates (N = 325).  

In this case, I found that although incumbents generally present disagreement least 

frequently, when expressing disagreement it is most likely to be about policy 

(standardized residual = 2.6), followed by open race candidates (standardized residual = 

0) and challengers (standardized residual = -1.1) (χ2 = 17.291, df = 2, p = < .001). In 

contrast, within disagreeable tweets, challengers (standardized residual = 1.1) were most 

likely to tweet about disagreement with an opponent’s personal characteristics, followed 

by open race candidates (standardized residual = .1) and incumbents (standardized 

residual = -2.8) (χ2 = 14.290, df = 2, p <= .001). Therefore, the type of disagreement 

differs greatly depending on race characteristics. Results among disagreeable tweets are 

shown in Table 14, with significant results highlighted in gray. 

 

Table 14. Characteristics of Disagreeable Tweets & Incumbency Status: Primary 
 

 Incivility Same 
Party 

Opposing 
Party 

Insider Interactive Policy 
Disagreement 

Personal 
Disagreement 

Incumbent 31.5% 2.6% 84.2% 13% 2.6% 84.2% 10.5% 

Challenger 44% 33% 52% 17.5% 2.5% 47.5% 43% 

Open Race 37.2% 28.6% 48.3% 33.2% 5.8% 52.9% 38.5% 

 

When only looking at disagreeable tweets (as compared to the entire sample of 

tweets), the most interesting change was manifested with regard to tweets about the 

opposing party. When I examined the entire sample, it appeared that challengers were the 

most likely to post tweets disagreeing with the opposing party, but that appears to be 
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because challengers posted so many more tweets overall than did incumbents. When I 

limited my sample to only look at disagreeable tweets, I found that incumbents 

(standardized residual = 2.7) were more likely to express disagreement with their 

opposing party than challengers (standardized residual = 0) or open race candidates 

(standardized residual -.9) during the primary (χ2 = 17.571, df = 2, p < .001). Challengers 

(standardized residual = 1.2) also remained the most likely to present disagreement with 

members of the same party (χ2 = 14.491, df = 2, p = .001), as compared to incumbents 

(standardized residual = -3.0) or open race candidates (standardized residual = .1). 

Finally, when looking within disagreeable tweets, open race candidates were even more 

likely (standardized residual = 2.4) to highlight disagreement with political insiders and 

Washington elite (χ2 = 19.436, df = 2, p < .001) than incumbents (standardized residual = 

-1.6) or challengers (standardized residual = -2.4). There was no difference in how 

candidates used incivility based on incumbency status (χ2 = 3.386, df = 2, p = .184). 

RQ 9: Does presentation of agreement differ based on incumbency status? 
 

To examine whether presentation of agreement differs based on party affiliation, I 

again conducted a series of chi square tests. Overall, incumbents (standardized residual = 

2.1) were somewhat more likely than open race candidates (standardized residual = -.2) 

or challengers (standardized residual = -1.5) to present agreement (χ2 = 8.774, df = 2, p = 

.012). With regard to specific types of agreement, open race candidates (standardized 

residual = 1.9) were somewhat more likely to present agreement from public figures (χ2 = 

13.765, df = 2, p = .001) than incumbents  (standardized residual = -.3) or challengers 

(standardized residual = =3.0). In like manner, open race candidates (standardized 
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residual = 1.2) were also more likely to present agreement from individuals (χ2 = 16.861, 

df = 2, p < .001) than challengers (standardized residual = 1) or incumbents (standardized 

residual -3.6). Incumbents (standardized residual = 5.8) were significantly more likely to 

present agreement with/from groups (χ2 = 44.955, df = 2, p < .001) than their challenger 

(standardized residual = -.7) or open race (standardized residual = -2.4) counterparts. 

There was no significant relationship between incumbency status and presentation of 

bipartisan agreement (χ2 = 2.264, df = 2, p = .322).  Chi square statistics are shown in 

Table 15 below. Percentages indicate the number of tweets within each incumbency 

category containing each type of agreement. For example in the “Agreement Overall” 

column, 30% of incumbents’ tweets, and 23% of challengers’ tweets, and 25% of open 

race candidates’ tweets presented some type of agreement. 

 

Table 15. Chi Square Statistics for Agreement and Incumbency: Primary Election 
 

 Pearson’s 
Chi-Square 

df Significance Incumbent Challenger Open Race 

Agreement 
Overall 

8.774 2 .012 30% 23% 25% 

Individuals  16.861 2 <.001 3.6% 8% 7.9% 
Public 
Figures 

13.765 2 .001 6.3% 4% 7% 

Groups 44.955 2 <.001 19% 11% 10% 
Bipartisan  2.264 2 .322 0.9% 0.9% 0.5% 

 

Overall, incumbents or open race candidates were the most likely to present 

agreement in each category, which is likely a function of the fact that they are also more 

likely to present agreement overall.  
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 Again, when I filtered the tweets, I found that the results remained significant for 

presentation of agreement with public figures (χ2 = 15.042, df = 2, p < .001), groups (χ2 = 

40.974, df = 2, p < .001), individuals (χ2 = 34.582, df = 2, p < .001), and bipartisan 

agreement (χ2 = 2.304, df = 2, p = .316). Percentages are shown in Table 16, with 

significant results highlighted in gray. 

 
 

Table 16. Characteristics of Agreeable Tweets and Incumbency Status: Primary 
 
 Public Figures Groups Individuals Bipartisan 
Incumbent 21.4% 65.7% 12.4% .3% 

Challenger 17.6% 48% 35% 3.9% 

Open Race 29.4% 41% 31.3% 2.2% 

 
 
 

Emotional Appeals and Incumbency Status 

To understand the relationship between incumbency status and use of emotional 

appeals, I ran descriptive statistics to understand how incumbents, challengers, and open 

race candidates use emotional cues differently. Of the 717 tweets posted by incumbents, 

6.4% (46) cued enthusiasm, 26.6% (191) cued pride, 2.7% (20) cued anger, and 2.4% 

(17) cued fear. Of the 987 tweets posted by challengers, 14.6% (145) cued enthusiasm, 

4.6% (46) cued pride, 12.7% (129) cued anger, and 5.8% (57) cued fear. Of the 2872 

tweets posted by open race candidates, 19.4% (558) cued enthusiasm, 7% (201) cued 

pride, 5% (142) cued anger, and 4.7% (135) cued fear. These results are shown in Figure 

12. 
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Figure 12. Percentage of Incumbency Tweets Containing Each Emotion in the Primary Election 

 
 

 
 To explore whether use of emotional appeals differs based on incumbency status, 

I again ran a series of chi square tests. Specifically, I conducted four chi square tests to 

compare whether there was a relationship between incumbency status (e.g. incumbent, 

challenger, open race) and use of emotional appeals (e.g. anger, fear, pride, enthusiasm). 

Unlike the results pertaining to party affiliation, all results were significant, as shown in 

Table 17 and explained below. Percentages indicate the number of tweets within each 

incumbency category containing each type of emotional appeal. 

 
 
 
Table 17. Significance for Incumbency and Emotional Appeals: Primary Election 
 

 Pearson’s 
Chi-Square 

df Significance Incumbent Challenger Open Race 

Enthusiasm 73.154 2 < .001 6.4% 14.7% 19.4% 
Fear 11.356 2 .003 2.4% 5.8% 4.7% 
Anger 99.547 2 < .001 2.8% 12.7% 5% 
Pride 290.553 2 < .001 26.6% 4.7% 7% 
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H3: Gubernatorial challengers will rely more on anger appeals than 
incumbents.    
 

Result showed that challengers (standardized residual = 8.4) post significantly 

more anger appeals (χ2 = 99.547, df = 2, p < .001) than open race candidates 

(standardized residual -3.0) or incumbents (standardized residual = -3.8). In fact, 13% of 

tweets posted by challengers include some type of anger appeal, as compared to 2.8% of 

incumbent tweets and 5% of tweets posted by open race candidates. Thus, the data 

supports Hypothesis 2, and I can conclude that challengers rely more on anger-based 

appeals than incumbents or open race candidates. 

H4: Gubernatorial challengers will rely more on fear appeals than 
incumbents. 
 
 Results showed that challengers (standardized residual = 1.8) are somewhat more 

likely than open race candidates (standardized residual = .3) or incumbents (standardized 

residual = -2.8) to post messages including fear appeals (χ2 = 11.356, df = 2, p = .003). 

This data supports Hypothesis 3, indicating that challengers are most likely to use fear 

appeals and open race candidates are more likely to use fear appeals than incumbents. 

H5: Gubernatorial incumbents use more appeals to pride than do 
challengers. 
 
 With regard to pride appeals, incumbents (standardized residual = 14.8) are 

significantly more likely than open race candidates (standardized residual = -4.5) and 

incumbents (standardized residual = -5.0) to appeal to pride (χ2 = 290.553, df = 2, p < 

.001). Moreover 26.6% of incumbent tweets appeal to pride, as compared to 7% of open 

race candidate tweets and 4.7% of challenger tweets. These results support Hypothesis 4, 

indication that incumbents are most likely to leverage appeals to pride. 
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RQ 11: Do incumbents or challengers cue more enthusiasm? 
 
 When it comes to enthusiasm, chi square statistics show that open race candidates 

(standardized residual = 4.0) are significantly more likely than challengers (standardized 

residual = -1.3) or incumbents (standardized residual = -6.6) to use appeals to enthusiasm 

(χ2 = 73.154, df = 2, p < .001). In fact, 19% of tweets by open race candidates and 14.7% 

of tweets made by challengers include appeals to enthusiasm, as compared to only 6.4% 

of tweets made by incumbents. This indicates that open race candidates and challengers 

use considerably more enthusiasm appeals than do incumbents. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN: DISCUSSION OF PRIMARY ELECTION RESULTS 

The 2016 presidential primaries were markedly different from prior elections, 

especially in the shift away from establishment candidates and toward unconventional 

political outsiders (Leith, 2016; Shribman, 2016). Early in the year, in fact, David 

Shribman of the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette described Republican establishment candidates 

(e.g. John Kasich, Jeb Bush, etc.) as “black-and-white actors in a Technicolor age” 

(Shribman, 2016). The trend toward such colorful candidates was evident in the 2016 

Presiential primaries, in which the nation appeared to look favorably upon contenders 

(e.g. Bernie Sanders, Donald Trump) with emotionally charged rhetoric (Leith, 2016; 

Shribman, 2016) and a press that was frequently focused upon candidates’ emotional 

appeals (Mercieca, 2015; Gregoire, 2016; Williamson, 2016; Karini, 2016; Bacon, 2016; 

Gerth, 2016). In like manner, the 2016 gubernatorial candidates leveraged disagreement 

and emotion in interesting ways, both in the strategies specific types of candidates used to 

frame such disagreement, as well as in as their frequent presentation of anger and fear in 

conjunction with such disagreement. Because disagreement and emotional rhetoric were 

such salient attributes in the context of the 2016 national election, this paper offers a 

timely exploration of the circumstances in which candidates are likely to use such 

strategies when communicating with voters at the state level. I will begin with an 

overview of the descriptive statistics, and will then discuss my findings regarding tweet 
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type, incumbency status and party affiliation. The chapter concludes with limitations and 

directions for future research. 

Disagreement, Agreement, and Emotional Appeals 

 In looking at the overall distribution of tweets, my results are consistent with 

Gainous and Wagner (2014), who found that most tweets focus upon basic organizing, 

fundraising, communication, etc. In fact, during the primary 61% of candidate tweets 

were focused upon such innocuous messages. That is not to say, however, that tweets 

focused upon policy (27%) or personal characteristics (12%) were absent from the 

dataset. Further, 12.3% of tweets presented some type of disagreement, 25.5% presented 

some type of agreement, and 36.2% presented some type of emotional appeal. This says 

there is much more going on in the Twitter space than simply communicating about 

where a candidate will be or how to get involved in the campaign. 

 Disagreement. With regard to disagreement, it was especially interesting that 

even during a primary, in which candidates are presumably competing against other 

members of their party, disagreement with the opposing party was the most prevalent 

type of disagreement, occurring in over half of disagreeable tweets. This supports prior 

research indicating that Americans are highly polarized (Bafumi & Shapiro, 2009; 

Campbell, 2016) and divided along party lines (Kohut, 2012; Huber et. al, 2015). This 

seems to raise concerns for democratic society; after all, if a candidate in a primary 

spends more time talking about the opposing party than her immediate competitors (as 

occurred in only 28% of disagreeable tweets), it seems likely that voters will learn less 
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about the differences between the primary contenders and more about why the other party 

is an undesirable option.  

Further, the fact that only 5% of all of tweets from competitive candidates during 

the gubernatorial primaries were uncivil might suggest the overall political landscape on 

Twitter was relatively civil in the 2016 gubernatorial elections. However, the fact that 

39% of disagreeable tweets occurred in an uncivil tone, demeaning the opposition shows 

that incivility is a prevalent tool candidates use to frame points of divergence. That the 

candidates themselves are often the source of incivility is especially concerning, as it can 

create norms about appropriate discourse and shape the tone of subsequent commentary 

(Edgerly et al., 2013; Vraga et al., 2015). 

It was also especially interesting to find that candidates leveraged disagreement 

with Washington insiders/the political elite (26% of disagreeable tweets) nearly as much 

as they presented disagreement with members of their own party (28% of disagreeable 

tweets). In the context of the 2016 presidential campaign, which placed a political 

outsider in the White House, it seems that framing disagreement with the political elite 

was a salient (and often effective) strategy that candidates employed at the state level as 

well. Later in this chapter, I explore which candidates may be particularly likely to 

leverage this strategy on Twitter. 

Agreement. In my sample, candidates regularly presented support from or 

alignment with others on Twitter. In fact, 25.5% of tweets in my sample did this. 

Interestingly, candidates were the most likely to present agreement with/from groups, 

followed by individuals and public figures. Interestingly, candidates rarely presented 
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instances in which they agreed with the other party or talked about the importance of 

working across the political aisle. These results tie in interestingly with the findings of 

Benoit (2000, 2004), who suggests that messages during a primary focus more on 

acclaims (e.g. praise) and less on attacks. While acclaims and agreement are conceptually 

different (e.g. acclaims “praise the candidate” (Benoit, 2004, p. 349) while agreement 

focused upon alignment with groups, individuals, public figures, or across the political 

aisle), the idea behind them is the same – the candidate is showing support in a positive 

manner. This was supported in my data by the fact that 25.5% of tweets focused upon 

agreement, as compared to 12.3% tweets that focused on disagreement. In other words, 

candidates presented agreement twice as much as they presented disagreement. Later in 

this chapter, I will explain more fully which types of gubernatorial candidates may be 

particularly likely to present agreement during a primary.    

 Emotional appeals. Consistent with the research of Brader (2005, 2006) and 

Ridout and Searles (2011), I found that enthusiasm was by far the most common emotion 

cued on Twitter (16% of tweets), followed by pride (9.6%), anger (6.4%) and fear 

(4.6%). What was most interesting, however, was the extent to which anger and fear were 

used in conjunction with disagreement. Specifically, within tweets that presented 

disagreement, 44% (250) used anger and 16.2% (91) used fear. The fact that over 60% of 

disagreeable tweets included negative emotions such as anger or fear is quite concerning, 

and tells us that candidates are stepping away from fact-based disagreement and instead 

presenting disagreement using potentially negative emotional frames. If candidates are 

using more emotion than reason to present points of disagreement, it raises questions 
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about whether exposure to disagreement in the current U.S. electoral climate can actually 

depolarize social networks, as Parsons (2010) suggests. Rather, it seems as though 

leveraging anger and fear may actually increase contempt toward the other side of the 

aisle and exacerbate polarization. This is especially concerning, as about half of all 

partisans already view the opposing party with fear (Pew, 2016c). As mentioned, if 

individuals consistently view other perspectives with anger and fear, it seems unlikely 

that they will be able to deliberate to reach optimal policy solutions for their country and 

communities. To better understand how each of these framing tools is employed in 

messages, the next section explores how candidates use disagreement and emotional 

appeals to frame different types of tweets (e.g. policy and personal characteristics). 

Tweet Type 

 While it is certainly beneficial to understand how specific types of candidates use 

disagreement and emotions in their Twitter postings, I first turn to tweet type to more 

deeply explore how candidates use these strategies to frame particular types of messages.  

Specifically, I examined how candidates framed policy messages and personal 

characteristics messages using both disagreement and emotion. 

Policy. With contentious primaries across the nation in 2016, it is encouraging to 

note that candidates presented disagreement with policy more often than with an 

opponent’s personal characteristics. Such policy-oriented disagreement may, in fact, 

serve an important democratic goal, by presenting the public with information that allows 

voters to choose a candidate whose policy positions best matches their own (Abramowitz 

& Saunders, 1998; Downs, 1957). However, the fact that nearly half of policy-related 
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tweets leveraged some type of emotional appeal tells us that there is more at work here 

than simple presentation of fact-based disagreement. It is especially interesting that even 

on Twitter, which requires users to limit their communiqués to 140 characters or less, 

candidates are able to use emotional appeals to frame ostensibly fact-based policy 

messages. 

In fact, results showed 25% of policy messages including a fear or anger appeal. 

For instance, in the following tweet, Peter Kinder (R-MO) frames his support of right-to-

work legislation in emotionally-charged language designed to enrage voters, “Liberal 

job-killing policies have harmed #mogov's economy. Missouri's economy needs 

#RightToWork and lower taxes” (Kinder, 2016). In like manner, candidates often 

attempted to create fear and uncertainty about what could happen if an opponent were 

elected, “Without clean water our quality of life & economic viability are threatened–

read my policy: buff.ly/1UAJ7ol” (Lisman, 2016).  

On one hand, affective intelligence theory suggests that fear-inducing messages 

may increase information-seeking, encouraging voters to learn more about issues 

involved in an election and inspiring them to become more informed citizens (Marcus et 

al., 2006). While a more informed citizenry is certainly desirable, the fact that one quarter 

of policy-related tweets contain fear or anger appeals raises important concerns about 

how candidates are framing policy messages to influence voters. After all, emotionally 

charged frames can impact one’s perception of desirable policy solutions (Nabi, 2003), 

and creating fear and anger in the electorate would seem to have negative implications for 

a civil and civic democratic society. 
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Personal characteristics. Based on prior research, I expected that personal 

attacks would be somewhat frequent during the primary campaign, when candidates have 

fewer policy differences to highlight as they compete with other candidates from their 

own party (Benoit 2000, 2004).  However, candidates spent considerably more time 

talking about their own personal characteristics as opposed to the characteristics of their 

opponent. The relationship between personal characteristics and disagreement is actually 

much more interesting – when candidates did mention an opponent’s character, it was 

almost always associated with some form of disagreement. Further, candidates were 

significantly more likely to leverage cues to pride and enthusiasm when talking about 

their own personal characteristics and to use fear and anger cues when talking about the 

personal characteristics of an opponent. In a pertinent example, challenger Jonathan 

Johnson posted the following tweet about Utah incumbent Gary Herbert, “Access to the 

Governors office should never be for sale. Under Herbert, the door is always open... for a 

price” (Johnson, 2016). Instead of simply focusing on points of policy disagreement, 

candidates often attacked the personal characteristics of opponents (e.g. being a corrupt 

politician) using frames of fear and anger. Further, anger appeals were more often than 

not used in the context of incivility. For the most part, such uncivil content is superfluous, 

inflammatory and fails to add substance to the message while inserting provocative 

content designed to attack an opponent and create distrust in the electorate (Brooks & 

Geer 2007). As Benoit (2004) argues, during a primary the use of such messages may be 

particularly effective, as voters may be more interested in the character traits of 

candidates, since the candidates themselves are likely to have similar policy perspectives 
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by virtue of being members of the same party. Voters need to understand that candidates 

present information using frames that can impact their reasoning (Nabi, 2003), even when 

they may not realize that such influence is happening. In the next section, I examine how 

candidates use such frames based on incumbency status. 

Incumbents, Challengers, and Open Race Candidates 

 It is worth noting that while past research on campaign communication has 

focused considerable attention upon incumbents and challengers, less attention has been 

paid to open race candidates. In my sample, candidates in gubernatorial primaries were 

overwhelmingly open race (66%), which provided an opportunity to understand how 

open race candidates actually communicate with prospective voters as compared to their 

incumbent and challenger counterparts. My results revealed several interesting points 

about open race candidates. First, they were the most likely to present disagreement with 

Washington elite, suggesting that open race candidates presented themselves as “political 

outsiders” to separate themselves from the unpopular political system in the 2016 election 

cycle (Shribman, 2016; Gallup, 2016; Vraga, 2017). Interestingly, at least six of the 

candidates who were successful in their respective state primaries were candidates who 

had little or no prior experience holding political office (e.g. Jim Justice (WV), 

businessman; Doug Burgum (ND), businessman; Eric Greitens (MO), Marine; Bud 

Pierce (OR), physician; Greg Gianforte (MT), engineer; Mike Weinholtz (UT), CEO). 

Open race candidates were also the most likely to present agreement from both 

individuals and public figures. This suggests that open race candidates were attempting to 
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make themselves seem relatable to the average voter while showcasing the legitimacy 

provided to them by endorsements or support from well-known public figures. 

 Perhaps most interestingly, my results showed that open race candidates are 

significantly more likely to post tweets cuing enthusiasm, which is in contrast with the 

findings of both Brader (2006) (e.g. incumbents are most likely to cue enthusiasm) and 

Ridout and Searles (e.g. challengers are more likely to cue enthusiasm). From a common 

sense perspective, my results could be explained by the fact that open-race candidates on 

both sides of the aisle are trying to capture voters’ attention and generate excitement 

about their plans to bring change in the wake of a term-limited or retiring governor. 

Further, open race candidates on both sides of the political aisle may attempt generate 

excitement about such change in their state’s election, thus increasing the instances of 

enthusiasm in open race candidates overall. After all, an incumbent candidate would be 

relatively unlikely to present enthusiastic messages about changes she will enact, as she 

wants to communicate that the status quo is working quite well. This is evidenced by the 

fact that incumbents in my study posted remarkably more pride appeals, presumably to 

show that their policies are effective and their leadership is helping the state thrive. In 

like manner, incumbents were most likely to present agreement from groups – possibly 

from organizations that had benefited from the candidate’s policies. Consistent with 

affective intelligence theory, then, incumbents appeal to voter’s disposition system 

(Marcus et al., 2000) by showing them that the status quo is working well and there is no 

need to seek out new information or change the state’s current trajectory. 

Not surprisingly, I also found incumbents generally avoid all types of 
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disagreement, as compared to challengers or open race candidates (Popkin, 1994; Trent et 

al., 2009). The size of these effects is especially noteworthy: incumbents present 

disagreement in roughly 5% of their tweets, compared to 11% for open race candidates 

and 20% for challengers. The pattern is similar for incivility, which rarely occurs among 

incumbents (1.7% of tweets) but appears in 8.9% of challengers’ tweets and 4.2% of 

open race candidates’ tweets.  

When looking at the full sample of tweets, challengers were the most likely to 

present every other type of disagreement, with the exception of “Washington insiders.” 

This is consistent with past research, which indicates that challengers tend to criticize 

both the incumbent and his or her record (Trent et al., 2009), which is likely because 

challengers have more difficult obstacles to overcome – after all, they are attempting to 

oust a sitting governor, totally transforming the status quo, while open race candidates 

only have to vie with one another.  However, when I narrowed my sample to only 

include disagreeable tweets, a more nuanced picture emerged. When incumbents do 

choose to engage in disagreement, they nearly always focused on policy disagreement or 

disagreement with the opposing party. This strategy neatly fits within what Popkin (1994) 

termed the “Rose Garden strategy,” which occurs when incumbents attempt to appear 

removed from or above the competition in an election (see also Trent et al., 2009). 

Similarly, it may be that incumbents are also attempting to control the flow of 

information (Gainous & Wagner, 2014) by reminding voters of the ultimate opposition – 

the other party (Lau & Redlawsk, 2006). 

Conversely, within disagreeable tweets, challengers and open race candidates 
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were relatively similar in their approach to disagreement on Twitter. Both were likely to 

post about disagreement with the personal characteristics of their opponents, and they did 

so to about the same extent as they mentioned policy disagreement. Similarly, they 

focused on disagreement with members of their own party more than incumbents did. 

After all, this makes sense, as neither challengers nor open race candidates are able to rest 

on their accomplishments in office, and instead must highlight their differences with 

opposing candidates to garner support. 

With regard to high-anxiety messages, my findings again are in line with affective 

intelligence theory by demonstrating that challengers and open race candidates enact 

strategies online that attempt to trigger voters’ surveillance system (Marcus set al., 2000) 

and encourage them to seek out more information. Turning to “negative” emotions, in 

fact, results support prior findings that challengers tend to use fear (Brader, 2006) and 

anger (Ridout & Searles, 2011) appeals more often than other types of candidates. By 

coding for open race candidates in my paper, I was able to build upon such prior 

literature by demonstrating that open race candidates are less likely than challengers, but 

more likely than incumbents, to appeal to both anger and fear on SNS. This was also true 

for the presentation of most types of disagreement.  

In the future, I look forward to more closely examining other ways in which open 

race candidates differ in their campaign communication strategies – specifically whether 

open race candidates belonging to the party of the outgoing governor are likely to 

communicate differently because keeping their party in power would be an extension of 

the status quo for the state and its constituents. 
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Party Affiliation  

With the increased polarization in the United States’ political climate (Bafumi & 

Shaprio, 2009; Campbell, 2016), it is perhaps unsurprising that Republicans and 

Democrats appear to present disagreement differently in their campaign communications. 

Specifically, Republicans were more likely to present disagreement with an opponent’s 

character and to focus their disagreement upon other members of their own party, 

whereas Democrats tended to highlight their disagreement with Republicans rather than 

their fellow party members. These different strategies may results from the idiosyncratic 

nature of the 2016 primaries, especially given the long and combative primary that 

occurred for the presidential nomination among the Republican candidates. It may also 

showcase expected differences in how members of each party respond to disagreement 

and provide further insight into the characteristics of each party’s online networks 

(Colleoni et al., 2014; Vraga, 2016). For instance, results suggest that Democrats may 

experience more agreeable intra-party networks, while Republicans operate within more 

disagreeable intra-party networks. The fact that Republicans in the primary spent so 

much time presenting disagreement with members of their own party combined with the 

fact that they were more likely than Democrats to present disagreement based on personal 

characteristics provides a more nuanced explanation for the findings of Benoit (2000, 

2004), who suggests that candidates in a primary may be particularly likely to talk about 

character, as policy positions may not be notably different from those of their intra-party 

competitors. My study suggests two things: (1) that this assertion may actually be more 

applicable to Republicans than Democrats and (2) the target of such personal 
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disagreement may not always be an intra-party candidate, even during a primary. 

However, more systematic research is needed to understand whether this is a 

characteristic Republicans or merely a product of the 2016 Republican primaries. 

Alternatively, these results could reflect the fragmentation of the Republican 

Party (Dochuk, 2016) and relative unity of the Democratic Party (Dunham, Arechar & 

Rand, 2016) in 2016. This explanation is reinforced by the finding that Democrats were 

considerably more likely to present agreement overall and agreement with public figures 

and groups. For example, Democrats in my sample regularly aligned themselves with 

presidential candidates within their party (e.g. Bernie Sanders and Hillary Clinton), 

whereas Republican candidates did so less frequently, possibly due to the unpopularity of 

Donald Trump with many voters. Further, Democrats also appeared to regularly focus 

upon agreement with and from groups that appeal to a wide variety of voters, such as 

teachers, workers’ unions, and the LGBT community. While my research did not 

compare these instances on a micro scale, future research should systematically explore 

whether and such differences are manifested across multiple campaigns.  

Limitations  

In still thinking about partisan strategy and communicating online, it is somewhat 

surprising that my results contradict past research on emotional appeals in campaign 

advertisements. Chiefly, both Brader (2006) and Ridout & Searles (2011) found 

differences between Republicans and Democrats in their use of emotional appeals in 

television advertisements, while I found no significant differences between the two 

groups in my study of emotional appeals used on Twitter. This lack of finding leads me 
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to one of the chief limitations in my study – the fact that I am only examining bivariate 

relationships. Future research should control for variables such as gender, whether the 

candidate won the primary, how close the polls were in the weeks leading up to the 

primary, and whether the candidate was a political outsider. While these variables are all 

interesting, relevant, and should be taken into account in future research, time and space 

constraints prevented me from analyzing them in this study. However, my research 

provides a first step in this process and establishes the framework for researching how the 

focal variables (e.g. disagreement, agreement, and emotional appeals) are manifested in 

primary elections. 

Overall, the data from the primary election period provided insight into how 

candidates present their messages on Twitter generally and specifically how they use 

disagreement, agreement, and emotional appeals to frame such message. However, it is 

still unclear whether these patterns are unique to the primary and the extent to which they 

are replicated in a general election. In the next section, I turn to the dataset from the 

general election to analyze how candidates used each of these strategies in the three 

months prior to Election Day. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT: GENERAL ELECTION RESULTS 

To understand the makeup of candidate tweets during the general election period, 

I again ran descriptive statistics for each variable, beginning with the frequency each 

candidate posted to Twitter. In the 12 gubernatorial races held in 2016, candidates posted 

a total of 10,401 times in the three months leading up to each states’ general election.  

The exceptions were candidates from Delaware and New Hampshire, as those states held 

their primaries on September 13, 2016. Thus, data collection for those states’ general 

elections began on September 14, 2016. Randomly selecting 10 tweets per week from 

each candidate, I collected 2,535 tweets for my sample3. Thus, I sampled about 25% of 

the total tweets posted by candidates during the general election period. Out of 24 

candidates, 12 (50%) ran as Democrats and 12 (50%) ran as Republicans. With regard to 

incumbency status, there were 5 incumbents (20.8%), 5 challengers (20.8%), and 14 open 

race candidates (58.3%) in my sample. It is important to note during the primary phase of 

data collection, Indiana’s gubernatorial election was an incumbent/challenger race. 

However, when sitting governor Mike Pence transitioned to serve as Donald Trump’s 

running mate in July of 2016 (between the primary data collection period and the general 

election period), the election became an open race, with Larry Holcomb taking Pence’s 

place on the Republican ticket.  This information is displayed in Table 18. 

                                                 
3 Some candidates posted fewer than 10 tweets in a given week, which explains why this number is not divisible by 10. 
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Table 18. Total Candidate Tweets in General Election 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Overall, Republican candidates posted more total tweets (5,916, 57% of the total) 

than Democrats (4,485, 43% of the total) and open race candidates posted more tweets 

(7,018, 67.5% of the total) than incumbents (1,925, 18.5% of the total) or challengers 

(2,725, 14% of the total). As shown in Table 19, Republicans posted an average of 

approximately 493 tweets during the general election period, while the average Democrat 

Candidate Status Party Data Collection Period Total 
Tweets 

NC – Pat McCrory  Incumbent  Republican August 8 – November 8 1010 
NC – Roy Cooper  Challenger Democrat August 8 – November 8 261 
IN – Eric Holcomb Open Race Republican August 8 – November 8 978 
IN – John Gregg Open Race Democrat August 8 – November 8 1093 
WV – Bill Cole Open Race Republican August 8 – November 8 920 
WV – Jim Justice Open Race Democrat August 8 – November 8 277 
OR – Kate Brown Incumbent  Democrat August 8 – November 8 621 
OR – Bud Pierce Challenger Republican August 8 – November 8 117 
MT – Steve Bullock Incumbent Democrat August 8 – November 8 26 
MT – Greg 
Gianforte 

Challenger Republican August 8 – November 8 302 

ND – Marvin 
Nelson 

Open Race Democrat August 8 – November 8 177 

ND – Doug Burgun Open Race Republican August 8 – November 8 181 
UT – Gary Herbert Incumbent Republican August 8 – November 8 156 
UT – Mike 
Weinholtz  

Challenger Democrat August 8 – November 8 536 

MO – Eric Greitens  Open Race Republican August 8 – November 8 312 
MO – Chris Koster Open Race Democrat August 8 – November 8 428 
WA – Jay Inslee Incumbent  Democrat August 8 – November 8 112 
WA – Bill Bryant Challenger Republican August 8 – November 8 242 
VT – Sue Minter Open Race Democrat August 8 – November 8 540 
VT – Phil Scott Open Race Republican August 8 – November 8 1393 
DE – John Carney Open Race Democrat September 13 – 

November 8 
51 

DE – Colin Bonini Open Race Republican September 13 – 
November 8 

24 

NH – Colin Van 
Ostern 

Open Race Democrat September 13 – 
November 8 

363 

NH - Chris Sununu  Open Race Republican September 13 – 
November 8 

281 

                       TOTAL: 10,401    
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posted approximately 374 tweets. Open race candidates posted an average of 501 tweets 

during the general election period, while incumbents and challengers posted 385 and 291 

posts, respectively. Incumbents posted an average 385 tweets during the general election 

period, while challengers and open race candidates made an average of 291 and 501 

posts, respectively.   

 

Table 19. Average Tweets by Candidate Type in General Election Universe 
 

 

Total 
Candidates 

Total  
Tweets 

Average Number of 
Tweets 

Republican  23 8412 493 

Democrat  18 5231 374 

Challenger 6  2725 291 

Incumbent 8  1660 385 

Open Race  27 9258 501 

Open Race-R 16  6287 584 
Open Race -D 11  2971 418 
Incumbent -R 3  972 583 
Incumbent -D 3  688 253 
Challenger -R 4  1153 220 
Challenger -D 4  1572 398 

 

During the general elections, Republicans posted more often, on average, than 

Democrats in every category except challengers, in which Democrats posted an average 

of 398 tweets, as compared to Republicans’ average of 220 tweets. The number of tweets 

posted by each type of candidate is remarkably consistent with results from the primary 

election period, in which Democrats posted an average of 393 tweets, as compared to 225 

tweets posted by Republicans. 
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Sample 

 Upon the completion of the general elections, tweets from 24 different candidates 

were included in my final dataset for the general election period. Since I sampled 10 

tweets per week from each candidate for three months preceding each general election, 

my dataset contained 2,535 tweets. Within the actual sample, Democrats posted 51.2% of 

tweets (1316), while Republicans posted 48.1% (1219). Similarly, incumbents posted 

19.4% (492), challengers posted 23.4% (593), and open race candidates posted 57.2% 

(1450) of tweets in the final sample. 

With regard to tweet type, 1,459 (57.6%) of candidate posts dealt with basic 

communicating (e.g. general messages about where a candidate will be, how to donate or 

get involved), 740 (29.2%) addressed policy issues (e.g. messages about the candidate’s 

policy actions or positions), and 336 (13.3%) focused upon personal characteristics (e.g. 

messages that highlight positive aspects of the candidate or negative aspects of her 

opponent). Of the 336 posts pertaining to personal characteristics, 177 (7% of the total 

sample, and 52.6% of those focused on personal characteristics) focused upon the 

candidate’s own personal characteristics, while 159 (6.3% of sample and 47.3% of those 

focused on personal characteristics) focused upon the personal characteristics of 

opponents. These results are shown in Figure 13 below. 
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Figure 13. Analysis of Tweet Type in the General Election 

 

 Interestingly, while the distribution of tweets about organizing, policy and 

personal characteristics was similar to those posted during the primary election, 

candidates posted more often about the personal characteristics of opponents in the 

general election (47.3% of tweets focused on personal characteristics) than they did in the 

primary election period, where only 29% of tweets about personal characteristics focused 

upon an opponent.  Next, I explored the descriptive statistics to understand how often 

candidates presented disagreement, agreement, and emotional appeals on Twitter. 

Disagreement  

In terms of disagreement, 387 tweets (15.3%) presented at least one form of 

disagreement, and 228 tweets (58.9% of the disagreeable tweets) presented more than one 

type of disagreement. Overall, 368 (14.5%) tweets presented disagreement with the 

opposing party, 6 (.2%) presented disagreement within the candidate’s own party, 52 

(2.1%) tweets highlighted disagreement with political insiders and Washington elite, and 

13 (.5%) tweets presented a response to disagreement levied from an opponent 
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(interactive disagreement). With regard to civility, 218 tweets (8.6%) presented 

disagreement using an uncivil tone. This information is displayed below in Figure 14. 

 

 
Figure 14. Characteristics of Tweets from the General Election Containing Disagreement 

 

Disagreeable Tweets 

Next, I examined the sample of disagreeable tweets specifically, rather than 

comparing to the full sample. For example, in looking at the descriptive statistics, while 

only 8.6% of the sample contained incivility, 56% of the tweets containing disagreement 

were uncivil, which again raises interesting question as to how incivility is manifested in 

candidates’ communication. As such, I again applied a filter to explore. 

Within the 387 tweets that presented disagreement, with regard to distinct types of 

disagreement, disagreement with the opposing party was overwhelmingly common, 

occurring in 95.1% (368) of disagreeable tweets, while disagreement within the 

candidate’s own party, which occurred in 1.6% (6) of disagreeable tweets, was almost 

nonexistent in the general election. Further, 13.4% (52) of disagreeable tweets 
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highlighted disagreement with political insiders and Washington elite. Finally, only 3.4% 

of disagreeable tweets (13) presented a response to disagreement levied from an opponent 

(interactive disagreement), and 58.9% of disagreeable tweets (228) presented more than 

one type of disagreement Again, within disagreeable tweets incivility is quite common. 

Fifty-six percent of tweets (218) that presented disagreement (meaning 8.6% of the 

overall sample) were uncivil in tone, suggesting that disagreement was often presented in 

an uncivil manner. 

Moving from the disagreement-focused variables, I was also interested to see how 

candidates talked about both policy and personal characteristics within the broader 

context of disagreement. I found that among disagreeable tweets, policy disagreement is 

more common than disagreement focused on personal characteristics, occurring in 43.6% 

(169) of disagreeable tweets. However, disagreement based upon an opponent’s personal 

characteristics also occurred regularly, comprising 39.5% (153) of disagreeable tweets. 

This information is displayed below in Figure 15.  

 

 
Figure 15. Type, Target & Tone of Tweets Containing Disagreement in General Election 
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I explore these relationships further later in this chapter using chi square statistics. 

Next, however, I will present descriptive statistics for tweets containing agreement in the 

primary. 

Agreement 

In terms of agreement, 507 tweets (20%) presented at least one form of 

agreement. While many of these tweets only focused upon one of the areas of agreement 

(public figures, groups, individuals, bipartisan) as defined in the literature review, such 

categories were not mutually exclusive, and 15 (3%) of the agreeable tweets contained 

more than one type of agreement. Overall, 129 (5.1%) tweets presented agreement with 

public figures (e.g. celebrities, known political figures), 264 (10.4%) tweets presented 

agreement with groups (e.g. local unions, advocacy groups, endorsement(s) from a 

newspaper’s editorial board), 118 (4.7%) highlighted agreement from individuals (e.g. 

average voters talking about their support for the candidate), and 21 (.8%) tweets 

presented bipartisan agreement (e.g. willingness or experience working across the 

political aisle). This information is shown in Figure 16. 
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Figure 16. Characteristics of Tweets Containing Agreement in the General Election 
 

Emotional Appeals 
 
 After exploring how candidates present disagreement and agreement overall, I 

explored how each group presented emotional appeals.  Overall, 923 (36.4%) tweets 

presented some type of emotion, and 19 tweets (0.8%) presented more than one type of 

emotional appeal. With regard to discrete emotions, 411 (16.2%) of tweets contained an 

appeal to enthusiasm, 183 (7.2%) contained an appeal to pride, 188 (7.4%) tweets 

contained an anger appeal, and 171 (6.7%) tweets contained a fear appeal. This data is 

shown below in Figure 17. 
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Figure 17. Tweets Containing Emotional Appeals in the General Election 
 

 
Disagreement and Emotional Appeals  

 After understanding how different groups leveraged disagreement, agreement, and 

emotional appeals in the general election, I next explored how messages containing these 

elements worked together within messages. In examining descriptive statistics, I noticed 

that out of 188 tweets containing anger appeals, 159 (84.5%) of those presented 

disagreement. Alternatively, of 171 tweets containing fear appeals, 86 (50.5%) presented 

disagreement. Based on these findings, I conducted chi square statistics to understand 

how appeals to fear and anger relate to presentation of disagreement (RQ2).  

 Disagreement and anger. Chi square statistics again show an interesting 

relationship between presentation of disagreement and use of anger appeals in the general 

election. Tweets containing anger appeals were significantly more likely to cue some 

type of disagreement (85.4%, N=159) (χ2 = 754.054, df = 1 p < .001) as compared to 

tweets that did not contain an anger appeal, of which 9.7% (N=228) had disagreement. In 

fact, there were only 29 tweets containing an anger appeal that did not also present 

disagreement of some sort. This says that, in the general election, when a candidate 
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presents an anger appeal, s/he is more likely to do so in the context of presenting 

disagreement.  

 

 
Figure 18. Presentation of Anger in the Context of Disagreement in the General Election 

 

Next, I filtered my dataset to explore the percentage of disagreeable tweets that 

contained each emotion. I found that within the 387 tweets containing disagreement, 7% 

(27) used an appeal to enthusiasm, 3.1% (12) used pride, 41.1% (159) used anger, and 

22.2% (86) used fear. This is displayed in Figure 19: 

 

 
Figure 19. Percentage of Disagreeable Tweets Containing Each Emotion in the Primary Election 
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Disagreement and fear. Chi square statistics also show an interesting 

relationship between presentation of disagreement and use of fear appeals. Tweets 

containing fear appeals were significantly more likely to cue some type of disagreement  

(50.2%, N = 86) (χ2 = 176.517, df = 1 p < .001), compared to tweets without fear appeals 

(12.7%, N=301), although to a lesser extent than anger appeals, as discussed above. This 

says that when a candidate presents an fear appeal, s/he is somewhat more likely to do so 

in the context of presenting disagreement. This is shown in Figure 20. 

 

 
Figure 20. Presentation of Fear in the Context of Disagreement in the General Election 
  
 
 

Perhaps unsurprisingly, two-way chi square results show that candidates were 

again unlikely to use enthusiasm (χ2 = 26.682, df = 1 p < .001), or pride (χ2 = 11.565, df = 

1 p = .001), appeals in the context of presenting disagreement. In fact, only 6.5% (27) of 

tweets containing enthusiasm appeals also included disagreement compared to 16.9% 

(360) of tweets without an enthusiasm appeal, and only 6.5% (12) of tweets containing 

pride appeals included disagreement compared to 15.9% (375) of tweets without a pride 

appeal. However, tweets containing an enthusiasm appeal were significantly more likely 
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to cue some type of agreement (37.2%, N=153) (χ2 = 90.976, df = 1 p < .001) as 

compared to tweets that did not contain an enthusiasm appeal, of which 16.6% (N=354) 

contained agreement. Tweets containing a pride appeal were also significantly more 

likely to cue agreement (38.7%, N=71) (χ2 = 43.560, df = 1 p < .001), as compared to 

tweets that did not contain a pride appeal, of which 18.5% (N=436) contained agreement. 

Disagreement and Tweet Type 

Next, I explored whether disagreement was more common with certain types of 

tweets (RQ3) – and especially whether policy or personal characteristics would more 

often occur with the presence of disagreement in the general election. A chi-square test 

demonstrated that there is a significant relationship between type of tweet (e.g. basic 

communicating, policy, personal characteristics of the candidate, or personal 

characteristics of an opponent) and the overall presentation of disagreement (χ2 = 

1003.688, df = 3, p < .001). Specifically, disagreement was likely to occur when a tweet 

focused on policy information, as occurred in 22.8% of all policy tweets (169), or when 

talking about an opponent’s personal characteristics, with 96.2% of tweets (153) that 

discuss the opponent’s personal characteristics also categorized as presenting 

disagreement. Conversely, disagreement was relatively rare when the tweet discussed the 

candidate’s own personal characteristics (9%, N=16) or focused on basic communication 

(3.3%, N=49). Thus, it appears that while gubernatorial candidates frequently present 

disagreement pertaining to policy information (e.g. “My opponent will raise your taxes”), 

mentions of an opponent’s character almost always included disagreement in the general 

election, just as they did in the primary election. 
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Emotional Appeals and Policy 

To understand how candidates use emotional appeals to frame policy positions, I 

again ran a series of descriptive statistics. Results showed out of 740 tweets addressing 

policy, 97 (13%) used enthusiasm appeals, 64 (8.6%) used pride appeals, 92 (12.4%) 

used anger appeals, and 113 (15.33%) used fear appeals. A two-way chi square test 

revealed that there is a significant relationship between candidates’ messages about 

policy issues and use of anger appeals (standardized residual = 5.0) (χ2 = 38.229, df = 1, p 

< .001). Overall, 48.9% (N=92) of anger appeals mention policy information, as 

compared to tweets that did not contain an anger appeal, of which 27.6% (N=648) 

included policy information. There was also a significant relationship between policy 

messages and fear appeals (standardized residual = 8.9) (χ2 = 120.730, df = 2, p < .001). 

Results showed that, 66% (N=113) of fear appeals mention policy information, as 

compared to tweets that did not contain a fear appeal, of which 26.5% (N=627) included 

policy information. When talking about policy, candidates are unlikely, however, to 

appeal to enthusiasm (standardized residual = -2.1) (χ2 = 7.417, df = 1, p = .006) or pride 

(standardized residual = 1.4) (χ2 = 3.189, df = 1, p = .074). This is shown in Figure 21: 
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Figure 21. Percentage of Policy Tweets Containing Each Emotion: General Election 

 

Emotional Appeals and Personal Characteristics 
 

Next, I examined whether candidates use emotional appeals in conjunction with 

information about personal characteristics. Specifically, I ran a 2X3 chi-square test 

comparing the presence of enthusiasm (or lack thereof) to the presence of information (or 

lack thereof) about personal characteristics pertaining to the candidate or her opponent.  

Results suggest that there is a significant relationship between candidates’ messages 

about their own personal characteristics and appeals to enthusiasm (standardized residual 

= 5.7) (χ2 = 51.837, df = 2, p < .001), with 31.5% (64) of tweets mentioning a candidate’s 

personal characteristics also cueing enthusiasm, as compared to tweets that did not 

contain enthusiasm, of which 6.5% (N=139) included information about a candidate’s 

own personal characteristics. Further, candidates are significantly likely to cue pride 

when talking about their own personal characteristics, as 11.8% (24) of tweets 

mentioning a candidate’s personal characteristics also cued pride (standardized residual = 

2.0) (χ2 = 16.894, df = 2, p < .001), as compared to tweets that did not contain pride, of 
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which 7.6% (N=179) included information about a candidate’s own personal 

characteristics. 

There is also a significant relationship between posts about opponents’ personal 

characteristics and use of anger (standardized residual = 16.1) (χ2 = 298.231, df = 2, p < 

.001), with 41.2% (54) of tweets mentioning an opponent’s personal characteristics also 

cueing anger, as compared to tweets that did not contain anger, of which 3.2% (N=77) 

included information about an opponent’s personal characteristics. Chi square statistics 

also showed a significant relationship between posts about an opponent’s personal 

characteristics and fear appeals (standardized residual = 4.4) (χ2 = 24.043, df = 2, p < 

.000), with 15.2% (20) of tweets mentioning an opponent’s personal characteristics also 

cueing fear, as compared to tweets that did not contain fear, of which 4.6% (N=111) 

included information about an opponent’s personal characteristics. In other words, 

candidates appeal to positive emotions when talking about their personal characteristics 

and negative emotions when discussing the personal characteristics of opponents. This is 

shown in Figure 22.  

 

 
Figure 22. Percentage of Personal Characteristics Tweets Containing Each Emotion in the General Election 
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After exploring how my focal variables work together within candidate tweets, I 

next turned to candidate characteristics to explore how different types of candidates 

presented disagreement, agreement, and emotional appeals. I began with party affiliation 

and then turned to incumbency status. 

RQ 4: Does presentation of disagreement differ based on party affiliation? 

 To revisit my first research question, I conducted a series of chi square tests of 

association. The first test was conducted to determine if there was a relationship between 

party affiliation and presentation of disagreement. To this end, I again created a 

dichotomous variable that simply captured whether or not disagreement was presented in 

the tweet, without regard to type. Results showed that there was no relationship (χ2 = 

3.005, df = 1, p = .083) between overall presentation of disagreement and party 

affiliation. There was also no significant relationship between party affiliation and use of 

incivility (χ2 = 3.267, df = 1, p = .071). The chi square results for each type of 

disagreement are included in Table 20. Percentages indicate the number of tweets within 

each party conveying each type of disagreement. 

 
 
Table 20. Chi Square Statistics for Disagreement and Party Affiliation: General 
 

 Pearson’s 
Chi-Square 

df Significance Republican  Democrat 

Disagreement 
Overall 

3.005 1 .083 16.4% 13.9% 

Incivility  3.267 1 .071 9.6% 7.6% 
Opposing Party 3.632 1 .06 15.9% 12.3% 
Interactive  5.825 1 .016 0.8% .16% 
Washington 
Insiders 

4.250 1 .039 2.6% 1.4% 
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 Turning to specific types of disagreement, the results were mixed. Chi square 

statistics suggested that while Republicans may be slightly more likely than Democrats to 

express disagreement with the opposing party, results did not reach significance (χ2 = 

3.632, df = 1, p = .06). However, Republicans (standardized residual 1.4) were more 

likely than Democrats (standardized residual -1.7) to present disagreement with 

Washington elite/political insiders (χ2 = 4.250, df = 1, p = .039).  

Similar to the primary election, Republicans (standardized residual = 1.7) were 

more likely than Democrats (standardized residual = -1.7) to engage in interactive 

disagreement (e.g. responding to something an opponent has said about the candidate) (χ2 

= 5.825, df = 1, p = .016). However, because my sample only included 13 tweets 

presenting interactive disagreement, I again interpret this statistic with caution.  

Party affiliation and disagreeable tweets. To further explore this research 

question, I once again applied a filter to only examine differences within tweets that 

contained disagreement. Results showed that there was no relationship between party 

affiliation and use of incivility (χ2 = .506, df = 1, p = .477), presentation of disagreement 

with the opposing party (χ2 = .508, df = 1, p = .476), same party (χ2 = 1.938, df = 1, p = 

.164), or with Washington insiders (χ2 = 2.473, df = 1, p = .116). There were also no 

differences in how Republicans and Democrats present disagreement pertaining to policy 

(χ2 = .009, df = 1, p = .926) or personal characteristics (χ2 = 1.273, df = 1, p = .259). 

However, Republicans (standardized residual = 1.4) remained more likely than 

Democrats (standardized residual = -1.6) to post interactive disagreement (χ2 = 4.678, df 

= 1, p = .031), but considering the small number of interactive tweets (N = 13), I am not 
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convinced that these results are reliable. Overall, these results suggest that any 

differences observed between Republicans and Democrats’ presentation of disagreement, 

without using a filter, may have been inflated, and there may actually be little difference 

in how partisans present different types of disagreement in the general election when they 

present disagreement at all. This information is included in Table 21: 

 
 

Table 21. Characteristics of Disagreeable Tweets Based on Party Affiliation: General 
 

 Incivility Same 
Party 

Opposing 
Party 

Insider Interactive Policy 
Disagreement 

Personal 
Disagreement 

Republican 58.2% 2% 96.2% 15.6% 0.5% 42.6% 46% 

Democrat  54% 0.5% 93.7% 10.8% 0.1% 44.8% 40% 

 

RQ5: Does presentation of agreement differ based on party affiliation? 

 To explore whether presentation of agreement differs based on party affiliation, I 

conducted a series of chi square tests.  I found that while there was no difference between 

how Democrats and Republicans present agreement overall (χ2 = .948, df = 1, p = .33) or 

bipartisan agreement (χ2 = .111, df = 1, p = .739). Democrats were significantly more 

likely than Republicans to present agreement with groups (χ2 = 26.112, df = 1, p < .000). 

However, Republicans were more likely to present agreement with public figures (χ2 = 

12.194, df = 1, p < .001) and individuals (χ2 = 6.516, df = 1, p = .011). Results are show 

in Table 22. 
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Table 22. Agreement and Party Affiliation in the General Election 
 

 Pearson’s 
Chi-Square 

df Significance Republican  Democrat 

Agreement Overall .948 1 .33 19.2% 20.8% 
Biapartisan .111 1 .739 .76% 1.1% 
Groups 26.112 1 <.001 7.3% 13.5% 
Public Figures  12.194 1 <.001 6.6% 3.5% 
Individuals 6.516 1 .011 5.6% 3.5% 

 

 When I filtered the tweets to only look for effects within agreeable tweets, I found 

that the partisan differences remain significant for presentation of agreement with groups 

(χ2 = 36.934, df = 1, p < .000), individuals (χ2 = 11.052, df = 1, p = .001), and public 

figures (χ2 = 20.854, df = 1, p < .000), suggesting that these differences are relatively 

stable. Once again, there was no significant relationship between partisan affiliation and 

presentation of bipartisan agreement (χ2 = .025, df = 1, p = .874). Results are shown in 

Table 23, with significant results highlighted in gray. 

 

Table 23. Characteristics of Agreeable Tweets and Party Affiliation: General 
 

 Public Figures Groups Individuals Bipartisan 
Republican 34.4% 38.4% 29.6% 4% 

Democrat   16.7% 65% 17.1% 4.2% 

 

Emotional Appeals and Party Affiliation 
 
 To understand the relationship between party affiliation and use of emotional 

appeals, I ran descriptive statistics to understand how Republicans and Democrats use 

emotional cues differently. Of the 1219 tweets posted by Republicans, 14.8% (181) cued 
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enthusiasm, 6.9% (84) cued pride, 8.8% (108) cued anger, and 5.9% (73) cued fear. Of 

the 1316 tweets posted by Democrats, 17.4% (230) cued enthusiasm, 7.5% (99) cued 

pride, 6% (80) cued anger, and 7.4% (98) cued fear. These results are shown in Figure 

23. 

 

 
Figure 23. Percentage of Republican and Democratic Tweets Containing Each Emotion in the General Election 

 

Next, I ran a series of chi square statistics to explore whether there is a difference 

in how Republicans and Democrats present discrete emotions. Once again, I created a 

dichotomous variable to simply indicate whether emotion was present in each tweet and 

tested whether parties differed in presentation of emotions overall. Results showed that 

Democrats and Republicans were equally likely to use emotional appeals in their tweets 

(χ2 = 2.423, df = 1, p = .120). With regard to discrete emotions, I found few significant 

differences between Republicans and Democrats with regard to presentation of any of 

these emotions. Results are included in Table 24.  
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Table 24. Emotional Appeals and Party Affiliation in the General Election 
 

 Pearson’s Chi-Square df Significance 
Enthusiasm 2.831 1 .092 
Fear 2.325 1 .127 
Anger 3.128 1 .077 
Pride .181 1 .670 

 

Based on these results, I conclude that there is no difference in how Republican 

and Democratic candidates present fear (H2), enthusiasm (RQ6), and pride (RQ7) on 

Twitter during the primary. However, because Hypothesis 1 is one-tailed (e.g. 

Republicans will use more anger appeals than Democrats), I divide the p-value in half, 

which gives me a significance value of .03. Thus, I accept the alternative hypothesis and 

conclude that Republicans are more likely to use anger appeals than Democrats in the 

general election. 

Incumbency Status 

I next turned to incumbency status to explore whether and how candidates use 

disagreement, agreement, and emotional appeals differently depending on whether the 

candidate is running as an incumbent, challenger, or in an open race in the general 

election. 

RQ 8: Does presentation of disagreement differ based on incumbency status? 

 To explore whether presentation of disagreement differs based on incumbency 

status, I again conducted a series of chi square tests. Results are shown below in Table 

25. 
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Table 25. Chi Square Statistics for Disagreement and Incumbency: Primary 
 

 Pearson’s 
Chi-Square 

df Significance Incumbent Challenger Open Race 

Disagreement 
Overall 

69.514 2 <.001 5.8% 24% 14.8% 

Incivility  25.128 2 <.001 4% 12.6% 8.5% 
Same Party 6.565 2 .038 .2% .6% .06% 
Opposing 
Party 

741.029 2 <.001 5.8% 23.7% 13.7% 

Interactive  .673 2 .714 0.6% 0.6% 0.4% 
Washington 
Insiders 

12.087 2 < .001 0.2% 1.8% 2.7% 

 

Again, using a dichotomous variable that simply indicated whether disagreement 

was present without accounting for type, I found that there is a significant relationship 

between presentation of disagreement and incumbency status (χ2 = 69.514, df = 2, p < 

.001). Results show that challengers (standardized residual = 5.5) were more likely to 

present disagreement than incumbents (standardized residual -5.3) or open race 

candidates (standardized residual -0.4). In like manner, there was a significant 

relationship between use of uncivil disagreement and incumbency status (χ2 = 25.128, df 

= 2, p < .001), with challengers (standardized residual = 3.3) significantly more likely 

than incumbents (standardized residual = -3.5) and more likely than open race candidates 

(standardized residual = -0.1) to present disagreement in an uncivil manner.  

Moreover, there are also differences in the type of disagreement presented 

depending on incumbency status. Challengers (standardized residual = 2.1) were 

somewhat more likely to post tweets expressing disagreement with members of their 

same party (χ2 = 6.565, df = 2, p = .038), followed by incumbents (standardized residual 

= -.2) and open race candidates (standardized residual = -1.3).  Again, in the general 
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election, same party disagreement was quite rare (6 tweets total), so I interpret these 

results with caution. 

Challengers (standardized residual = 5.9) were more likely to express 

disagreement with their opposing party than incumbents (standardized residual = -5) or 

open race candidates (standardized residual -0.8) during the general election (χ2 = 

741.029, df = 2, p < .001). Interestingly, open race candidates (standardized residual = 

1.9) were again more likely to highlight disagreement with political insiders and 

Washington elite (χ2 = 12.087, df = 2, p = .002) than incumbents (standardized residual = 

-2.9) or challengers (standardized residual = -0.3). There was no significant relationship 

between incumbency status and presentation of interactive disagreement (χ2 = .673, df = 

2, p = .714).  

Incumbency status and disagreeable tweets. Next, I again applied a filter to 

explore how different types of disagreement were manifested in tweets that already 

contained some form of disagreement. Interestingly, incumbents only presented 7.5% 

(29) of the 387 disagreeable tweets, so again, I interpret these narrowed results with 

caution. 

Overall, I found that there is no difference in how candidates present 

disagreement with members of their same party (χ2 = 3.8, df = 2, p = .150), in their use of 

incivility (χ2 = 2.826, df = 2, p = .243), or in their use of interactive disagreement (χ2 = 

4.712, df = 2, p = .095) when they are using disagreement.  

I found that although incumbents present disagreement relatively infrequently, 

when they do so in the general election, it is most often in the context of disagreement 
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with the opposing party, as 100% of incumbents’ disagreeable tweets fell into this 

category, followed by 98.6% of challengers’ disagreeable tweets and 92% of open race 

candidates’ disagreeable tweets. These differences are significant (χ2 = 9.411, df = 2, p = 

.009). Conversely, open race candidates (standardized residual = 2.1) continued to focus 

the most upon disagreement with the Washington elite (χ2 = 9.411, df = 2, p = .009), 

which challengers (standardized residual = -1.9) and incumbents (standardized residual = 

-1.5) relatively unlikely to do so. 

With regard to tweet type (e.g. disagreement pertaining to policy or personal 

characteristics), I found that challengers (standardized residual = 1.3) may be more likely 

to present disagreement pertaining to policy (χ2 = 5.945, df = 2, p = .051). However, open 

race candidates (standardized residual = 1.4) were most likely to focus upon personal 

characteristics of an opponent (χ2 = 8.689, df = 2, p = .013) Results showing incumbency 

status and disagreeable tweets are shown in Table 26, with significant results highlighted 

in gray. 

 
 
Table 26. Characteristics of Disagreeable Tweets and Incumbency Status: General 
 

 Incivility Same 
Party 

Opposing 
Party 

Insider Interactive Policy 
Disagreement 

Personal 
Disagreement 

Incumbent 68.9% 3.4% 100% 3.4% 10.3% 31% 41.3% 

Challenger 52.4% 2.7% 98.6% 7.6% 2.7% 51% 30% 

Open Race 57.2% .4% 92% 18.6% 2.8% 40.4% 45.6% 

 
 
  

 While there was no significant difference in how candidates use incivility based 

on incumbency status, it is worth noting that more than half of every type of candidates’ 
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disagreeable tweets did use some type of incivility. It is also worth noting that while 

incumbents appear to use a high amount of incivility, 13 of the 20 uncivil tweets were 

posted by one candidate, which makes the results appear as though incumbents used more 

incivility, on average, than they actually did. This is actually a broader limitation of this 

study – the data came from a limited number of political candidates, and is thus prone to 

the influence of individual idiosyncrasies. 

RQ 9: Does presentation of agreement differ based on incumbency status? 
 
 To examine whether presentation of agreement differs based on incumbency 

status in the general election, I again conducted a series of chi square tests and results are 

shown in Table 27: 

 
 
Table 27. Chi Square Statistics for Agreement and Incumbency: General 
 

 Pearson’s Chi-
Square 

df Significance Incumbent Challenger Open 
Race 

Agreement 
Overall 

16.633 2 <.001 24.5% 14.8% 20.5% 

Individuals  5.696 2 .058 2.6% 5.3% 5% 
Public Figures 12.850 2 .001 4.6% 2.5% 6.3% 
Groups 37.191 2 <.001 17.8% 7.7% 9% 
Bipartisan  3.317 2 .190 0.2% 1.1% 0.9% 

 

Overall, incumbents (standardized residual = 2.3) were more likely than open race 

candidates (standardized residual = .5) or challengers (standardized residual = -2.8) to 

present agreement (χ2 = 16.633, df = 2, p < .001). Further, incumbents (standardized 

residual = 5.1) were the most likely to present agreement (χ2 = 37.191, df = 2, p < .001) 

with groups, followed by open race candidates (standardized residual = -1.7) and 
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challengers (standardized residual = -2). Open race candidates (standardized residual = 

2.0) were most likely to present agreement from public figures (χ2 = 12.850, df = 1, p = 

.002), while incumbents (standardized residual = -0.4) and challengers (standardized 

residual = -1.8) were relatively unlikely to do so. There were not compelling relationships 

between incumbency status and presentation of agreement with individuals (χ2 = 5.696, df 

= 2, p = .058) and there was no relationship between incumbency status and bipartisan 

agreement (χ2 = 3.317, df = 2, p = .190).   

 Again, when I filtered the tweets, I found that the results remained significant for 

presentation of agreement with public figures (χ2 = 9.989, df = 2, p = .007), groups (χ2 = 

29.208, df = 2, p < .001), and individuals (χ2 = 19.332, df = 2, p < .001). Interestingly, 

significant results emerged for bipartisan agreement (χ2 = 6.608, df = 2, p = .037), with 

challengers (standardized residual = 1.8) being the most likely to present this type of 

agreement. However, since only 21 tweets contained bipartisan agreement, I interpret this 

result with caution. Percentages are shown in Table 28, with significant results 

highlighted in gray. 

 
 

Table 28. Characteristics of Agreeable Tweets based on Incumbency Status 
 

 Public Figures Groups Individuals Bipartisan 
Incumbent 19% 72.7% 10.7% .8% 

Challenger 17% 52.2% 36.3% 7.9% 

Open Race 30.5% 43.6% 24.4% 4.3% 
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Emotional Appeals and Incumbency Status 

To understand the relationship between incumbency status and use of emotional 

appeals, I ran descriptive statistics to understand how incumbents, challengers, and open 

race candidates use emotional cues differently. Of the 492 tweets posted by incumbents, 

15.6% (77) cued enthusiasm, 16.6% (82) cued pride, 3.2% (16) cued anger, and 3% (15) 

cued fear. Of the 593 tweets posted by challengers, 13.1% (78) cued enthusiasm, 3.7 % 

(22) cued pride, 12.3% (73) cued anger, and 7.9% (47) cued fear. Of the 1450 tweets 

posted by open race candidates, 7.6% (256) cued enthusiasm, 5.4 % (79) cued pride, 

6.8% (99) cued anger, and 7.5% (109) cued fear. These results are shown in Figure 24. 

 
 

 
 
Figure 24. Percentage of Incumbency Tweets Containing Each Emotion in the General Election. 

 

 To explore whether use of emotional appeals differs based on incumbency status, 

I again ran a series of chi square tests. Specifically, I conducted four chi square tests to 

compare whether there was a relationship between incumbency status (e.g. incumbent, 
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challenger, open race) and use of emotional appeals (e.g. anger, fear, pride, enthusiasm). 

Results are included in Table 29.  

 
 

Table 29. Significance for Incumbency and Emotional Appeals: General 
 

 Pearson’s 
Chi-Square 

df Significance Incumbent Challenger Open 
Race 

Enthusiasm 6.421 2 .040 15.6% 13% 17.6% 
Fear 13.374 2 .001 3% 7.9% 7.5% 
Anger 33.843 2 < .001 3% 12% 6.8% 
Pride 83.256 2 < .001 16.6% 3.7% 5.4% 

 
 
 

H2: Gubernatorial challengers will rely more on anger appeals than 
incumbents.    
 

Result showed that challengers (standardized residual = 4.4) post significantly 

more anger appeals (χ2 = 33.843, df = 2, p < .001) than open race candidates 

(standardized residual -0.8) or incumbents (-3.4). In fact, 12% of tweets posted by 

challengers include some type of anger appeal, as compared to 3% of incumbent tweets 

and 6.8% of tweets posted by open race candidates. Thus, the data supports Hypothesis 2, 

and I can conclude that challengers rely more on anger-based appeals than incumbents or 

open race candidates. 

H3: Gubernatorial challengers will rely more on fear appeals than 
incumbents. 
 
 Results showed that challengers (standardized residual = 1.1) are equally as likely 

as open race candidates (standardized residual = 1.1) to post messages including fear 

appeals (χ2 = 13.374, df = 2, p = .001), while incumbents (standardized residual = -3.2) 

are comparatively unlikely to use such appeals. This data supports Hypothesis 3, and I 
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can conclude that incumbents are less likely to use fear appeals than challengers or open 

race candidates. 

H4: Gubernatorial incumbents use more appeals to pride than do 
challengers. 
 
 With regard to pride appeals, incumbents (standardized residual = 7.8) are 

significantly more likely than open race candidates (standardized residual = -2.5) and 

challengers (standardized residual = -3.2) to appeal to pride (χ2 = 83.256, df = 2, p < 

.001). Moreover 16.6% of incumbent tweets appeal to pride, as compared to 5.4% of 

open race candidate tweets and 3.7% of challenger tweets. These results support 

Hypothesis 4, indication that incumbents are most likely to leverage appeals to pride. 

RQ 10: Do incumbents or challengers cue more enthusiasm? 
 
 When it comes to enthusiasm, chi square statistics show that there are small 

significant differences in how candidates present enthusiasm based on incumbency status 

(χ2 = 6.421, df = 2, p = .04). Results show that open race candidates are the most likely to 

cue enthusiasm (standardized residual = 1.4), followed by incumbents (standardized 

residual = -0.3) and challengers (standardized residual = -1.9).  
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CHAPTER NINE: DISCUSSION OF GENERAL ELECTION RESULTS 

For citizens following the 2016 gubernatorial campaigns, the months leading up 

to general election were both exciting and uncertain. With three months left in the 

election period, The Cook Political Report (2016) a non-partisan political newsletter that 

analyzes presidential, congressional, and gubernatorial races, maintained that six states 

(e.g. Missouri, New Hampshire, Vermont, West Virginia, Indiana, and North Carolina) 

remained “toss ups,” while only four states (Delaware, Washington, North Dakota, and 

Utah) were designated as being uncompetitive. Within the toss-up states in my sample, 

one incumbent, Republican Pat McCrory, was unseated, losing by only .1%. Another 

Republican, Phil Scott of Vermont, had a surprising victory in the heavily Democratic 

Vermont, a state that is wholly represented by liberal congresspersons at the national 

level (e.g. Bernie Sanders, Patrick Leahy, Peter Welch). Overall, only two states (North 

Dakota and Utah) saw a candidate who won with over 60% of the vote. Further, in the six 

states holding open races, three “political outsiders” who had little, if any, prior 

experience holding political office (e.g. Jim Justice (WV), businessman; Doug Burgum 

(ND), businessman; Eric Greitens (MO), Marine) emerged victorious in the general 

election.  As such, 2016 was an interesting time to study gubernatorial candidates’ 

communication strategies and to explore how different types of candidates present 

disagreement, agreement, and emotional appeals to their constituencies. In this chapter, I 
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will again begin with an overview of the descriptive statistics, and will then discuss my 

findings regarding tweet type, incumbency status and party affiliation. The chapter 

concludes with limitations and directions for future research. 

Disagreement, Agreement, and Emotional Appeals 

 In looking at the overall distribution of tweets in the general election, my results 

are consistent with Gainous and Wagner (2014), who found that most tweets focus upon 

basic organizing, fundraising, communication, etc. In fact, during the general election 

57.6% of candidate tweets were focused upon such innocuous messages. That is not to 

say, however, that tweets focused upon policy (29.2%) or personal characteristics 

(13.2%) were absent from the dataset. Further, 15.3% of tweets presented some type of 

disagreement, 20% presented some type of agreement, and 36.4% presented some type of 

emotional appeal. This says there is much more going on in the Twitter space during the 

general election than simply communicating about where a candidate will be or how to 

get involved in the campaign. 

 Disagreement. Turning to disagreement presented in the gubernatorial general 

elections, we see that disagreement was not uncommon, occurring in roughly 15% of 

tweets. However, it was especially interesting to explore how different types of 

disagreement were manifested within the broader context of disagreeable tweets. For 

instance, candidates regularly focused on disagreement pertaining to policy, personal 

characteristics and disagreement with the opposing party, while disagreement with their 

own party and interactive disagreement occurred so infrequently that resulting statistics 

were not reliable. The general election also saw an uptick in the use of incivility, with 
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8.6% of tweets in my sample containing incivility (as compared to 4.8% of the sample in 

the primary election). While 8.6% may seem like a small amount of incivility, when I 

filtered the sample to only include disagreeable tweets, my result portrayed quite a 

different picture, with 56% of disagreeable tweets being presented in an uncivil manner. 

This shows that while candidates do not present uncivil message very often overall on 

Twitter, they are quite likely to do so when presenting disagreement. When considering 

democratic implications, it is somewhat concerning to learn that over half of disagreeable 

tweets presenting disagreement demean the opposition instead of simply providing fact-

based insight into the differences between candidates. 

It was also especially interesting to find that candidates continued to leverage 

disagreement with Washington insiders/the political elite (13.4% of disagreeable tweets) 

during the general election, while disagreement with the members of the same party 

(1.6% of disagreeable tweets) nearly disappeared. Later in this chapter, I explore which 

candidates may be particularly likely to leverage this strategy on Twitter. 

Agreement. In the general election, candidates regularly presented support from 

or alignment with others on Twitter. In fact, roughly 20% of tweets in my sample did 

this.  Candidates were the most likely to present agreement with/from groups, followed 

by public figures and individuals. Interestingly, candidates once again rarely presented 

instances in which they agreed with the other party or talked about the importance of 

working across the political aisle. As discussed in Chapter Seven, Benoit (2000, 2004) 

explains that messages during a primary campaign generally leverage more acclaims and 

fewer attacks than the general election, and this is demonstrated through my results, in 
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that there is only a 5% difference in presentation of agreement (20% of the sample) and 

presentation of disagreement (15.3% of the sample) in the general election, as contrasted 

with the primary in which candidates presented twice as many agreeable tweets as 

disagreeable tweets. It is interesting that research conducted before the advent of Twitter 

is consistent with the strategies that are revealed in this dataset, showing that such 

strategies may be remarkably consistent across time and medium. Later in this chapter, I 

will explain more fully which types of gubernatorial candidates may be particularly likely 

to present agreement during a primary.    

 Emotional appeals. Consistent with the research of Brader (2005, 2006) and 

Ridout and Searles (2011), I found that enthusiasm was by far the most common emotion 

cued on Twitter (16% of tweets). Interestingly, however, while prior researchers found 

that pride was the second most common emotion presented on television commercials 

(Brader, 2006; Ridout & Searles, 2011), I found that candidates leveraged pride (7.2%), 

anger (7.4%) and fear (6.7%) at nearly the same rate in the general election. What was 

most interesting, however, was the extent to which anger and fear were used in 

conjunction with disagreement. Specifically, within tweets that presented disagreement, 

41% (159) used anger and 22.2% (86) used fear. The fact that nearly two thirds of 

disagreeable tweets included negative emotions such as anger or fear in the general 

election raises concerns about the extent to which candidates present from fact-based 

disagreement as compared to presenting disagreement using potentially negative and 

polarizing emotional frames. To better understand how each of these framing tools is 
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used in messages, the next section explores how candidates use disagreement and 

emotional appeals to frame policy and personal characteristics. 

Policy and Personal Characteristics  

 After exploring how specific types of candidates use disagreement and emotions 

in their Twitter postings, I now turn to tweet type to more fully explore how candidates 

use these strategies to frame particular types of messages.  Specifically, I examine how 

candidates framed policy messages and personal characteristics messages using both 

disagreement and emotion. 

Policy. Overall, candidates presented disagreement with policy more often than 

with an opponent’s personal characteristics in the general election. As stated previously, 

providing citizens with policy-oriented disagreement may be beneficial to democratic 

society, in that it provides the public with information that allows voters to choose a 

candidate whose policy positions best matches their own (Abramowitz & Saunders, 1998; 

Downs, 1957). However, the fact that approximately half of policy-related tweets 

leveraged some type of emotional appeal says that candidates are using emotional appeals 

to strategically frame policy points and are able to do so even within the confines of 

Twitter’s 140-character limit, as shown in Figure 25. 
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Figure 25. Percentage of Policy Tweets Containing Each Emotion 

 

In fact, during the general election, 12.4% of policy messages used anger appeals, 

while 15.3% leveraged fear appeals. In fact, candidates framed policy messages with fear 

more than any other type of emotion. Once again, affective intelligence theory suggests 

that fear-inducing messages may increase information-seeking, encouraging voters to 

learn more about issues involved in an election and inspiring them to become more 

informed citizens (Marcus et al., 2006). However, citizen learning about policy issues in 

the context of a fear mindset is probably not desirable if we want an informed society that 

is rationally thinking about policy issues that may impact their communities.  In like 

manner, anger can serve as a motivational tool, encouraging people to take action 

(Huddy, Feldman, & Cassese, 2007). While we certainly want a motivated and active 

electorate, if such motivation is rooted in an end goal of damaging (or silencing) the 

opposition, it seems unlikely that such a citizenry would be beneficial to civic (and civil) 

society. After all, citizens can be encouraged to favor certain policy positions when 

emotions are used to frame such policies and their consequences (Nabi, 2003). 
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Personal characteristics. While prior research suggests that disagreement based 

on personal characteristics may be less common in the general election (Benoit 2000, 

2004), my results painted a different picture. Interestingly, candidates’ personal 

characteristics posts were evenly split, with about half talking about themselves and 

about half talking about an opponent. The relationship between personal characteristics 

and disagreement is also interesting – when candidates did mention an opponent’s 

character, it was almost always associated with some form of disagreement. Further, 

candidates were significantly more likely to leverage cues to pride and enthusiasm when 

talking about their own personal characteristics and to use fear and anger cues when 

talking about the personal characteristics of an opponent in the general election.  

Incumbents, Challengers, and Open Race Candidates 

 While differences in partisan status were less obvious than I originally 

hypothesized, differences based on incumbency status were quite apparent. Specifically, 

candidates in the sample for the general election were heavily open race (58.3%), which 

provided a meaningful opportunity to understand how such candidates communicate 

differently than incumbents or challengers. My results reveal several interesting points 

about open race candidates. In the general election, open race candidates were the most 

likely to present disagreement pertaining to personal characteristics and were 

significantly more likely to present themselves as “political outsiders” and as critical of 

the Washington elite, potentially to set themselves apart as candidates who were not part 

of the unpopular political establishment (Leith, 2016; Gallup, 2016; Vraga, 2017). Open 

race candidates were again the most likely to present agreement from public figures, 
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possibly to provide a level of legitimacy to their candidacy. They were also the most 

likely to cue enthusiasm in their tweets. These results support my findings from the 

primary, suggesting that communication strategies of open race candidates on Twitter 

may be relatively stable, although future research should systematically examine more 

open race candidates to understand whether these patterns hold true. In fact the current 

literature contains very few studies pertaining to open race candidates, and the general 

consensus seems to be that candidates generally take on challenger or incumbent 

characteristics. However, my research indicates that open race candidates are a discrete 

category of candidate that should be explored separately from incumbents and 

challengers to better understand candidate communication overall. 

 Turning to incumbents, results suggest that these candidates also remain stable in 

their communication strategies on Twitter, as evidenced by the fact that incumbents 

posted remarkably more pride appeals and agreement overall in the general election. 

Incumbents were particularly likely to post agreement with groups, as nearly three 

quarters of their agreeable tweets highlighted groups. By extension, incumbents in the 

general election were the least likely to present all types of disagreement, which supports 

prior theory suggesting that incumbents attempt to rise above the fray of politics and 

present themselves as statesmen only interested in the best for the people (Popkin, 1994; 

Trent et al., 2009). Overall, incumbents presented disagreement in only 5.8% of their 

tweets, compared to 14.8% for open race candidates and 24% for challengers. The pattern 

is similar for incivility, which occurs comparatively infrequently among incumbents (4% 

of tweets) but appears in 12.6% of challengers’ tweets and 8.5% of open race candidates’ 
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tweets in the general election. Interestingly, when incumbents did present disagreement, 

they were focused upon the opposing party, with 100% of their disagreeable tweets 

targeting the party or candidate on the other side of the aisle. This once again suggests 

when incumbents do present disagreement, they may be attempting to control the flow of 

information (Gainous & Wagner, 2014) by directing constituents’ attention toward the 

shortcomings of the other party (Lau & Redlawsk, 2006). 

 When looking at the full sample of tweets for the general election, challengers 

were the most likely to present disagreement overall and were significantly more likely to 

use incivility. However, when I filtered the sample to examine only disagreeable tweets, 

these differences were mitigated, suggesting candidates may not present uncivil, same 

party, or interactive disagreement differently based on incumbency status during the 

general election when they turn to disagreement.  When it comes to tweet type however, 

challengers were slightly more likely to present disagreement pertaining to policy 

positions, often in the form of attacking policy positions held by the incumbent like the 

following tweet posted by Greg Gianforte (R-MT), “Revenues are down while spending 

has increased under Bullock admin. It's time for new leadership 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nm3fEccFf10 #mtpol #mtgov” (Gianforte, 2016). Such 

tweets presented disagreement about policy without attempting to cue emotions, while 

others regularly leveraged emotional appeals in conjunction with policy disagreement, 

such as this tweet posted by challenger Roy Cooper (D-NC). “House Bill 2 has to be 

repealed. It writes discrimination into law and has been a disaster for our economy” 
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(Cooper, 2016). While this message certainly pertains to policy (e.g. House Bill 2), it also 

cues anger by framing the law as discriminatory and having disastrous economic impact. 

With regard to emotional appeals, my findings again demonstrate that challengers 

and, to a lesser extent, open race candidates enact strategies online that attempt to trigger 

voters’ surveillance system (Marcus set al., 2000) and encourage them to seek out more 

information. While challengers and open race candidates use fear appeals similarly, 

results strongly support prior findings that challengers use anger (Ridout & Searles, 

2011) appeals more often than other types of candidates. In fact, 12% of challenger 

tweets focused upon anger, as opposed to 3% of incumbent’s tweets and 6.8% of open 

race candidates’ tweets. Since challengers’ use of anger appeals on Twitter mirrors what 

Ridout and Searles (2011) found with regard to television commercials, it may be the 

case that anger is a strategy prevalently used by challengers to frame their campaign 

communication. Next, I turn to party affiliation to understand how differences were 

manifested in each of my focal variables. 

Party Affiliation 

  With regard to party affiliation, results showed that while candidates overall 

presented disagreement regularly, there were negligible differences between 

Republicans’ and Democrats’ use of disagreement on Twitter in the general election. 

Further, the fact that over 95% of disagreeable tweets in the general election targeted the 

opposing party suggests that candidates in both parties began to shift away from intra-

party disagreement in an effort to join against the outside “other” of opposition (Collins, 

2002, Lau & Redlawsk, 2006).  
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By extension, the patterns in candidates’ presentation of agreement show distinct 

strategies that partisans used to showcase convergence in their support networks. Results 

suggest that Republicans are more likely to present agreement with public figures and 

individuals in the general election, while Democrats are more likely to present agreement 

with groups. For example, nine of the ten Republican candidates tweeted support from 

current/former governors, like this tweet posted by Bill Cole (R-WV) to align himself 

with former Wisconsin Governor Scott Walker, “ Come stand with Bill and Wisconsin 

Gov @ScottWalker this Friday! #wvpol #wvgov” (Cole, 2016). The fact that Republicans 

more often tweeted agreement with public figures lends support to prior research 

indicating that conservatives may be more likely than liberals to value symbols of 

authority (Haidt & Graham, 2007; Jost et al., 2008). If such value of authority is indeed a 

characteristic of Republican leaders (and their followers), it makes sense that such 

strategies are manifested in their campaign communications. 

 Research has also shown that conservatives tend to place more value on 

individual freedom while liberals place greater value on equality (Lipset et al., 1962; 

Tetlock, 1986; Jost, Nosek & Gosling, 2008). Again, this is reflected in my general 

election results, with Republicans being more likely to show support from average 

citizens on Twitter, like this retweet posted by Phil Scott (R-Vermont), 

“ JessH8SocialMed Perfectly executed. Real. To the point. Heartfelt. Classy. What 

more could VT ask for? @PhilScott4VT #vtpoli t.co/hESBKvB8Xr” (Scott, 2016). 

Again, if the autonomy of the individual is indeed a central aspect of conservative values, 
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it makes sense that Republican candidates would focus on expressing tweets from 

average citizens. 

 In like manner, research has shown that while conservatives place value on the 

individual, liberals place greater value on equality (Lipset et al., 1962; Tetlock, 1986; 

Jost, Nosek & Gosling, 2008) and are more supportive of rapid social change (Jost et al., 

2003) that will support egalitarian-focused goals. This is reflected in my results, which 

show that Democratic candidates were significantly more likely to express agreement 

from groups. An overview of the data shows that Democrats regularly tweeted support 

from (and for) LGBTQ organizations, women’s groups, minority organizations, unions, 

and economically disadvantaged groups. The fact that 65% of Democrats’ agreeable 

tweets focused upon groups suggests that messages with a more egalitarian focus may 

resonate particularly well with those of a more liberal worldview. 

In still thinking about partisan strategy and communicating online, it is again 

surprising that my results contradict past research on emotional appeals in campaign 

advertisements. Chiefly, both Brader (2006) and Ridout & Searles (2011) found 

differences between Republicans and Democrats in their use of emotional appeals in 

television advertisements, while I found no significant differences between the two 

groups in their use of enthusiasm, pride, or fear. It does appear that Republicans may be 

more likely than Democrats to present anger in the general election, which provides 

support for theory indicating that anger appeals may be particularly influential on 

Republicans due to their increased sensitivity to such messages (Huber et al., 2015). This 

raises important questions about polarization in a democratic society. After all, if one 
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party continually focuses upon anger with their political opponents, it seems unlikely that 

the two sides will be able to engage in deliberation to find bipartisan policy solutions. 

Future research should explore how anger is manifested in the upcoming 2018 midterm 

elections, in which Democrats will have an opportunity to offer an indictment upon the 

policies of the Trump White House and a Republican-controlled Congress. In fact, with 

36 gubernatorial seats up for election, 2018 will provide an excellent opportunity for 

researchers to understand whether Republicans’ use of anger appeals in the 2016 

gubernatorial election was a product of discontent with the policies of Barack Obama or 

whether anger appeals are in fact a staple of Republican messaging strategies.  
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CHAPTER TEN: DISCUSSION OF THE PRIMARY AND GENERAL 
ELECTIONS 

 After exploring how candidates use disagreement, agreement, and emotional 

appeals to frame their messages within both the primary and general elections, in this 

final chapter, I take a step back to examine how all of these pieces fit together. I explore 

the consistencies as well as the differences between the two election periods and analyze 

my findings in the context of both theoretical and practical applications. Finally, I present 

limitations and directions that future research should take to more fully understand these 

processes in the nature of online spaces. 

Tweet Type  

During both the primary and general election, the type of tweets posted by 

candidates remained remarkably consistent, with around 60% of tweets focused upon 

basic communication, a little less than 30% focused upon policy, and 12-13% focused 

upon personal characteristics. This is consistent with the research of Gainous and Wagner 

(2014) who found that candidates’ tweets most often pertain to basic organizing and 

fundraising, with less attention paid to other types of messages.  However, the makeup of 

tweets focused upon personal characteristics was quite surprising. In the primary election, 

only 29% of personal characteristics tweets focused upon an opponent, whereas nearly 

half of such tweets focused upon an opponent in the general election, as show in Figure 

26, shown below: 
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Figure 26. Tweet Types in the Primary Versus General Election 

 
 

Theoretically, this is somewhat surprising, as prior research (Benoit 2000, 2004) 

has suggested that candidates in a general election will be more focused on policy issues 

in the general election and personal characteristics in the primary – my findings show a 

different mechanism at work. Practically, there could be at least two explanations for this. 

First, even though candidates in a primary are regularly expressing disagreement with 

people in their own party, Candidate X may be wary of criticizing Candidate Y too much 

based on personal characteristics, as the candidate many need the support of voters who 
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had previously supported Candidate Y, and personal attacks may reduce the likelihood of 

such future support. In like manner, Candidate X may be pressured by her party to 

endorse Candidate Y, if Candidate Y is chosen to represent the party in the general 

election. After all, “depolarization of partisan conflict” is a common phenomenon in the 

wake of an election, as partisans resolve such conflict and unite behind the party’s chosen 

leader (Cigler & Getter, 1977, p. 363).  In fact, Cigler and Getter (1977) argue that as 

voters begin to depolarize after an election, voters mentally minimize the amount of 

conflict that actually occurred during the election in order to adjust to the outcome. From 

a candidate’s perspective, this will be difficult to do if she has frequently and personally 

attacked her intra-party opponent on an easily accessible and public medium such as 

Twitter. 

Secondly, races in at least six states were quite close, with a winning margin of 

fewer than 7% in the general election. This is not particularly surprising, as The Cook 

Political Report (2016) maintained that six states (e.g. Missouri, New Hampshire, 

Vermont, West Virginia, Indiana, and North Carolina) remained “toss ups” as of August 

of 2016, when my data collection began for the general election. This is in contrast to the 

primary election period, in which races were not particularly close. In fact, only one race 

was won with a margin of victory under 10% (e.g. the Republican primary in New 

Hampshire). Because many general election races were so close, candidates may have 

turned toward a more “no holds barred” strategy as Election Day approached, presenting 

disagreement wherever they saw an opportunity. This assertion is bolstered by the fact 

that uncivil disagreement, which was present in 39% of disagreeable tweets in the 
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primary election, increased to being present in 56% of disagreeable tweets in the general 

election. Thus, as personal disagreement increased, so did use of incivility. Thinking back 

to work of Mutz and Reeves (2005), who explain that uncivil messages insert “gratuitous 

asides that suggested a lack of respect for and/or frustration with the opposition" (p. 5) 

along with Brooks and Geer (2007), who posit that uncivil comments add provocative, 

superfluous content, this pattern is quite interesting and suggests that as races get closer, 

so does incivility and focus upon the personal characteristics of opponents. This raises 

important questions about how politicians use such tools to influence, and possibly 

control their audience. While communication research seeks to predict and understand 

communication phenomena, it is somewhat disconcerting to think that voters’ choices 

could be a product of such prediction and control on the part of politicians.  

Disagreement 

 With regard to disagreement overall, candidates also posted a slightly higher 

proportion of disagreeable tweets in the general election (15.3%) than did candidates 

during the primary election (12.3%). Further, while candidates during the primary did 

post disagreement with members of their own party, such disagreement all but 

disappeared during the general election, as candidates turned their attention toward the 

opposing party in over 95% of their disagreeable tweets. Once again, this demonstrates 

that during the general election, partisans converge with members of their own party to 

target the ultimate opposition – the candidate on the other side of the aisle (Lau & 

Redlawsk, 2006). Figure 27 shows the percentage of disagreeable tweets in each category 

in the primary as compared to the general election. 
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Figure 27. Disagreeable Tweets in the Primary and General Election 

 

In fact, disagreement with the opposing party was prevalent during both the 

primary and general election. Perhaps most interestingly, presentation of disagreement 

with the opposing party during the primary occurred almost twice as much as 

disagreement with a candidate’s own party. Initially, one would think that candidates 

would be more focused on their immediate competitors in a primary election, but that 

does not seem to be the case. I think this speaks to the nature of polarization in the 

current political climate (Bafumi & Shapiro, 2009; Campbell, 2016) and suggests that 

candidates feel that it is more important to showcase their disapproval of the opposing 

party than to highlight differences between themselves and their intra-party primary 

opponent. This is concerning, as voters end up hearing more about the partisan divide, 

rather than the reasons why a candidate would be the best choice to represent her party in 

the general election.  

 In terms of agreement overall, candidates were slightly less likely to present 

agreement in the general election than in the primary election, with candidates in the 

primary showing agreement in 25% of their tweets as opposed to 20% in the general 

election. This could be explained by the fact that, by the time the general election began, 
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the base was already united behind the candidates ultimately chosen to represent each 

party in the general election and presentation of agreement was less necessary. In other 

words, candidates in a primary are vying for the support of, largely, the same pool of 

voters, so presenting agreement from public figures, groups, and individuals during a 

primary could be especially helpful if the candidate is attempting to showcase her 

similarity to voters within the party. After all, people are drawn to those who they 

perceive to be similar to themselves (McPherson et al., 2001) and an important 

component of political agreement is likeminded people joining together to support 

common political causes (Mutz, 2006). By the end of the general election, as partisans 

become united behind their chosen candidate (Cigler & Getter, 1977), it seems less 

necessary for candidates to showcase agreement because network convergence has 

already happened. 

In like manner, candidates proportionally used slightly fewer enthusiasm and 

pride appeals in the general election, as compared to the primary election. However, 

anger and fear appeals were more prevalent in the general election, suggesting, again, that 

gubernatorial candidates across the board adopted a more aggressive approach in the final 

months of the election cycle, as races remained close and outcomes remained uncertain. 

Again, this make sense in terms of affective intelligence theory, as anger appeals can 

serve as a motivational tool to encourage voters to take action, while fear appeals tend to 

draw listeners’ attention toward new information and discourage them from relying on 

previous partisan attachments (Marcus et al., 2006). It makes sense, then, that in a close 

race candidates would not only try to motivate their party’s base to vote through anger 
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appeals but would also attempt to chip away at the partisanship of voters on the other side 

of the aisle. This pattern is shown in Figure 28: 

 

 
Figure 28. Emotional Appeals in the Primary and General Election 

 

While disagreement, agreement, and emotional appeals were certainly present in 

candidate communication, it is important to note that most tweets, in fact, did not contain 

these elements and were instead focused upon basic communicating and organizing.  

Party Affiliation 

 Turning to party affiliation, it appears that while Republicans and Democrats 

presented disagreement differently in the primary, they became similar in the general 

election, with few differences in how members of each party presented disagreement on 

Twitter. For instance, during the primaries, Republicans were significantly more likely to 

present disagreement with members of their own party, while Democrats were 

significantly more likely to present disagreement with the opposing party (e.g. 
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Republicans). In fact, Democrats remained more united as a party throughout the primary 

election, presenting disagreement with fellow Democrats in only 16.6% of disagreeable 

tweets and presenting disagreement with Republicans in 65.9% of disagreeable tweets. 

Conversely, Republicans presented same party disagreement in 36% of their disagreeable 

tweets during the primaries.  For both parties, however, same party disagreement almost 

completely disappeared in the general election, with 95% of disagreeable tweets focused 

upon the candidate’s opposing party. This says that while Republicans in the 

gubernatorial primaries experienced more intra-party disagreement, they were able to 

come together in the general election. Democrats, however, remained comparatively 

united throughout both election periods. 

One result that I found particularly interesting concerns disagreement with 

Washington insiders. In the general elections, results suggested that Republicans were 

slightly more likely to present disagreement with the political establishment. In 

retrospect, this may be a reflection of the sentiment across Republicans the United States 

during the 2016 elections. After all, at the national level, Republican Donald Trump was 

able to successfully parlay his status as a political outsider into a Presidential victory 

(Shribman, 2016), while two Republican political outsiders, Eric Greitens (MO) and 

Doug Burgum (ND) were elected governors of their respective states. To date, there has 

been little research on candidates’ strategies in presenting themselves as independent 

from the Washington elite, and it will be interesting to see if these strategies (and 

successes) hold true in 2018 and beyond – much of this may depend upon whether 

governors who ran on an “outsider” platform are able to maintain the support of 
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constituents. If these governors are not successful in doing so, the pendulum may swing 

toward electing candidates who have served in elected office and have experience 

operating in the political arena. In the future, it will be interesting to learn whether 

candidates present themselves as “outsiders” or “experienced” and to understand the 

relative success (and failure) of using such frames. 

Because results were not conclusive, further research should more systematically 

examine whether Republicans in other elections present disagreement with Washington 

outsiders or whether this is unique to the 2016 election cycle. 

Incumbency Status 

 In examining the primary and general elections together, incumbents, challengers, 

and open race candidates remained relatively stable in their presentation of disagreement. 

Overall, challengers presented disagreement most frequently, followed by open race 

candidates. Because few studies have examined open race candidates in conjunction with 

challengers and incumbents, my research provides insight for understanding how the 

strategies of open race candidates fit into the larger picture of online candidate 

communication. Perhaps most interestingly, open race candidates in both the primary and 

general election were the most likely to present disagreement with the Washington 

insiders and the political elite, thus emphasizing their independence from established 

political structures (Lipinski, Bianco, & Work 2003; Vraga, 2017). Future research 

should systematically explore the effectiveness of such strategies. After all, nearly one 

quarter of the 50 sitting governors in the United States did not hold elected office before 

being elected to lead their respective states (Kondik, 2016), indicating that voters may 
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value a fresh perspective in the statehouse. Further, of the 36 governors’ seats up for 

election in 2018, at least 17 states have an incumbent who is term-limited or retiring, 

resulting in multiple upcoming open race gubernatorial elections across the country. It 

will be interesting to learn whether disagreement with the Washington elite is a strategy 

that will be revisited by gubernatorial candidates in 2018 and beyond. 

With regard to agreement and incumbency status, results remained stable through 

the primary and general elections, with incumbents posting the most agreement overall as 

well as the most agreement with groups. In both election periods, open race candidates 

posted the most agreement from public figures followed by challengers. Such a strategy 

was likely designed to provide legitimacy to their candidacy. After all, an incumbent 

already has legitimacy (Popkin, 1994) by virtue of the fact that s/he already holds the 

desired office and presumably does not need to bolster his/her credibility as a person who 

can effectively serve as governor. Relatedly, incumbents were the most likely to use cues 

to pride in both election periods, demonstrating that they are doing well for the state and 

the status quo (e.g. electing the candidate for another term) is the most desirable choice 

that voters can make.  

Incumbents, however, were quite unlikely to cue anger or fear in their posts in 

either election period. Conversely, challengers, followed by open race candidates, were 

the most likely to post anger in both elections, thus drawing attention to unsuccessful 

policies or unfair actions taken by the incumbent or her party. Challengers were also the 

most likely to use fear appeals.  Again, this make sense in terms of affective intelligence 

theory, as challengers and open race candidates want to encourage information-seeking 
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and call voters to action, while an incumbent would prefer for voters to maintain the 

status quo, which means reelecting her for another term. In comparing the primary to the 

general election period, in fact, challengers and open race candidates posted 

proportionally more anger and fear appeals in the general election than they did during 

the primary election suggesting that while the patterns of candidates’ use of emotion are 

relatively stable across election types (e.g. incumbents post the fewest fear and anger 

appeals while challengers poste the most), non-incumbents increase their use of negative 

emotions as election day draws near.  

On the other hand, open race candidates consistently used more appeals to 

enthusiasm in both the primary and general election, in contrast to prior findings by 

Brader (2006) (e.g. incumbents are most likely to cue enthusiasm) and Ridout and Searles 

(e.g. challengers are more likely to cue enthusiasm). As stated previously, these results 

could be explained by the fact that open race candidates on both sides of the political 

aisle are trying to gain (and demonstrate) momentum, garner name recognition, and 

capture voters’ attention. Once again, while this pattern remained relatively stable during 

both phases of data collection, future research should more systematically explore 

candidates’ use of enthusiasm appeals on Twitter to understand if this is in fact a strategy 

more frequently used by open race candidates. 

Emotions, Disagreement, and Tweet Type  

 One of the most intriguing findings in my research was the relationship between 

emotional appeals and presentation of disagreement. In both the primary and general 

election, about 85% of anger appeals also included disagreement. This tells us that when 
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candidates use anger appeals, they most often do so in the context of disagreement. 

However, the possible implications become even more interesting when we add fear into 

the equation. In the primary election, only about 43% of fear appeals also contained 

disagreement, suggesting that candidates use fear and disagreement less often together in 

the primary. However, in the general election, 50% of fear appeals also included 

disagreement, suggesting that fear may become frame policy messages in the general 

election. This is bolstered by the fact that candidates were also more likely to use fear in 

conjunction with policy in the general election (15.3% of policy tweets contained a fear 

appeal) than in the primary election (12.3% of policy tweets contained a fear appeal). In 

like manner, 15.7% of tweets focused on an opponent’s personal characteristics in the 

general election focused upon fear, as compared to only 9.4% in the primary election. 

The increase of fear appeals is especially interesting when considering that the use of 

such appeals may in fact trigger voters to seek out more information (Marcus et al., 

2000). After all, high anxiety messages including fear appeals can prompt voters to pay 

closer attention to new information and rely less on their habitual partisan choices 

(Marcus et al., 2006).   While an informed citizenry is certainly to be desired, a fearful 

citizenry is less optimal in a democratic society. Because message frames can impact 

perception of reality (Entman, 1993) and even impact how people process fact-based 

policy information (Nabi, 2003), it is important to understand how candidates are using 

disagreement, agreement, and emotionally charged frames to influence voters. The fact 

that appeals to fear and anger may contribute to polarization (Huber et al., 2015), blame 

(Nabi, 1999), avoidance (Nabi, 2003) and increased uncertainty (Nabi, 1999) raises 
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concerns about the future of democratic deliberation in the United States. After all, if 

candidates are able to consistently and successfully frame opposing candidates or ideas in 

terms of fear, it seems unlikely that candidates – and by extension their supporters – will 

be able to effectively discuss policy or create bipartisan solutions to promote the best 

interests of the state or country. 

Limitations and Future Research 

 Despite my attempts at thoroughness, like most studies, this project had several 

limitations that are important to address. First, while my sample allowed me to delve 

deeply into the strategies of open race candidates, the fact that my study contained such a 

high percentage of open race candidates may have decreased my ability to effectively 

study incumbents and challengers. However, because I was able to collect, code, and 

analyze 1,209 incumbent tweets and 1,580 challenger tweets (as compared to 4,322 open 

race tweets), I think this is one of my less-concerning limitations. Secondly, I was only 

able to examine Twitter in my sample, and this population may not be representative of 

all the social media spaces that candidates use to reach their audiences. For instance, 

candidates can post longer messages on Facebook, without the restraints of Twitter’s 

140-character limit, while blogs allow candidates to talk about their policy positions in-

depth. However, Twitter was an effective place to conduct this research, not only because 

of the relative ease in coding brief tweets as opposed to longer messages but because 

Twitter was such a salient topic in the 2016 election season overall, especially with the 

media storm that surrounded Twitter exchanges between and among Presidential 
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candidates (e.g. Donald Trump, Hillary Clinton, Jeb Bush, Ted Cruz) and between the 

candidates and their detractors.  

Thirdly, this study only examines disagreement, agreement and emotions as 

presented by candidates and does not take into consideration the effects (or lack thereof) 

that such strategies may have upon receivers. For instance, it would be interesting to learn 

whether there is a difference in how voters process information that presents 

disagreement only, as compared to disagreement that also includes incivility or an 

emotional appeal. By extension, do receivers pay more attention to a message that 

presents agreement from a public figure (e.g. Jeb Bush, Al Gore) or from a group (e.g. 

Planned Parenthood, National Rifle Association)? Do receivers react differently to an 

agreeable message that also includes an emotional appeal? While prior research has 

studied the effects of emotions upon receivers, it would behoove political communication 

scholars to examine how presentation of disagreement and agreement interacts with 

emotional appeals to impact voters, especially in the new media environment. 

Fourthly, my study only examined the gubernatorial races of 12 states, and these 

results may not translate to races in other areas of the country. For instance, there were no 

states from the Deep South in my sample, and only one of the ten most populous states 

(e.g. North Carolina) was included in my sample.  I would like to see a similar study 

replicated in 2018, as 36 gubernatorial seats from across the nation will be up for 

election. Such a study would allow researchers to identify whether the patterns found in 

my dissertation remain stable and would even allow a comparison of strategies across 

different regions of the country. Further, examining gubernatorial races in 2018 would 
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allow investigators to compare whether gubernatorial candidates’ communication 

strategies are impacted by whether or not their party is in power at the national level. 

During the 2016 gubernatorial elections, there was a Democrat in the White House, and 

the country expected another Democrat to with the presidential election. Conversely, in 

2018 there will be a Republican president. It will be interesting to see how candidate 

strategies may differ, and especially to see whether Democrats will use more anger 

appeals in 2018. After all, in the wake of the 2016 election cycle, Democrats are 

increasingly adopting strategies used by the Tea Party in 2010 (Schreckinger, 2016; 

Martin, 2017), a movement that was characterized by anger-fueled rhetoric, even 

adopting the mantra “mad as hell” (Schoen & Rasmussen, 2010). Whether such anger-

heavy rhetoric emerges from the left in the 2018 election cycle remains to be seen, but it 

will certainly be interesting to explore as the next election season draws near. 

Conclusion 

As with many research projects, this dissertation leaves me with many questions, 

but it also provides interesting answers and insight into how gubernatorial candidates use 

disagreement, agreement, and emotional appeals to frame messages to voters. Since prior 

literature had examined disagreement and agreement almost solely in the context of 

network and dyadic communication, my research takes an important step in 

understanding how candidates present such points of divergence and convergence to their 

audiences using social networking sites. Exploring these constructs together illuminates 

the manner in which candidates craft their image as they separate themselves from some 

ideas/people/groups and align themselves with others. My findings also expands the 
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construct of political disagreement itself, as my research showed that disagreement 

presented by candidates can take multiple forms (e.g. same party, opposing party, 

Washington insiders).   

In like manner, past literature on emotional appeals in campaign communications 

is rather sparse in general, with little research pertaining to gubernatorial elections or the 

new media environment, despite the fact that emotional frames can impact how people 

evaluate policy solutions (Nabi, 2003). However, my research helps explain when and 

how candidates use emotional appeals to frame their messages, even in a truncated and 

text-heavy medium like Twitter. This work also extends prior research, which has shown 

that different types of candidates may be more likely to use different emotional cues 

based on a range of factors including party affiliation and incumbency status (Brader, 

2005, 2006; Ridout & Searles, 2011). While some of the patterns from past research did 

hold true in my study of emotional appeals on Twitter (e.g. challengers are more likely to 

use anger appeals), my research also contributes to an understanding of how open race 

candidates fit within this picture of candidate communication. In fact, my most valuable 

contribution may be the finding that open race candidates have unique communication 

styles and, overall, communicate differently with voters than incumbents and challengers 

on a wide range of factors, notably their framing of disagreement and use of emotional 

appeals. With at least 17 open races taking place in the upcoming 2018 gubernatorial 

elections, I look forward to more deeply studying the patterns and nuances of open race 

candidate communication in 2018 and beyond. 
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APPENDIX  

1. Candidate Status 
a. 1 = Incumbent; 2 = Challenger; 3 = Open Race 

2. Party 
a. 1 = Democrat; 2 = Republican; 3 = Independent/Other 

3. State 
a. 1 = North Carolina; 2 = Indiana; 3 = West Virginia; 4 = Oregon 

4. Party of Last Gov 
a. 1 = Democrat; 2 = Republican; 3 = Independent/Other 

5. Presidential Party 2012 
a. 1 = Democrat; 2 = Republican; 3 = Independent/Other 

6. Hashtag? 
a. 0 = No; 1 = Yes 
b. Only whether or not the tweet includes a hashtag 

7. Retweet? 
a. 0 = No; 1 = Yes 
b. Only whether or not the tweet is a retweet (RT) or modified retweet (MT) 

8. Picture/Link/Video 
a. 0 = No; 1 = Yes 
b. Only whether or not the tweet includes a pic, link, or video 

9. Basic Communicating/Organizing/Fundraising 
a. 0 = No; 1 = Yes 
b. Lets followers know about events, general messages to followers 
c. Examples:  

i. #wagov debate tonight @ 9pm. Tune in! ow.ly/i/112dz 
ii. Having donuts with the rotary club in charlotte 

10. Policy 
a. 0 = No; 1 = Yes 
b. General messages about candidate's policy beliefs/actions; talks about 

issues and stances 
c. Examples: 

i. I have a jobs plan tailor-made to grow WA's economy. Please vote 
for my jobs plan in this @psbj online poll: ow.ly/elLHH #wagov 

ii. Women deserve equal pay for equal work. I have consistently 
voted for women! 

11. Highlighting Personal Characteristics 
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a. 0 = No; 1 = Positive characteristics of self; 2 = Negative characteristics of 
opponent 

b. Praises the candidate as a person (honest, hardworking, etc.) OR talking 
poorly about the opposing candidate 

c. Example: 
i. My friends in WA, vote for a great leader &amp; a tremendous 

person @JayInslee for Governor. Jay will be a great Gov for all in 
Washington State 

12.  Mention Opponent by name? 
a. 0 = No; 1 = Same party candidate; 2 = Opposing party candidate; 3 = Both 

Parties’ candidate 
13. Mention Party? 

a. 0 = No mention of party; 1 = Mentions own party; 2 = Mentions 
opponent's party; 3 = Mentions third party 

14. Mention Presidential 
a. 0 = No; 1 = Trump; 2 = Hilary; 3 = Sanders; 4 = Obama; 5 = Mention 

Multiple Candidates 
15. Agreement – Public Figures 

a. 0 = No; 1 = Yes 
b. Mention endorsements, support from recognizable people 
c. Example:  

i. Watch @billclinton endorse my #jobs plan ow.ly/enoX4 #wagov 
#futurebusines 

ii. The Mayor of New Braunfels came out in support of our 
campaign! 

16. Agreement – Groups 
a. 0 = No; 1 = Yes 
b. EITHER (1) The candidate shows alignment with a particular group or (2) 

Mentions that a group supports him (teachers, gay community, veterans). 
Can often be in the form of a retweet, as shown in the examples. 

c. Examples: 
i. RT @prochoicewa: "I am the candidate who supports the 

reproductive parity act" why @JayInslee is the only 100% 
#prochoice endorsed candidate 

ii. Proud to have endorsement of the Winston-Salem Journal! 
"McCrory has superior leadership skills &amp; experience" 
#CarolinaComeback # 

iii. Thanks to the over 2,000 Source to Sea volunteers who helped 
clean the #Connecticut River last weekend 

17. Agreement – Individuals 
a. 0 = No; 1 = Yes 
b. Often retweets  showing support from regular citizens 
c. Examples: 

i. @_modscientist_ thanks for your support! Much appreciated 
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ii. New ad featuring my former high school teacher: "Pat was a young 
leader when I taught him in Jamestown" youtu.be/SjptvQS0qow 
#ncpol #ncgov 

18. Agreement – Bipartisan 
a. 0 = No; 1 = Yes 
b. Shows that candidate can move beyond disagreement and work with the 

other side AND/OR messages that show support from the opposite party 
c. Example: 

i. Proud to launch Democrats for McCrory today, a statewide 
coalition chaired by two sitting Democratic legislators! #ncpol 
#ncgov 

ii. New ad features former Dem Wilson Co Sheriff: "Once a dem, 
always a dem. Never voted any other way. ‘Til now." 
youtu.be/26vZCV3wvJA #ncpol 

iii. I've had bipartisan success in making sure renters who have been 
abused have access to justice. #YWhangout 

19. Disagreement – General 
a. 0 = No; 1 = Yes 
b. Points to specific areas where there is disagreement between candidates or 

parties. This is dry, just the facts, disagreement  
c. Examples: 

i. McCrory's GOP challenger @RobertBrawleyNC wants to be 
"other guy" on ballot, hits gov on tolls: t.co/9Gay4VIFCa #ncpol 

ii. I'm running for governor of North Carolina to fix our broken 
economy and our broken government #ncpol #ncgov 

iii. My opponent will raise your taxes 
20. Disagreement – Incivility  

a. 0 = No; 1 = Yes 
b. Derogatory/demeaning toward the other side. Scornful/disapproving 

language; contempt and derision of the competition. 
c. This category is really looking at the TONE of a tweet – words like 

“violated,” “desperate,” “disgusted,” “failed,” etc. 
d. Examples: 

i. North Carolinians are rejecting failed economic policies &amp; 
shameful campaign tactics of the Perdue-Dalton era 

ii. Last week, @WalterDalton went negative w/ desperate attacks 
&amp; we raised $1 million in just 1 week! 

iii. MT @publicolanews: Pub. records show McKenna took publicly 
funded trip to Disneyland where his campaign held fundraiser 

21.  Disagreement – Interactive  
a. 0 = No; 1 = Yes 
b. Candidate is responding to an attack 
c. Example: 
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i. MT @brianmrosenthal: Truth Needle: RGA ad attacking 
@JayInslee for small business "tax hike" is misleading 
bit.ly/QkW1un #wagov 

22. Disagreement: Same party 
a. Since this is a primary, look for tweets in which a candidate presents 

disagreement regarding the candidate s/he is opposing in the primary race. 
b. Examples: 

i.  JeffKesslerWV WOW! Seeking Dem Gov Nomination but Jim 
Justice abandons Dem Party &; it's candidates!... because he's 
NOT a Dem - rpx.me/Lv8-l 28 Apr from register-herald.com   

ii.  JeffKesslerWV Someone who's been Chicken now wants to 
talk Turkey! "Kessler has called on Justice to debate for months..." 
www.bcdemocrat.com/2016/03/07/wv-go… 7 Mar from Twitter 
for  

iii.  JJohnsonNow $200k in donations from the #NEA and #UEA. 
A vote for Herbert means #CommonCore is here to stay. #HireJJ 
pbs.twimg.com/media/ClgsKLvVAAQwy2Y… 18 hours ago from 
Twitter  
 

23. Disagreement: Opposing Party 
a. Candidate presents disagreement with the other party and/or candidates in 

the other party.  
i. This can be within a candidates own state (e.g. Bud Pierce  (R-

Challenger) talking negatively about Kate Brown (D-Incumbent).  
ii. It can also refer to instances in which the candidate is presenting 

disagreement with the other party generally (Republicans will take 
away your healthcare) or political leaders in the opposing party (I 
will fight Obamacare! Hilary Clinton is terrible for our state.) 

b. Examples: 
i.  PatMcCroryNC We will continue to fight the Obama 

administration's illegal attempts to take over North Carolina's 
power system. #ncpol #ncgov #ncga 10 Feb from Twitter for 
iPhone   

ii.  PatMcCroryNC .@CBJspanberg @HillaryClinton can't stop 
attacking me, but it was previous leaders who cut ed funding. We 
raised to all time high #facts 15 Mar from Twitter for iPhone   

iii.  BudPierce4Gov Governor Brown’s State of the State Doesn’t 
Quite Represent Oregon’s Reality #orpol #orgov 12 Apr from 
Twitter Web  
 

24. Disagreement: Political Class/Washington Insiders 
a. Showing difference/disagreement between the candidate and those of the 

‘political class,’ ‘Washington insiders,’ ‘millionaire class,’ etc. Candidates 
seem to be presenting disagreement about ‘politics as usual’ and focusing 
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on the need for a ‘regular citizen’ or ‘businessman’s perspective.’ (Donald 
Trump, anyone?) The narrative seems to be, in a nutshell, “Look at me! I 
am against politics as usual and will bring a common-sense perspective.” 

b. Examples: 
i.  WV4Bernie Candidate for #WV Governor &amp; #Berniecrat 

@JeffKesslerWV is fighting the billionaire class 
t.co/QYN74RxBwR t.co/1oUD4VDHuu 28 Apr from Twitter Web 
Client retweeted by JeffKesslerW 

ii.  allen_alley Passed in short session without proper analysis or 
debate. The political class let you down big time. 
www.oregonlive.com/opinion/index.ss… 13 Mar from Twitter for 
iPhone   

iii.  StenehjemForGov When the EPA attempted the largest-ever 
land grab, Wayne Stenehjem was THE attorney general who 
stopped them. www.stenehjemforgovernor.com/wotus/ 7 May 
from Twitter for iPhone   

iv.  JJohnsonNow As Governor, I won't put rural Utah on the 
backburner. We will fight the federal government shoulder to 
shoulder. www.deseretnews.com/article/8656562… 15 Jun from 
Twitter Web  

 
***It is worth noting that a tweet can occasionally fall into more than one category.  
Examples: 

1. The following tweet would be fall into both 2 (opposing party) and 3 (political 
class/Washington insiders) because McCrory-R is showcasing disagreement with 
Cooper-D’s choice to go along with the damaging behavior of Washington DC. 

a. PatMcCroryNC I’ve asked Supreme Court to halt EPA's overreaching 
regs that will raise power bills. We’re standing up to DC even if 
@RoyCooperNC won’t. 28 Jan from TweetDeck   

2. Here, Ken Spaulding is pointing to disagreement with his primary opponent 
Cooper-D while also pointing to disagreement with the sitting governor of the 
opposing party McCrory-R 

a.   KenSpauldingNC Here again Roy Cooper sided with Gov Pat 
McCrory on the refugee issue. Is Roy a real Democrat? #Spaulding2016 
#ncpol twitter.com/NCPolicyWatch/status/68… 12 Jan from Twitter Web 
Clien 

3. In like manner, these tweets both disparages Johnson’s primary opponent, Gary 
Herbert and points to disagreement with the institution of career 
politicians/political elite. 

a.  JJohnsonNow Utah does not need another term of career politician 
Gary Herbert. It's time for #Utah to #HireJJ. #utpol 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dm6zIdR9TZM 26 May from Twitter Web 
Client 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b.  JJohnsonNow ICYMI: "I watched Gary Herbert and his insurance 
commissioner..roll over for the federal government." #utpol #HireJJ 
www.sltrib.com/opinion/3924016-155/… 26 May from Twitter Web 
Client   

 
25. Enthusiasm 

a. 0 = No; 1 = Yes 
b. Calls to action, encouraging people to get excited about supporting/voting 

for the candidate, excitement about the campaign’s momentum 
c. Example:  

i. Proud to welcome @scottkwalker to NC! He's fighting the status 
quo & showing leadership in Wisconsin. Time for a gov to do 
same here #ncpol 

ii. Good news, Team McCrory! Another poll out today shows us with 
a double digit lead! Pledge to vote early 

26. Fear 
a. 0 = No; 1 = Yes 
b. Content that provides threatening information, often in the form of 

criticizing an opponent 
c. Threat about something that may happen in the future 
d. Examples:  

i. "#VT cannot move quickly enough to get off our addiction to oil 
&amp; coal." ow.ly/f28i7 #vtjobs #btv #environment 
#climatechange 

ii. "We've worked too hard to have a question mark in office" 
@pattymurray on why @jayinslee must be elected Governor of 
WA 

iii. @healthvermont has issued emergency rule to ban derivatives of 
#BathSalts &amp; other dangerous synthetic drugs 

27. Anger  
a. 0 = No; 1 = Yes 
b. Designed to create outrage or disgust about the opposing candidate or 

party. Often seeks to create outrage about past behaviors/wrongs. 
c. Examples: 

i. @WalterDalton habitually raided trust funds &amp; raised taxes to 
pay for his irresponsible government spending agenda. #ncpol 
#ncgov #bevpart2 

ii. @WalterDalton turned $3B surplus into $4.6B deficit, raised taxes 
$7.5B 

iii. @GovChristie "the only way we will turn around is to throw the 
people out who got us here in the first place!" 

iv. 9.6% unemployment in Jackson co. Unacceptable! Residents are 
ready to fix our broken gov't &amp; economy! #ncpol #ncgov 

28. Pride 
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a. 0 = No; 1 = Yes 
b. Appeals associated with positive feelings about membership in a group 
c. Examples: 

i. Are you ready for a North Carolina Comeback?  
ii. Ran into GovHaley&amp;GovKusich asking:Why do I keep 

hearing about the great things happening in Utah- I love that 
question 

iii. Wall Street Journal's MarketWatch names Utah the “brightest star” 
on the American flag 

iv. “These brave #VTers represent the spirit of #VT. The coming 
months in Afghanistan will be difficult, but we are grateful for 
their service.” 
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